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1
INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. Front elevation of Chik Kwai Study Hall 植桂書室.

Chik Kwai Study Hall 植桂書室, located in Lai Uk Tsuen 黎屋村 at Pat Heung 八鄉, was
built not later than the 25th year of Guangxu 光緒 era (1899) of Qing Dynasty by Lai Kam Tai 黎
金泰 who is the founding ancestor of Lai Uk Tsuen. The study hall is one of the finest examples of
traditional Chinese study halls in Hong Kong.
The study hall is a two-hall structure, comprising of an entrance hall, a courtyard and a main
hall aligned the same central axis. It is lavishly decorated with various of decorations such as wood
carvings, stone carvings, plastered sculpture and relief and murals. To the right of the study hall is a
humble structure that was once used as stables.

1

This report is to provide a conservation study of the study hall and the stable, including:


a study of the historic, cultural and social context of the buildings



an appraisal of the architecture of the study hall



existing condition survey



statement of significance



conservation philosophy



scope for works for repairs and restoration



outline cost estimate for conservation works

Fig. 2. Map showing the location of Chik Kwai Study Hall 植桂書室.
(from Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, series HM50CL, Sheet 1, 12th
Edition, 2005.)

It is important to notice that the terms “left” and “right” are understood to describe as the
conventional way of describing Chinese buildings, in which “left and “right” mean stage left and
stage right.

2

2
SITE
2.1

Lai Uk Tsuen, Pat Heung

Lai Uk Tsuen 黎屋村 is a small village situated in Pat Heung 八鄉, developed by the Lai Clan
one hundred years ago. The village is largely occupied by Lai’s Clan. According to the villagers,
the Lai in Lai Uk Tsuen was a main branch of the Lai Clan in Sheung Tsuen. Various clans have
settled in Pat Heung for several centuries, while the Lai clan is considered as an important lineage
in Pat Heung area.

2.1.1

Pat Heung

Pat Heung was an area nestled in the middle of the New Territories by several settlements of eight
rural townships. It is lying partly in a valley, is connected with Kam Tin 錦田 on the west, Tai Mo
Shan 大帽山 and Kwun Yam Shan 觀音山 between in the northeast. It is said that there were
eight villages when Pat Heung was formed, Pat Heung 八鄉 was so named.

Heung 鄉
Heung, had the same meaning of Yeuk 約, a traditional social organization which was
dominated by inter-village mutual defence alliances.1 The village alliance provided a mechanism
for the resolution of irrigation disputes. According to the Lockhart observed, the member villages
of an alliance often occupy a common drainage system, which suggests that one important
determinant of alliance membership may have participated in a common irrigation system. It is

1 P.H. Hase, “The Mutual Defence Alliance (約, Yeuk) of the New Territories”, in Journal of The Hong Kong Branch of

the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. 29, 1989, pp. 384-385.
3

clearly advantageous for villages sharing an irrigation source to band together in parapolitical
organization.2 Besides the paramilitary and economics aspect, the village alliance was active in the
adjudication of other types of dispute arising within their boundaries. In the Ming and Ching
Dynasty, the coast was often robbed by pirates, which not only caused tremendous disruption to
coastal trade, but also tremendous loss to villages when they landed and sacked the villages. They
often resorted to rape, pillage or kidnapping. Quarrels were also often occurred between the clans.
It is common that village alliance organized trained personal combat against common enemies.
Hugh Baker’s research in the New Territories between 1963 and 1965 has the following
observations:
Disputes were common, and all the clans were involved in one time or another. Alliances
were made between clans against others, and sometimes smaller lineages from outside the
five [five big clans referred to Tang, Hau, Pang, Man and Liu in this article] would be
brought in.3

To have better defensive power, villages often grouped together to protect themselves. For
this reason, various inter-village alliances were formed in the Ming – Qing Dynasty. There is an
example of village alliances in the New Territories known to have maintained a formal legal code.
A tablet kept in one of the side rooms of the Hau Wong temple 侯王廟, which is dated in 19th year
of Guangxu 光緒 era (1893), of the Tung Chung village alliance specified the fines to be paid for
various common offences and procedures to be followed in trying the accused persons before the
village alliance council.4 The tablet was drawn up by Tung Chung Hap Heung 東涌合鄉 or Tung
Chung Valley.5 According to James Watson, the neighboring lineages of Ha Tsuen and Ping Shan
have often been violent conflict over water, land and marketing rights. In the mid-nineteen century,
Tang clan of Kam Tin forged an alliance with Tang clan of Wai Dak 懷德 to break Tang clan of
Ha Tsuen with small tenant villages.6 It is common that village alliance organized trained personal
combat to against common enemies, such as Ha Tsuen 廈村 and Shap Pat Heung 十八鄉

2 John A.Brim, “Village alliance temples in Hong Kong” in Emily M. Ahern et al., Religion and Ritual in Chinese

Society, Stanford, Calif., Stanford University Press, 1974, p.95.
3 See Baker, Hugh, “The Five Great Clans of the New Territories: Based on a lecture delivered on 1st March, 1965”, in

Journal of The Hong Kong Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, The Hong Kong Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,
vol. 5, 1965, p. 39.
4 John A.Brim, op. cit.,

p. 95

5 James Hayes, “The Pattern of Life in the New Territories in 1898”, in Journal of the Hong Kong Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society, The Hong Kong Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. 2, 1962, p. 84.
6 Watson, James L., Death ritual in late imperial and modern China, Berkeley; London, University of California Press, c.

1988, p. 219.
4

alliances were long-standing military allies.7 In traditional times, village alliances in the New
Territories provided an insurance against the pirate and other invasions.
According to the research from Mr. Stewart Lockhart in 1899, the New Territories was under
the jurisdiction of Shenzhen Dongpingju 深圳東平局, which was an administrative institution in
Qing Dynasty.8 There were many Xiangyue 鄉約 under the control of Shenzhen Dongpingju 深
圳東平局. Dongpingju 東平局 acted as a higher appeal court for either criminal or civil cases
which had passed through the hands of the Village Councils and Tung 洞 Councils. Stewart
Lockhart has the following descriptions of Dongpingju 東平局,
Each council of a Tung contains representatives of the villages which make up the Tung. In
addition to a council of a Tung there is a general council for the whole of the Tung Lo or
Eastern Section… This general council is styled the Tung Ping Kuk or Council of Peace for
the Eastern Section. It has its chamber at the market town of Sham Chun, which is regarded
as the centre of the Eastern Section.9

Even though Tung 洞 was never mentioned in any Chinese Official Document, it is
believed that Tung 洞 was a native name in countryside. Historian Ng Lun Ngai-ha 吳倫霓霞
indicated that Tung 洞 is the regional alliance in the New Territories. Each Tung 洞 had its own
council, various village councils were under the control of Tung 洞. There is another source
suggests other names for Tung 洞 are tun 屯 or tung 董.10 They were organized to manage the
associations in villages.11 Tung 董 was the regional director in the province.

7 John A.Brim, op. cit., p. 98.
8 David Faure 科大衛, “Bu Luo Xianglin jiaoshou zhi youguan xinjie daizu yanjiu 補羅香林教授之有關新界大族研

究 [Supplement to the Researches Realated to the Great Clans in New Territories by Professor Luo Xianglin]”, in
Zhuhai wenshi yanjiusuo xuehui 珠海文史研究所學會, Luo Xianglin jiaoshou jinian lunwenji 羅香林教授紀念論文
集 [Collection of Essays in the Memory of Professor Lo Hsiang Lin], Taibei, Xinwenfeng chuban gufen youxian
gongsi 新文豐出版股份有限公司, 1992, p. 518.
9 Reported by Mr.Stewart Lockhart on the Extension of the Colony of Hong Kong in Papers Relating to Extension of

Colony of Hong Kong, SP 1899, pp. 16 -17.
10 Wu Lun Nixia 吳倫霓霞, “lishi de Xinjie 歷史的新界 [The Historical New Territories]”, in Zheng Yushuo 鄭宇

碩, Bianqian zhong de Xinjie 變遷中的新界 [The Transformation of the New Territories], Hong Kong, University
Publisher and Printer Limited., 1983, p. 19.
11 See the description of Tung 董, “軍興以來，各省團練民勇，有董，有總董，大同小異” [Since the rise in military

affairs, voluntary groups such as tuannian 團練 or minyong 民勇 [trained village soldiers] were called tung, or main
tung. They are all more or less the same throughout the province.] in Feng Guifen 馮桂芬, Jiaobilu kangyi 校邠廬抗
5

After the British takeover of the New Territories in 1899, the colonial government
incorporated the major village alliances into the administrative structure, conferring semi-official
status on recognized alliance leaders. New Territories was divided into eight districts and 48 subdistricts.12 The report doing by Mr.Stewart Lockhart in 1900 has following description,
The principle following in dividing the territory into Districts and Sub-Districts was to
adhere as closely as possible to the divisions recognized by the Chinese inhabitants for
many years. These divisions as a rule follow the natural features of the country. Each subdistrict on the mainland is in most cases contained in a valley, throughout which are dotted
groups of villages and small hamlets. In some cases a sub-district originally arose from the
combination of a number of villages. Clan fights have been a common practice in the San
On District for centuries and it has not been unusual for groups of villages to combine
together for purposes of offence and defence.13

Eight alliances are Kowloon Yeuk 九龍約, Sha Tau Kok Yeuk 沙頭角約, Yuen Long
Yeuk 元朗約, Sheung Yue Yeuk 雙魚約, Luk Yeuk 六約, Tung Hoi Yeuk 東海約, Tung Tao
Tung Yeuk 東島洞約, Sai Tao Tung Yeuk 西島洞約.14 Yuen Long Yeuk consists of eight
divisions. They are Pat Heung 八鄉, Kam Tin 錦田, Shap Pat Heung 十八鄉, Ping Shan 屏山,
Ha Tsuen 廈村, Tuen Mun 屯門, Tai Lam Chung 大欖涌, Lung Kwu Tan 龍鼓灘.

議 [Essays of protest from the cottage where one studies the ancient system of the Zhou], Xuehaichu banshee 學海出
版社, 1967, p. 11.
12 Report on New Territory SP 1900 (1996). Retrieved on 8 August 2006 from Hong Kong Government Reports Online

(1853 - 1941) under the University of Hong Kong Web Site: http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/s1900/1667.pdf, p. 2.
13 Ibid., p. 2.
14 Kowloon Yeuk 九龍約 included Kau Yeuk 九約, Luk Yeuk 六約 and Tsuen Wan Yeuk 荃灣約; Sha Tau Kok

Yeuk 沙頭角約 included Wo Hang 禾坑, Lin Ma Hang 蓮麻坑, Ha Po 下堡, Luk Keng 鹿頸, Nam Yeuk 南約,
Kuk Po 谷埔, Hing Chun 慶春; Yuen Long Yeuk 元朗約 included Pat Heung 八鄉, Kam Tin 錦田, Shap Pat
Heung 十八鄉, Ping Shan 屏山, Ha Tsuen 廈村, Tuen Mun 屯門, Tai Lam Chung 大欖涌, Lung Kwu Tan 龍鼓
灘; Sheung Yue Yeuk 雙魚約 included Lam Tsuen 林村, San Tin 新田, Lung Yeuk Tau 龍躍頭, Plover Cove 船
灣, Jap Wo 翕和, Tsoi Hang 蔡坑, Sheung Shui 上水, Fanling 粉嶺, Hou Yeuk 候約; Luk Yeuk 六約; Tung Hoi
Yeuk 東海約 included Sai Kung 西貢, Cheung Muk Yau 樟木頭, Ko Tong 高塘, Chek Keng 赤涇; Tung Tao
Tung Yeuk 東島洞約 included Kat O 吉澳, Ping Chau 坪洲, Tap Mun 塔門, Pak Tam Chau 白潭洲, Pak Lap
Chau 白蠟洲, Kau Sai 滘西, Yim Tin Tsai 鹽田仔; Sai Tao Tung Yeuk 西島洞約 included Lung Kwu 龍鼓, Chek
Lap Kok 赤蠟角, Ma Wan 馬灣, Tsing Yi 青衣, Lantau Island 大嶼山, Peng Chau 平洲, Nei Ku Chau 尼姑洲,
Cheung Chau 長洲. As citied in Xianggang Xingzheng quhua yanbian 香港行政區劃演變 [The Transition of Hong
Kong Administrative Region]. Retrieved 8 August 2006, from Hong Kong Commerial Daily 香港商報, under
Shenzhen Press Group 深圳報業集團, Website: http://www.takungpao.com.hk/news/2003-11-16/GW-198263.htm
28 February 2005, http://www.cnwnc.com/20050228/ca1454447.htm.
6

In 1906, the eight administrative districts of the New Territories were combined into two,
i.e., the North and the South, each administered by a District Officer 理民府.15 After World War
II, the population of New Territories was increasing. The North District Offices was further divided
into Yuen Long 元朗 and Tai Po 大埔 in 1947. In 1948, New Territories Administration was set
up for administering the District Offices of Tai Po 大埔, Yuen Long 元朗 and South. The
Administration Region was re-organized in 1969. Seven District Offices, which are Yuen Long 元
朗, Tuen Mun 屯門, Tai Po 大埔, Shatin 沙田, Tsuen Wan 荃灣, Sai Kung 西貢 and Island
were developed under the New Territories Administration.16 Pat Heung 八鄉 was under the
administration of Yuen Long District Offices.17

15 Land Registration in the New Territories, Retrieved 8 August 2006, from The Land Registry under The Government

of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, Website: http://www.landreg.gov.hk/en/about/nt.htm.
16 Xianggang Xingzheng quhua yanbian 香港行政區劃演變 [The Transition of Hong Kong Administrative Region].

Retrieved 8 August 2006, from Hong Kong Commerial Daily 香港商報, under Shenzhen Press Group 深圳報業集
團 ,
Website:
http://www.takungpao.com.hk/news/2003-11-16/GW-198263.htm
http://www.cnwnc.com/20050228/ca1454447.htm.

28

February

2005,

17 Six Heung were administered by Yuen Long District Office, they are Shap Pat Heung, Ping Shan, Ha Tsuen, Pat

Heung, Kam Tin and San Tin. As citied in Song Zijing 宋子京, Xinjie de Zhendang 新界的震盪 [New Territories in
Vibration], see edition in Xinjie zhonglibao baoshe 新界中立報報社 [Publisher of New Territories Neutral Post],
New Territories Neutral Post, 31 August 1978, p. 3.
7

Fig. 3. The District and Sub-District in the early period of Hong Kong.
(Courtesy of the Survey and Mapping office, Lands Department, HK SAR
Government, ref. no. HC, 1899. (partial))

Pat Heung 八鄉
Heung is formed and clustered together by a number of settlements of walled and villages. It
is said that there were eight villages when Pat Heung was formed. According to the version from a
villager Lam Wan Cheung 林運祥 who resided in Pat Heung and a press report, eight villages
included Sheung Tsuen 上村, Lin Fa Tei 蓮花地, Cheung Po 長莆, Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗, Yuen
Kong 元崗, Sheung Che 上輋, Ha Che 下輋 and Wang Toi Shan 橫台山.18 In the account of
Wong Puikai 黃佩佳, eight villages included Sheung Tsuen 上村, Sheung Che 上輋, Wang Toi

18 An oral history interview on 21st October 1984 of Lam Wan Cheung 林運祥 in Sheung Che 上輋. Interviewer,

Leung Cho On 梁礎安, Shek Ka Wa 石嘉華, Kwan Yiu Man 關耀文 and Chiu Oi Shung 趙愛旋, from the
Department of Anthropology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1984 and Baxiang Qianmo bufuzai
八鄉阡陌不復再 [Disappearance of farmland in Pat Heung], Retrieved 4 August 2006, from takungpao 大公報,
Website: http://www.takungpao.com.hk/news/2003-11-16/GW-198263.htm.
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Shan 橫台山, Yuen Kong 圓崗, Moon Kong 滿崗, Lin Fa Tei 蓮花地, Kan Po 艮埗 and Shui
Ngau Tin 水牛田.19

Fig. 4. Map showing location of Sheung Tsuen, Pat Heung and the historic villages in
Pat Heung.
(from Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, series HM50CL, Sheet 1, 12th
Edition, 2005.)

The earliest official record showing the villages in Pat Heung was the Dilizhi 地理志
[Chapter on geography], Xin’an xian zhi 新安縣志 [Xin’an County Gazetteer] complied in the
27th year of Kangxi 康熙 era (1688). It seems just had three villages which are in Pat Heung, they
are,
圓岡村、上村村、長莆圍。20
Yuen Kong Tsuen, Sheung Tsuen Tsuen, Cheung Po Wai.

19 See Wong Puikai 黃佩佳, Xianggang Xinjie feng tu ming sheng da guan jian bao ji 香港新界風土名勝大觀剪報集

[Collection of newspaper cutting on the scenery and social customs and sights in Hong Kong New Territories], ca.
1930s, p. 30.
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In the Yudiiue 輿地略 [Chapter on geography], Xin’an xian zhi 新安縣志 [Xin’an County
Gazetteer] complied in the 24th year of Jiaqing 嘉慶 era (1819), there are seven villages recorded.
They are,
圓岡村、上村村、橫台山、長莆、上下輋(上輋和下輋二村)、馬鞍崗21
Yuen Kong Tsuen, Sheung Tsuen Tsuen, Wang Toi Shan, Cheung Po, Sheung Ha Che
(two villages namely Sheung Che and Ha Che), Ma On Kong.

Just two villages in Pat Heung are founded in the Guangdong tushuo 廣東圖說 [Illustrated
Affairs of Guangdong Province] in 1909, they are Yuen Kong 元崗 and Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗, it
reads,
二都城東四十里內有小村十九屬九龍司者十三曰….元岡。
七都城東北五十里內有小村二百六十四屬九龍司者一百四十五曰……馬鞍崗。22
Far from the east of second city from forty miles, there are nineteen small villages and
thirteen were under Kowloon……Yuen Kong.
Far from the northeast of seventh city from fifty miles, there are two hundred and sixtyfour small villages and one hundred and forty-five were under Kowloon...... Ma On Kong.

In the map drawn in 1866 (Fig. 5), 1896 (Fig. 6) and 1897 (Fig. 7) showing several villages
in Pat Heung Area, they are Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗, Cheung Po 長莆, Un Kong 圓崗, Lin Fa Ti
蓮花地, Shik Tau Wai 石頭圍, Sheung Tsuen 上村, Lui Kung Tin 雷公田, Wang Toi Shan 橫
台山, Sheung Tsia 上輋, Ha Tsia 下輋. It is believed that numerous villagers had resided in Pat
Heung in Qing Dynasty.

20 See Jin Wenmo 靳文謨 et al., Xin’an xian zhi 新安縣志 [The Record of Xin’an Province], 1688, juan 3, chapter on

geography, p.32, see edition in microfilm copy kept by The University Hong Kong.
21 Wong Chongxi 王崇熙, Xin’an xian zhi 新安縣志 [Xin’an County Gazetteer], juan 2, chapter on the geography,

1819, pp. 11-13, see edition in Hong Kong, s.n., 1979, pp. 34-38.
22 Gui Wencan 桂文燦 et al., Guangdong tushuo 廣東圖說 [Diagram and Explanation of Guangdong Province],

1862-74, juan 13, 1909, pp. 10-11, see edition in Taibei, Chengwen chubanshe 成文出版社, 1967, pp. 152-153.
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Fig. 5. Map of Sun On District in 1866. 1868, drawn from actual observations made
by an Italian missionary of the propaganda.
(From Empson, Hal, Mapping Hong Kong: a Historical Atlas, Hong Kong,
Government Information Services, 1992, p. 114.)

Fig. 6. Tourist guide map, Kowloon and mainland China, 1896.
(from Empson, Hal, Mapping Hong Kong: a Historical Atlas, Hong Kong,
Government Information Services, 1992, p. 236.)
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Fig. 7. Enlargement of the Xin’an County map in Kwang Tung Directory 廣東通志,
1897, Cheung Po 長布, Lin Fa Tei 蓮花地, Shek Tau Wai 石頭圍, Wang Toi Shan
橫台山, Sheung Che 上輋, Ha Che 下輋 are marked on the map. It stated that the
above villages had been developed before 1897.
(from Empson, Hal, Mapping Hong Kong: a Historical Atlas, 1992, p. 117.)
5. Yuen Long Hui, 8. Lam Tsuen, 10. Tai Mo Shan, 11. Tsuen Wan, 12. Kwai Chung.
(From Empson, Hal, Mapping Hong Kong: a Historical Atlas, Hong Kong,
Government Information Services, 1992, p. 117.)
5. Yuen Long Hui, 8. Lam Tsuen, 10. Tai Mo Shan, 11. Tsuen Wan, 12. Kwai Chung.
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Fig. 8. Map for military use from British War Office, 1905-1909. Un kong 元崗,
Cheung Po 長莆, Tai Wo 大窩, Lin Fa Ti 蓮花地, Shek Tau Wai 石頭圍, Sheung
Tsun Wai 上村圍, Wang Tau Shan 橫頭山, Sheung Tsia 上輋, Ha Tsia 下輋, Chuk
Hang 竹坑 are marked on the map.
(from Empson, Hal, Mapping Hong Kong: a Historical Atlas, 1992, pp. 140-141.)

According to the report from Lockhard, there were about 2,000 residents lived in Pat Heung
in 1898. The following distribution shows the populations in Pat Heung,
Ün kong 圓崗 500, Kák shui wai 隔水圍, Shek t’au 石頭 120, Sheung ts‘ün 上村 400,
Lúi kung t‘in 雷公田 80, Lin fa ti 蓮花地 350, Ch‘eung p‘ó 長布 250, Ma on kong 馬
安江 250.23

Kak Shui Wai 隔水圍, Shek Tau 石頭, Sheung Tsuen 上村, Cheung Po 長莆 and Ma On
Kong 馬鞍崗 were Punti or Cantonese villages, while Yuen Kong 圓崗, Lui Kung Tin 雷公田
and Lin Fa Ti 蓮花地 were Hakka villages.
The residents were living in Pat Heung as far back as Ming Dynasty. According to the
researches from Wong Puikai 黃佩佳 and Lai Hin Yee, Lai 黎 and Chung 鍾 were the oldest
lineages resided in Pat Heung.24

23 Papers Relating to Extension of Colony of Hongkong SP 1899 (1996). Retrieved on 8 August 2006 from Hong Kong

Government Reports Online (1853 - 1941) under
http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/s1899/1610.pdf, p. 28.
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Pat Heung valleys are the richest rice-producing districts in Hong Kong. According to the
research by Stewart Lockhart, the mountain ranges and lower hills in the New Territories were
covered with vegetation and cultivation was found high up on the hill sides. It wrote,
In some places a crop of rice was growing at an elevation of 1,300 feet, and on the northern
slope of the Taimò Shán range tea and pineapple were observed growing at an elevation of
1,500 feet. The range of Taimò Shán, stretching to the west towards Castle Peak Bay, is
covered with good grass, which appeared to be such as would suit cattle, horses, and sheep,
many thousands of which could find pasturage on the slopes of these hills. At present cattle
are used entirely for agricultural purposes.25

It was attractive to people from outside the area looking for a new home in Pat Heung. New
villages were developed as the population grew in Qing Dynasty, total twenty-six villages were
built up until the end of twentieth century.
According to the 認可鄉村名冊 [List of recognized villages] in 1988, a large number of
them were resited before 1898. List of recognized villages was a list approved by the Director of
Lands Department. The male person at least eighteen years old who is a resident in the list of
recognized villages, he can apply for permission to erect a small house during his lifetime on a
suitable site within his own village for himself under the New Territories Small House Policy. The
policy was approved by the Executive Council and has been implemented since December 1972.26
Total twenty-six villages were recorded,
Tsat Sing Kong 七星崗, Cheung Kong Tsuen 長江村, Ng Ka Tsuen 吳家村, Tai Kong
Po 大江浦, Cheung Po 長莆, Chuk Hang 竹坑, Ha Che 下輋, Ho Pui 河背, Leung Uk
Tsuen 梁屋村, Lin Fa Tei 蓮花地, Lo Uk Tsuen 羅屋村, Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗, Ngau
Keng 牛徑, Shek Wu Tong 石湖塘, Sheung Che 上輋, Sheung Tsuen 上村, Shui Lau
Tin 水流田, Shui Tsan Tin 水盞田, Ta Shek Wu 打石湖, Tai Kek 大乪, Tai Wor 大窩,
Tin Sam 田心, Wang Toi Shan 橫台山, Yuen Kong 元崗27, Yuen Kong San Tsuen 元崗
新村, Kam Tsin Wai 金錢圍.28

24 Ibid., p. 28 and Lai Hin Yee, A Report on the Landuse Survey of Sheung Tsuen[sic]: a sub-divison of Pat Heung, New

Territories, Undergraduate essay presented in the Department of Geography and Geology, The University of Hong
Kong, 1962.
25 Papers Relating to Extension of Colony of Hongkong SP 1899 (1996). Retrieved on 8 August 2006 from Hong Kong

Government Reports Online (1853 - 1941) under
http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/s1899/1610.pdf, pp. 9-10.
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26 Practice Notes, Circulars, Publications, Press Release and LegCo Matters. Retrieved on 8 August 2006 under Lands

Department, the Government of the Hong Kong
http://www.landsd.gov.hk/en/legco/house.htm#expnotes.
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27 As citied in Zai Jiti Qiyue Nei Dengji Zhi Xiangcun Meice 在集體契約內登記之鄉村名冊 [List of Villages Record

in the Block Lease] in Yuanyou Xiangcun Meice 原有鄉村名冊 [List of Established Villages] (1989). Retrieved on 8
August 2006 under Heung Yee Kuk N.T. (2005) Web Site: http://heungyeekuk.org/009c1.pdf, pp. 13-14.
28 As citied in Fenzhi Xiangcun Meice 分支鄉村名冊 [List of Branched Off Villages] in Yuanyou Xiangcun Meice 原

有鄉村名冊 [List of Established Villages] (1989). Retrieved on 8 August 2006 under Heung Yee Kuk N.T. (2005)
http://heungyeekuk.org/009c2.pdf, pp. 4-5.
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All of them were resited before 1898, except Cheung Kong Tsuen 長江村, Ng Ka Tsuen 吳
家村, Tai Kong Po 大江浦. In 1899, New Territories Heung Yee Kuk 新界鄉議局 laid down 原
有鄉村名冊 [List of established villages], twenty-four villages were recorded,
Cheung Po 長莆, Chuk Hang 竹坑, Ha Che 下輋, Kam Tsin Wai 金錢圍, Kap Lung 甲
龍, Leung Uk Tsuen 梁屋村, Lin Fa Tei 蓮花地, Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗, Sheung Che 上
輋, Sheung Tsuen 上村, Shui Lau Tin 水流田, Ta Shek Wu 打石湖, Tai Wor 大窩,
Wang Toi Shan 橫台山, Yuen Kong 元崗, Cheung Kong Tsuen 長江村, Ho Pui 河背,
Ngau Keng 牛徑, Shek Wu Tong 石湖塘, Tsat Sing Kong 七星崗, Shui Tsan Tin 水盞
田, Tai Kek 大乪, Tin Sam 田心, Yuen Kong San Tsuen 元崗新村.29

The list of established villages is a list recorded the old villages in Hong Kong. It is approved by
New Territories Heung Yee Kuk 新界鄉議局 which is a rural committee developed by villagers
who resided in New Territories. There is a bit of difference from two lists. Kap Lung 甲龍 is a
village approved by New Territories Heung Yee Kuk 新界鄉議局 but is not listed in the
government record. Ng Ka Tsuen 吳家村, Tai Kong Po 大江浦, Lo Uk Tsuen 羅屋村 and Tai
Wor 大窩 are the villages in the list of recognized villages but not in the list of established
villages.
According to the information form Pat Heung Rural Committee30, there are thirty villages in
Pat Heung at present, which are inhabited by different clans. Several ancestral halls can be found in
these villages. (see Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12).
Table 1. A list showing the villages in Pat Heung.

Village

Lineage

Ancestral Hall

Tsat Sing Kong Tsuen

Tang 鄧

Tang Ancestral Hall 鄧氏宗祠

七星崗
Ha Che 下輋

Kan 簡

Sheung Tsuen 上村

Lai 黎/ Tsai 謝

Sheung Che 上輋

Cheung 張/ Lai 黎/ Yeung 楊/

29 Renke Xiangcun Meice 認可鄉村名冊 [List of Recognized Villages] (1983). Retrieved on 8 August 2006 under

Heung Yee Kuk N.T. (2005) Web Site: http://heungyeekuk.org/009b.pdf, pp. 8-9.
30 Lishi jianjie 歷史簡介 [An Introduction of History] (2006). Retrieved 27 November 2006, from Pat Heung Rural

Committee, Web Site: http://www.patheung.com/villages.htm.
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Cheng 鄭/ Chan 陳/ Kan簡
Tai Kong Po 大江埔

Yeung 楊

Tai Wo 大窩

Choi 蔡/ Cheung 張

Choi Ancestral Hall 蔡氏宗祠 / Cheung
Ancestral Hall 張氏家祠

Yuen Kong 元崗

Leung 梁

Yuen Kong San Tsuen 元崗

Yeung 楊

Leung Ancestral Hall 梁氏宗祠

新村
Shui Lau Tin 水流田

Choi 蔡

Yi Wah Choi Kung Tsz 彝華蔡公祠 /
Kwok Mo Tang Kung Tsz 國茂鄧公祠

Shui Tsan Tin 水盞田

Cheung 張

Cheung Ancestral Hall 張氏宗祠

Ngau Keng 牛徑

Li 李/ Cheng 鄭

Li Ancestral Hall 李氏宗祠 / Cheng
Ancestral Hall 鄭氏宗祠

Ta Shek Wu 打石湖

Cheung 張/ Sung 宋

Tin Sam 田心

Wu 胡

Kap Lung 甲龍

Tsang 曾

Shek Wu Tong 石湖塘

Choi 蔡

Tai Kei Ka Shuk 大紀家塾

Kei Tung Cho Choi Kung Tsz 紀通祖蔡
公祠

Chuk Hang 竹坑

Tang 鄧

Ng Ka Tsuen 吳家村
Ho Pui 河背

Fan 范

Kam Tsin Wai 金錢圍

Cheng 鄭

Hon Pang Cheng Ka Tsz 翰鵬鄭家祠

Cheung Kong 長江

Leung 梁

Leung Ancestral Hall 梁氏宗祠

Cheung Po 長莆

Lai 賴

Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗

Wu 胡

Pang Ka Tsuen 彭家村

Pang 彭

Lui Kung Tin 雷公田

Cheung 張/ Cha n陳/ Chu 朱/
Leung 梁

Lin Fa Tei 蓮花地

Kwok 郭/ Fung 馮

San Uk Tsuen 新屋村,

Tang 鄧

Wang Toi Shan 橫台山
Ho Lik Pui 河瀝背村,
Wang Toi Shan 橫台山
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Tang 鄧

Kwok Ancestral Hall 郭氏宗祠

Law Uk Tsuen 羅屋村,

Law 羅

Wang Toi Shan 橫台山

Chit Heung Law Kung Tsz 捷響羅公祠
/ Yu Cheung Law Clan Kung Tsz 豫章
羅氏公祠

Shan Tsuen 散村, Wang

Tang 鄧

Toi Shan 橫台山
Wing Ning Lei 永寧里村,
Wang Toi Shan 橫台山

Tang 鄧

Hung Tat Tang Kung Tsz 洪達鄧公祠 /
Ting Kwai Tang Kung Tsz 廷桂鄧公祠

Fig. 9. Choi Yi Wah Ancestral Hall 彝華蔡公祠 in Shui Lau Tin 水流田, Pat
Heung, 9 July 2002.

Fig. 10. Cheung Ancestral Hall 張氏宗祠 in Shui Tsan Tin 水盞田, Pat Heung, 9
July 2002.
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Fig. 11. Cheung Ancestral Hall 張氏宗祠 in Shui Tsan Tin 水盞田, Pat Heung, 9
July 2002.

Fig. 12. Cheng Ancestral Hall 鄭氏宗祠 in Ngau Keng 牛徑, Pat Heung, 9 July
2002.
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Fig. 13. Map showing ancestral halls in KamTsin Wai 金錢圍, Lin Fa Tei 蓮花地,
Shui Tsan Tin 水盞田, Shui Lau Tin 水流田, Ngau Keng 牛徑.
(Planning Department, Shek Kong Outline Zoning plan, Hong Kong, Planning
Department, Hong Kong SAR Government, 1994)
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Fig. 14. Map showing ancestral halls in Wang Toi Shan 橫台山.
(Planning Department, Pat Heung Outline Zoning plan, Hong Kong, Planning
Department, Hong Kong SAR Government, 1994.)
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Fig. 15. Map showing ancestral halls in Ha Che 下輋, Sheung Che 上輋.
(Planning Department, Pat Heung Outline Zoning plan, Hong Kong, Planning
Department, Hong Kong SAR Government, 1994.)
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Fig. 16. Map showing ancestral halls in Ho Pui 河背, Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗.
(Planning Department, Kam Tin North Outline Zoning plan, Hong Kong, Planning
Department, Hong Kong SAR Government, 1994.)
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Fig. 17. Map showing ancestral halls in Tsat Sing Kong 七星崗, Cheung Kong
Tsuen 長江村.
(Planning Department, Kam Tin South Outline Zoning plan, Hong Kong, Planning
Department, Hong Kong SAR Government, 1994.)
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Fig. 18. Map showing ancestral halls in Tin Sam San Tsuen 田心新村, Shek Wu
Tong 石湖塘 and Yuen Kong 元崗.
(Planning Department, Kam Tin North Outline Zoning plan, Hong Kong, Planning
Department, Hong Kong SAR Government, 1994.)
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Fig. 19. Map showing ancestral halls in Yuen Kong San Tsuen 元崗新村, Cheung Po
長莆 and Tai Wo 大窩.
(Planning Department, Kam Tin North Outline Zoning plan, Hong Kong, Planning
Department, Hong Kong SAR Government, 1994.)

Village Alliance in Pat Heung
Villages in Pat Heung joined as alliances for defense. As mentioned above, village alliances
had a strong paramilitary aspect, member fought together on occasions against outsiders.
According to a tablet in the Chau Wong Temple at Kam Tin Pak Pin, conflict was took place
between Kam Tin and Pat Heung during the 18th century.31 At Pat Heung Old Temple, there is a
soul tablet of the martyrs of the clan fights. In Hugh D. R. Baker Account, the Pat Heung Alliance
is an alliance of small lineages and settlements which are situated close together. They strained to
join with them as protection against more powerful lineages. 32 Sometimes, they tended to
relationships in their neighbourhood. Sheung Shui is one lineage that aligned with Pat Heung
alliance. Hugh D. R. Baker indicated that the alliance of Liu in Sheung Shui and Pat Heung was
composed largely of small Hakka settlements in an attempt to counteract the great influence of the
supremely powerful Tang lineage of Kam Tin.33 In fact, Pat Heung, Ping Shan and Sheung Shui
31 John A.Brim, op. cit., p. 97.
32 Hugh D.R. Baker, A Chinese Lineage Village: Sheung Shui, London, Cass, 1968, p. 189.
33 Ibid., p. 189.
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organized Tat Tak Alliance 達德約 to resist Kam Tin. Tat Tak Yeuk 達德約 [Tat Tak Alliance]
is an alliance formed by thirty nine villages. The location where the Yeuk regularly met was at the
Tat Tak Communal Hall 達德公所.34 According to the stone inscription in Tat Tak Communal
Hall, there were various villages contributed to the repair of Tat Tak Communal Hall in 1938-39.
The villages are as follow,
屏山坑頭坊、屏山坑尾坊、橋頭圍、甘草村、恢沙圍、上章圍、新村仔、馮家圍、
新村、新圍仔、橫州眾鄉、連花地、大井三鄉、八鄉、台山眾鄉、元崗眾鄉、上斜
眾鄉、下斜眾鄉、長蒲眾鄉、城門眾鄉、龍鼓灘眾鄉、荃灣眾鄉、掃管笏眾鄉、大
坑涌眾鄉、沙江眾鄉、鰲磡眾鄉、石埗眾鄉、山下眾鄉、杬口眾鄉、水邊村眾鄉、
輞井眾鄉、青拐塘深井眾鄉、田芋仔眾鄉、元丁、八鄉馬鞍崗、南盛圍、洪水丹桂
村、坑口、上村、水流田
Hang Tau in Ping Shan, Hang Mei in Ping Shan, Kiu Tau Wai, Kim Cao Tsuen, Fui Sha
Wai, Sheung Cheung Wai, San Tsuen Tsai, Fung Ka Wai, San Tsuen, Sa Wai Tsai, villages
in Wang Chau, Lin Fa Tei, three villages in Tai Tseng, Pat Heung, villages in Toi Shan,
villages in Yuen Kong, villages in Sheung Che, villages in Ha Che, villages in Cheung Po,
villages in Shing Mun, villages in Lung Kwu Tan, villages in Tsuen Wan, villages in So
Kwun Wat, villages in Tai Hang Chung, villages in Sha Kong, villages in Ngau Hom,
villages in Shek Po, villages in Shan Ha, villages in Lam Hau, villages in Shui Pin Tsuen,
villages in Mong Tseng, villages in Ching Kwai Tong and Sham Tseng, villages in Tin Wu
Tsai, Yuen Ting, Pat Heung Ma On Kong, Nam Shing Wai, Hung Shui Tan Kwai Tsuen,
Hang Hau, Sheung Tsuen, Shui Lau Tin.

This inscription implies that the hall belonged to these villages. Several villages in Pat
Heung were included in the alliance. They are Lin Fa Tei 蓮花地, Pat Heung 八鄉, villages in Toi
Shan 橫台山, villages in Yuen Kong 元崗, villages in Sheung Che 上輋, villages in Ha Che 下
輋, villages in Cheung Po 長莆, Pat Heung Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗, Sheung Tsuen 上村 and Shui
Lau Tin 水流田. It is believed that they are members of Tat Tak alliance.
Nowadays, there are thirty villages35 dispersed in Pat Heung area and about 30,000 residents lived
in Pat Heung. In the past, Tung Yik Tong 同益堂 and Pat Heung Old Temple were the
administrative and religious centre of Pat Heung.

34 Lei Da 雷達, “Shui yan ying yong ci, 水淹英勇祠, [Flooding in the Hall of Bravery],” in Tang Shing Si 鄧聖時 et

al., Pingshan deng zu qian nian shi tan suo 屏山鄧族千年史探索 [History of Tang Clan in Ping Shan], Hong Kong,
Deng Guangxian, 1999, pp. 75-76.
35 They are Tsat Sing Kong 七星崗, Ha Che 下輋, Sheung Tsuen 上村, Sheung Che 上輋, Tai Kong Po 大江埔, Tai

Wor 大窩, Yuen Kong 元崗, Yuen Kong San Tsuen 元崗新村, Shui Lau Tin 水流田, Shui Tsan Tin 水盞田, Ngau
Keng 牛徑, Ta Shek Wu 打石湖, Tin Sam 田心, Kap Lung 甲龍, Shek Wu Tong 石湖塘, Chuk Hang 竹坑, Ng
Ka Tsuen 吳家村, Ho Pui 河背, Kam Tsin Wai 金錢圍, Cheung Kong 長江, Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗, Pang Ka Tsuen
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Tung Yik Tong 同益堂
Tung Yik Tong 同益堂 is the oldest organization developed by villagers from Pat Heung for
handling the administrative work. Tong 堂 was a type of Chinese social organization found in
communities. According to James Hayes, Tong was set up for meeting clan needs, it reads,
Among which was the proper worship of ancestors as well as the needs of the living, such
as education of the young and the care of the old, certain fields and houses were set aside in
trust, and the trust so created was known as a tong 堂 or tso 祖… It is set up to ensure
that property is not divided or disposed of without due thought and is designed to
circumvent the acts of foolish or spendthrift descendants.36

Tong 堂 acted as a local government in the villages which was managed by the gentry and
elders of the villages. They are the representatives who were selected by the inhabitants of the clans
in the villages. The property of Tong 堂 is rented out and the income used to maintain the rites of
ancestor worship or handle function of village. All cases occurred in the village were handled by
these elders, such as disputes about lands and other squabbles between the villagers. Disputes were
common between villagers and tenants.
The lands in Pat Heung were under the control of Tung Yik Tong 同益堂. According to a
complaint letter written by villagers in Pat Heung shown the property in Pat Heung was managed
by Tung Yik Tong 同益堂, it wrote,
Lot 952 in D.D. 114 is an old scheduled agricultural lot which does not belong to any one
individual; it is a Tao property under the management of Tung Yick Tong, in which every
villager has in share. On the 1st of May 1968 the managers of Tung Yick Tong took out a
lease with Messers. Chiu Ching and Au Lam-ching which contained provisions for the two
of them to operate a farm on the lot for two years starting from the same date.37

The letter shown that the land is the property of Tung Yik Tong 同益堂. In order to
safeguard the fung shui 風水 of the village, the villagers were constrained to petition the District
Officer. It shows that Tung Yik Tong 同益堂 is an organization for managing the lands in Pat
Heung.

彭家村, Lui Kung Tin 雷公田, Lin Fa Tei 蓮花地, Wang Toi Shan Ha San Uk 橫台山下新屋, Wang Toi Shan
Wing Ning Lei 橫台山永寧里, Wang Toi Shan Ho Lek Pui 橫台山河瀝背, Wang Toi Shan Shan Tsuen 橫台山散
村, Wang Toi Shan Law Uk Tsuen橫台山羅屋村. As citied in Cunluo Juanqu 村落專區 [The area of Village]
(2006). Retrieved 7 August 2006, from Pat Heung Rural Committee, Web Site: http://www.patheung.com/villages.htm.
36 James Hayes, “The Pattern of Life in the New Territories in 1898”, p. 80.
37 Public Records Office, Pat Heung Sheung Tsuen Villages, HK156-2-3997 from Public Records Office, p. 3.
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According to the elders from Pat Heung, Tung Yik Tong 同益堂 is organized by the
villages which joined Sze Bun Hei 四本戲.

38

Sze Bun Hei 四本戲 was the drama held by Pat

Heung villagers every three years.39 Sze Bun Hei 四本戲 was formed by four Jia 甲 [a unit of
civil administration]. Bao Jia 保甲 is the ancient Chinese Feudal system. The system was a way
of deterring crime. In the system, ten family households were organized into a Bao 保 and ten Bao
保 made up a Jia 甲. If a member of a unit of ten households committed an offense, the other nine
households were to be held equally responsible and punished as severely as the actual offender.
The formation of Jia 甲 in Pat Heung is as follow40,
First Jia 甲

Wang Toi Shan 橫台山, Sheung Che 上輋, Ha Che 下輋

Second Jia 甲

Lin Fa Tei 蓮花地 and Ngau Keng 牛徑

Third Jia 甲

Sheung Tsuen 上村

Fourth Jia 甲

Yuen Kong 元崗, Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗 and Cheung Po 長莆

There is another view for such formation, which is41,
First Jia 甲

Wang Toi Shan 橫台山 and Ha Che 下輋

Second Jia 甲

Sheung Tsuen 上村

Third Jia 甲

Yuen Kong 元崗

Fourth Jia 甲

Lin Fa Tei 蓮花地, Sheung Che 上輋, Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗 and
Cheung Po 長莆

The administration of Tung Yik Tong 同益堂 is hold by four managers from four Jia 甲.
The four Jia 甲 were responsible for different affairs in Sze Bun Hei 四本戲. Sze Bun Hei 四本

38 An oral history interview on 21st October 1984 of Lam Wan Cheung 林運祥 in Sheung Che 上輋. Interviewer,

Leung Cho On 梁礎安, Shek Ka Wa 石嘉華, Kwan Yiu Man 關耀文 and Chiu Oi Shung 趙愛旋,, from the
Department of Anthropology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1984.
39 Ibid.
40 An oral history interview of Lee Tsang Shun 李曾絢 who is the Sze Lee 司理 (officer) of Tung Yik Tong 同益堂.

Interviewer, Kwan Yiu Man 關耀文. As citied in Kwun Yiu Man 關耀文, A Political Community Pat Heung Village
Alliance, essay presented in the Department of Anthropology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1984.
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戲 has ceased in 1940s as they have no budget to hold such a large activity and some arguments
were occurred between the villages.42
After the British took over of the New Territories, Heung Yee Kuk 鄉議局 was developed
by the government to administrative the New Territories in 1926. The Rural Committee is the legal
organization for handling the political affairs under the leading of Heung Yee Kuk 鄉議局 in the
New Territories. Tung Yik Tong 同益堂 thus merged with the Rural Committee. The office of
Tung Yik Tong 同益堂 was set up in the office of the Rural Committee.

Pat Heung Old Temple 八鄉古廟
In order to unite all the villagers, the village alliance temples were developed for gathering and
religious use. From the research of John A. Brim, village alliance temples serve and are owned and
controlled by organizations of allied village.43 Pat Heung Old Temple (Fig. 20.) is one example of
the village alliance temples in the New Territories and it is administrated by Tung Yik Tong 同益
堂. It acted as a place for religious gatherings and meeting for the leaders of the alliance in Pat
Heung. Pat Heung Old Temple was located at Pak Heung Sheung Tsuen. Most villages in New
Territories were in single surname, the ancestral hall was the heart of the clan. In Pat Heung 八鄉,
each clan had its own ancestral hall. The villagers gathered their celebrations and funerals in their
own hall. A public place is needed for the village alliance in Pat Heung, Pat Heung Old Temple
therefore acts as an administrative and religious centre in the region. According to the villagers
living in Pat Heung, Pat Heung Old Temple 八鄉古廟 built in the 28th year of Qinglong 乾隆 era
(1763) and was renovated in the 11th year of XianFeng 咸豐 era (1861), the 13th year of Guangxu
光緒 era (1887) and 1963.44 The temple is dedicated to Hau Wong 侯王, Hwa Kwong 華光,

41 An oral history interview of Lam Wan Cheung 林運祥 who is the elder in Sheung Che 上輋. Interviewer, Kwan

Yiu Man 關耀文. As citied in Kwun Yiu Man 關耀文, A Political Community Pat Heung Village Alliance, essay
presented in the Department of Anthropology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1984.
42 An oral history interview of Yeung Ting Pan 楊廷彬 who is the elder in Yuen Kong 元崗. Interviewer, Kwan Yiu

Man 關耀文. As citied in Kwun Yiu Man 關耀文, A Political Community Pat Heung Village Alliance, essay
presented in the Department of Anthropology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1984.
43 John A.Brim, “Village alliance temples in Hong Kong” in Emily M. Ahern et al., Religion and Ritual in Chinese

Society, p. 93.
44 Kwun Yiu Man 關耀文, A Political Community Pat Heung Village Alliance, essay presented in the Department of

Anthropology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1984.
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Guanyin 觀音, Tinhou 天后 and Guandi 關帝. Some of the excitement of a typical god’s
birthday and festival celebrations, such as birthday of Guan Yin 觀音, Spring and Autumn worship
to God and ancestors, are held in the Pat Heung Old Temple.45 During these events, hundreds of
banquet tables serving pun choi 盤菜 [basin meal] or vegetarian food are arranged in the wide
open space in front of the Temple.

Fig. 20. Pat Heung Old Temple, 19 June 2002.

45

Tung Yik Tong (2006). Retrieved 7 August 2006, from Pat Heung Rural Committee, Web Site:
http://www.patheung.com/tung_yick.htm.
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Fig. 21 Pat Heung Old Temple.
(from Fung Chi Ming 馮志明, Yuanlang wen wu gu ji gai lan 元朗文物古蹟概覽
[Yuen Long historical relics and monuments], Hong Kong, Yuen Long District
Board, 1996, p. 94.)

Pat Heung Tung Yik School 八鄉同益學校
In olden times, village schools were organized by villagers for education. Tung Yik School
同益學校 was built by the village gentries in 192146 (Fig. 22.), it is the property of Tung Yik
Tong 同益堂. The school located at Lin Fa Tel 蓮花地. From the photo which was taken at the
opening ceremony, the school was named as Pat Heung Tung Yik School 八鄉同益學堂 at the
beginning (Fig. 22). The school was the first school to possess its own modern building in the
History of Hong Kong Education. There were also boarding facilities for students from Tuen Mun
and Sheung Shui. A description about the school was mentioned in the government annual report, it
wrote,
An up-to-date school built by the people of the Pat Heung district at their own expense was
at last completed in October and H.E. the Governor performed the opening ceremony. It is
situated right in the centre of the plain and will serve as a central school for the whole

46 See Wong Puikai 黃佩佳, Xianggang Xinjie feng tu ming sheng da guan jian bao ji 香港新界風土名勝大觀剪報集

[Collection of newspaper cutting on the scenery and social customs and sights in Hong Kong New Territories], ca.
1930s, p. 30.
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district. It has already had the effect of depleting the upper classes of some of the
neighbouring village schools.47

Fig. 22. Tung Yik School, Pat Heung, 1921.
(from Tom K.C. Ming, Jiaobujuan: Xinjie chuantong jiaoyu de tuibian 教不倦﹕

新

界傳統教育的蛻變 From Study Hall to Village School, Hong Kong, The Regional
Council, 1996, p. 34.)

2.1.2

Sheung Tsuen

Sheung Tsuen 上村 is one of the eight divisions of Pat Heung. Several small villages are spread in
the Sheung Tsuen area. They are Tsz Tong Tsuen 祠堂村, Mun Hau Tsai 門口仔, Cheung Uk
Tsuen 張屋村, Uk Tau Tsuen 屋頭村, Shek Tau Wai 石頭圍, Pak Pin Tsuen 北邊村, Chung
Sum Tsuen 中心村, Sheung Tsuen San Tsuen 上村新村, To Uk Tsuen 杜屋村, Nam Hing Lei
南慶里, Tse Uk Tseun 謝屋村, Tsang Uk Tsuen 曾屋村 and Lai Uk Tsuen 黎屋村. It is said
that Sheung Tsuen named as Shek Tau Wai 石頭圍 as there were a lots of stones in Sheung Tsuen

47 Education AR 1921 (1996). Retrieved on 8 August 2006 from Hong Kong Government Reports Online (1853 - 1941)

under the University of Hong Kong Web Site: http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/a1921/448.pdf, p. 22.
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in the past.48 According to a villager who lived in Sheung Tsuen, Tsz Tong Wai 祠堂圍 and
Wing Hing Wai 永慶圍 are situated in Sheung Tsuen.49 Tsz Tong Wai 祠堂圍 was a place
surrounding Lai Ancestral Hall 黎氏宗祠. A wall was surrounding the ancestral hall and formed
Tsz Tong Wai 祠堂圍. Wing Hing Wai 永慶圍 is known as Shek Tau Wai 石頭圍 where is a
large area in Sheung Tsuen. It is said that the door is built by stone, therefore Wing Hing Wai 永慶
圍 is called Shek Tau Wai 石頭圍. Several clans are resided in Sheung Tsuen, namely are Lai 黎,
Tsang 曾, Tse 謝, To 杜, Cheung 張, Poon 潘, Chan 陳, Fung 馮, Tang 鄧. Lai Clan was the
biggest clan who settled in Sheung Tsuen.
According to the oral history from Mr. Lai, there is an organization named Ming Fuk Tong
明福堂 developed by ancestors from different villagers in Sheung Tsuen.50 Ta Chiu Festival 打
醮 [the Purest Sacrifice celebrated for Great Peace] was held in Sheung Tsuen Shek Tau Wai 上
村石頭圍 in every three years.
Pat Heung is a large alluvial plain with three sides surrounded by hills. The transportation
was inefficient before 1960s. Kam Sheung Road, which had been completed in 196151, is an
important road in Sheung Tsuen lying across from east to west of Pat Heung. The early settlers in
Sheung Tsuen were mainly farmers. According to a report on the land use survey of Sheung Tsuen
in 1962, Sheung Tsuen was a rural area, it writes,
Most of the settlements there were temporary pig and chicken houses. Many of them had
been there for not more than three years… Many farmers had their own fields to work on,
they were not at all rich. Again, their living depended all on the rice and fall of the market
price of their products.52

48 An oral history interview on 11th June 1984 in Sheung Tseun Wing Hing Wai 上村永慶圍. Interviewer, Chik Pui

Chun 戚佩珍, Leung Fai Yi 梁輝意, and Law Suet Chun 羅淑珍, from the Department of Anthropology, The
Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1984.
49 Ibid.
50 An oral history interview on 28th October 1984 of Mr. Lai (The former village head in Sheung Tsuen) and Mr.

Cheung in Siu Lee Restaurant 兆利茶樓, Sheung Tseun 上村. Interviewer, Leung Cho On 梁礎安, Shek Ka Wa 石
嘉華, from the Department of Anthropology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1984.
51 Lai Hin Yee, A Report on the Landuse Survey of Sheung Tsuen[sic]: a sub-divison of Pat Heung, New Territories,

Undergraduate essay presented in the Department of Geography and Geology, The University of Hong Kong, 1962.
52 Lai Hin Yee, A Report on the Landuse Survey of Sheung Tsuen[sic]: a sub-divison of Pat Heung, New Territories,

Undergraduate essay presented in the Department of Geography and Geology, The University of Hong Kong, 1962.
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During the Japanese occupation, the village is damaged. Many villagers died of starvation.
For their restored food had been taken away by the Japanese soldiers. But after the war, with the
help of the Hong Kong Government, the villages rebuilt up their villages.53

Fig. 23. A map showing the villages in Sheung Tsuen 上村 area.
Lai Uk Tsuen is at the edge of Sheung Tsuen. The red square on the map shows the
location of Chik Kwai Study Hall.
(Town Planning Ordinance, Hong Kong Town Planning Board, Pat Heung Outline
Zoning Plan, Planning Department, Hong Kong SAR Government, 2006.)

2.2

Lai Clan
Lai Uk Tsuen (also named as Sheung Tsuen Lai Ka Tsz) is a village developed by Lai Clan

in Sheung Tsuen. Lai clan had settled in Sheung Tsuen as early as in Ming dynasty. It is said that
Lai Clan was the oldest villagers settled in the area. As early as Ming Dynasty, Lai Clan had settled
in Sheung Tsuen.
According to the genealogy of the Clan, their grant ancestor, namely Lai Pang 黎鵬
originated from Ganzhou, Jiangxi 江西贛州 in Song Dynasty and moved from Jiangxi to Xinhui

53 Ibid.
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新會 in Guangdong 廣東.54 He was the founder of Lai Clan in Boluo 博羅, Guangdong 廣東.
Lai Xian Chen 黎獻臣, the first generation of Lai clan, who obtained the imperial degree of jinshi
進士. He is a Zhifu 知府 [prefectural magistrate] in Lu Chou 雷洲 and Hui Chou 惠洲. He
moved from Jiangxi 江西 to Baishaxiang 白沙鄉, Boluo 博羅 in Guangdong 廣東 after his
father and brothers moved to Xinhui 新會 in Guangdong 廣東.55 At the 5th generation, Lai Dong
Sun 黎董孫 moved to Dongguan 東莞 in Sung Dynasty.56 Lai Ping Shun 黎平順, the 13th
generations of Lai Clan, first moved and settled in Kam Tin from Wong Chung 凰涌, Tung Koon
東莞 in Ming Dynasty. 57 The son of Lai Ping Shun 黎平順 named Hui Wan 會雲 first
migrated to Sheung Tsuen 上村 from Kam Tin in Ming Dynasty58 He had two sons called Lim
Wai 念懷 and Yuet Wai 悅懷 who become the two main lineages59. The descendant of Yuet
Wai 悅懷, Lai Kam Tai 黎金泰, then established a new village known as Lai Uk Tsuen 黎屋村
at the beginning of 20th century.60

54 Li shi zu pu 黎氏族譜 [ The genealogy of Lai Clan], London, British Library, 1970, p. 8.
55 Li shi zu pu 黎氏族譜 [ The genealogy of Lai Clan], p. 9.
56 Li shi zu pu 黎氏族譜 [ The genealogy of Lai Clan], London, British Library, 1970, p. 15.
57 Sima Long 司馬龍, Xinjie cangsang hua xiangqing 新界滄桑話鄉情 [The Evanescent Villages in New Territories],

Hong Kong, Joint Publishing (Hong Kong) Company Limited, 1990, p. 200.
58 Li shi zu pu 黎氏族譜 [ The genealogy of Lai Clan], London, British Library, 1970, p. 29.
59 Li shi zu pu 黎氏族譜 [ The genealogy of Lai Clan], London, British Library, 1970, p. 27.
60 Sima Long 司馬龍, Xinjie cangsang hua xiangqing 新界滄桑話鄉情 [The Evanescent Villages in New Territories],

p. 200.
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Fig. 24. Genealogy of the Lais in Sheung Tsuen.
(compiled based on the Li shi zu pu 黎氏族譜 [Genealogy of Lai Clan in Sheung
Tsuen], 1970.)
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Fig. 25. Genealogy of the Lais in Sheung Tsuen.
(compiled based on the Li shi zu pu 黎氏族譜 [Genealogy of Lai Clan in Sheung
Tsuen], 1970.)
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According to the report wrote by Lai Hin Yee, the Lai’s is a big and the earliest family
settled in Sheung Tsuen. It reads,
The most ancient structure there was the common graveyard of the Lai Family which had
been there for at least seven hundred years…Nearly all the inhabitants came from China
and villages near by recently – The only native in the Sub-Division was the owner of the
villa Mr. Lai. The area which included Shek Tau Wai, Cheung Min, Sheung Tsuen, Shui
Lo and part of Kam Sheung Road also the field…Some of the buildings there were larger
than in the previous two villages. But still they were brick houses. This village all belonged
to the big Lai Family, the biggest family in all Sheung Tsuen area. They mostly had their
own fields to work on.61

Lai Clan was first settled in Kam Tin where are several settlements of the Tang 鄧 clan, the
most powerful clans of rural Hong Kong. Tang Clan of Kam Tin is the oldest established lineages
in Yuen Long Valley. They had prior claims to the best land; the later arrivals settled marginal land
or became tenants. It is likely to believe that Lai Clan was the tenant farmers of Tang Clan in Kam
Tin and was under the control of Tang Clan.62 Therefore, conflicts may always occur between the
Tang Clan in Kam Tin and Lai Clan on farm rent or irrigation. It is possible that Lai Kam Tai left
Sheung Tsuen because of such oppression and went to Australia to seek for a better living in late
nineteenth century.
The Lai Ancestral Hall is located at Sheung Tsuen, Pat Heung for both siblings. It is the
main ancestral hall which has the other name Yu Qing Tang 餘慶堂 for Lai clan in Pat Heung.
The grave of their ancestors were in Chuk Hang Tsuen 竹坑村. All of Lai clan visit the grave of
ancestor at Chuk Hang Tsuen 竹坑村 on the 9th day of the ninth lunar month. Hek Shan Tou 食
山頭 is the traditional custom in Lai Clan. They carry cooking utensils and food up the hill. They
are eating on the hillside and this is called Hek Shan Tou 食山頭. The Chiu Festival 打醮 is held
in every three years in Shek Tau Wai 石頭圍, it had ceased before forty years old.63

61 Lai Hin Yee, A Report on the Landuse Survey of Sheung Tsuen[sic]: a sub-divison of Pat Heung, New Territories,

Undergraduate essay presented in the Department of Geography and Geology, The University of Hong Kong, 1962.
62 Segawa, Masahisa 瀨川昌久, Zupu: Huanan Han zu de zong zu, feng shui, yi ju 族譜: 華南漢族的宗族‧ 風水‧

移居 [Genealogy of clan: Clansmen, Fengshui, Immigration of Han in South China], Shanghai, Shanghai shudian
chunbanshe 上海書店出版社, 1999, p. 44.
63 An oral history interview on 28th October 1984 of Mr. Lai (The former village head in Sheung Tsuen) and Mr.

Cheung in Siu Lee Restaurant 兆利茶樓, Sheung Tseun 上村. Interviewer, Leung Cho On 梁礎安, Shek Ka Wa 石
嘉華, from the Department of Anthropology, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1984.
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Fig. 26. Lai Ancestral Hall in Sheung Tsuen, 11 November 2006.

Fig. 27. The altar housing the ancestral tablets in Lai Ancestral Hall, Sheung Tsuen,
11 November 2006.

Lai Uk Tsuen was established by 24th generation Lai Kam Tai 黎金泰. He built Chik Kwai
Study Hall 植桂書室. Apart from the study hall, he also built a residential mansion and several
rows of village houses in Lai Uk Tsuen.64 As the map shown in 1967, the village was named as

64 Information provided by Fung Chi Ming 馮志明.
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Sheung Tsuen Shui Lo (Fig. 29.). Chik Kwai Study Hall 植桂書室 acted as a small ancestral hall
for Lai Uk Tsuen.
The research report doing by Lai Hin Yee has a brief description on Sheung Tsuen Shui Lo,
it wrote,
Sheung Tsuen Shui Lo, which had an area of 15,000 square feet, was just 400 feet west of
Cheung Min. Some of the buildings there were larger than in the previous two villages. But
still they were brick houses. This village all belonged to the big Lai Family, the biggest
family in all Sheung Tsuen area. They mostly had their own fields to work on.65

The mansion in Sheung Tsuen Shui Lo was located in front of Chik Kwai Study Hall. (Fig.
31.) In front of the mansion, there is a semi-circular fengshui pond. The pond was filled up and
used as a vegetable field. An old well surrounded by a low concrete wall and a small shrine
dedicated to the water spirit were situated in front of the residential mansion.66 From the map
drawn in 1970s, the village was named as Sheung Tsuen Lai Ka Tsz 上村黎家祠 (Fig. 30 & Fig.
32.)67 From an aerial photograph of 1945, 1956, 1963 and 1974, it is clearly shown that the greenbrick roof of the residential mansion, Chik Kwai Study Hall and village houses. As the map shown
in 1983, the village was renamed as Sheung Tsuen Lai Uk Tsuen and the name has been used up to
now.
At the early time, Lai’s was mainly living from agriculture. Some of them made money from
business and sailing from outside before the World War. After the Second World War, the farmers
had their own fields to work on. They were not at all rich, about sixty houses were recorded in
Sheung Tsuen Shui Lo. Nowadays, the farmland is desolated.

65 Lai Hin Yee, A Report on the Landuse Survey of Sheung Tsuen[sic]: a sub-divison of Pat Heung, New Territories,

Undergraduate essay presented in the Department of Geography and Geology, The University of Hong Kong, 1962.
66 Ibid.
67 Solomon Bard, Solomon Bard’s In search of the past: a guide to the antiquities of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Urban

Council, 1988, p. 43.
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Fig. 28. A map showing the location of Chik Kwai Study Hall, Pat Heung Old
Temple and Lai Clan Ancestral Hall in Sheung Tsuen.
(Planning Department, Shek Kong Outline Zoning plan, Hong Kong, Planning
Department, Hong Kong SAR Government, 1994.)
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Fig. 29. Sheung Tsuen Shui Lo, 1967.
(Courtesy of the Survey and Mapping office, Lands Department, HK SAR
Government, ref. no.109-SE-A, 1967, Scale 1:5000. (partial))
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Fig. 30. Sheung Tsuen Lai Ka Tsz in the old map, 1970.
(Public Records Office, Certain Lots in Pat Heung Valley – Resumption of … in
Connection with the Laying of a Water Main From Shum Shun to Tai Lam Chung and
Various Government Projects, HKRS337-4-1016-1 from Public Records Office, p. 76.)

Fig. 31. A village house in Lai Uk Tsuen, 28 August 2002.
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Fig. 32. Lai Uk Tsuen was named as Sheung Tsuen Lai Ka Tsz in 1972.
(Courtesy of the Survey and Mapping office, Lands Department, HK SAR
Government, ref. no. 6-NE-19A, 1972, Scale 1:5000. (partial))
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Fig. 33. Sheung Tsuen Lai Uk Tsuen was shown on the map, 1983.
(Courtesy of the Survey and Mapping office, Lands Department, HK SAR
Government, ref. no. 6-NE-19A, 1983, Scale 1:5000. (partial))
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3
HISTORY
3.1

Founding of Chik Kwai Study Hall

Chik Kwai Study Hall plays an important role in Lai Uk Tsuen. It was an educational centre in Lai
Uk Tsuen and acted as an administrative centre and ancestral hall for Lai clan in Lai Uk Tsuen in
1930s.
The meaning of the characters “Chik Kwai 植桂” might be related to civil examinations.
Chik 植 means Fu Chik 扶植 [nurturance], while Kwai 桂 means Kwai Chik 桂籍 [the records
of passing civil examinations]68. It explained,
《新唐書‧ 李遜傳》﹕ 「遜於為政，抑彊植弱，貧富均一，所至有績可紀。」
In Xin Tang Shu, Li Xun Zhu [Chronicles of New Tang, Chronicle of Li Xun], it mentions:
“The proper –governance of Xun, is restraining the powerful and helping the weak, wealth
is well distributed, the achievements are recorded.
唐杜甫《哭長孫侍御》﹕ 「禮闈曾擢桂，憲府屢乘驄。」
Ku Zhang Sun Shi Yu [Crying for royal attendant Zhangsun] written by Tang Du Fu, it
mentions, “ He had passed the civil examination and rode on a piebald horse in official
residence.

In these two examples, the word, Chik 植, is used as helping the weak and Kwai 桂 is a
word means passing the civil examination. Thus, these two words might suggest certain
expectation in civil examinations.

68 Luo Zhufeng 羅竹風 et la., Hanyu dacidian 漢語大詞典 [The Great Chinese Dictionary], compact edition,

Shanghai, Hanyu dacidian chubanshe 漢語大詞典出版社, 1986, pp. 1225, 1193.
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From the genealogy of Lai Clan, Lai Chik Kwai 黎植桂 is a member of the 22nd generation
of Lai clan in Sheung Tsuen. He had two sons who are Kwong Yue 光裕 and Kwong Kwok 光
國. He also had a son known as Loi Tsz 來子 who is called Kwong Choi 光彩. The eldest son,
Kwong Yue 光裕, had a son named Tin Hei 天喜. Kwong Choi 光彩 had three sons who named
Yee Tai 宜大, Chung Tai 寵大 and King Tai 經大. Chung Tai 寵大 was adopted to Kwong
Kwok 光國 as his own son.69 From the genealogy, we just know that Chik Kwai 植桂 is one of
the forefathers of Lai Kam Tai 黎金泰. However, the lineage relationship between Lai Chik Kwai
黎植桂 and Lai Kam Tai 黎金泰, who is said to be the founder of Chik Kwai Study Hall, still
cannot be found.
Chik Kwai Study Hall was erected by 24th generation Lai Kam Tai 黎金泰 (1856-1916).
The tablet of Lai Kam Tai can be found in Lai Ancestral Hall. It writes,
二十四世祖考金泰黎公 妣孺人張氏神位
24th generation Kam Tai Lai his wife Cheung’s soul tablets

Fig. 34. The ancestral tablet of Lai Kam Tai found in Lai Ancestral Hall.

69 Li shi zu pu 黎氏族譜 [ The genealogy of Lai Clan], London, British Library, 1970, pp. 69-75.
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The exact year of its construction is uncertain, but a mural painting panel beneath the roof
shows the characters that read, “Guangxu jihai sui 光緒己亥歲”, which is the 25th year of the
Guangxu 光緒 era (1899). It is believed that Chik Kwai Study Hall erected in 1899 and the
building was over 100 years.70

Fig. 35. The painting panel shows “Guangxu jihai sui Chongyangjiechu 光緒己亥歲
重陽節初” on the roof of Chik Kwai Study Hall.
(28 August 2002, CAHU’s collection)

According to his grandson, Lai Kam Tai 黎金泰 had emigrated to Australia as a common
labourer in the second half of nineteenth century. Mr. Lai prospered during the gold-rush and was
later employed as the manager of a trading company in Sydney and amassed great wealth when he
returned to Hong Kong. After he returned to Hong Kong, he bought stretches of land in Pat Heung
and built Chik Kwai Study Hall.71 On the other hand, he established a trading firm, named Kam
Tai 金泰 for selling dried seafood in Sheung Wan.72 Lai Kam Tai was well acquainted with the
colonial officials of the District Office in Yuen Long at that time. According to sessional papers
from the government, Lai Kam Tai was the one of chief recipients of plants and seeds in 1904.73
Lai Kam Tai was a typical example of Chinese in Hong Kong, who sought work aboard in
the late 19th century. After the mid-19th century, Qing Dynasty was facing internal revolt and

70 Information provided by Fung Chi Ming 馮志明.
71 Ibid.
72 Information provided by Fung Chi Ming 馮志明.
73 Report for 1903 Botanical and Afforestation SP 1904 (1996). Retrieved on 21 August 2006 from Hong Kong

Government Reports Online (1853 - 1941) under
http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/s1904/1833.pdf, p. 3.
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foreign invasion. Consequentially, a great Chinese Diaspora began. While many colonies of
European countries lacked a large pool of labourers, a great numbers of Chinese chose to leave
their home and seek for a living in place such as Southeast Asia as well as North America and
Australia where they worked in labour intensive industry, such as gold mining. Such circumstances
can also be found in the New Territories of Hong Kong. Many villagers sought work in Europe and
Southeast Asia during the late Qing.
A lot of Chinese had eventually established their business after working as cookie for a long
time in Southern Asia. They returned to their home villages with wealth that allowed them to build
a new house for their family, or contributed to the clan by renovating or building larger ancestral
hall and study hall.
Lai Kam Tai was also an example of Chinese who sought work aboard and returned home
with considerable wealth. According to his grandson, he initially worked as a gold miner in
Australia. He was later employed as the manager of a trading company in Sydney and amassed
great wealth. After he returned to Hong Kong, he built a mansion, study hall and houses for his
family and developed Lai Uk Tsuen.

Fig. 36. Chik Kwai Study Hall, 18 July 2006.
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Fig. 37. Map showing Chik Kwai Study Hall in, 1970.
(Public Records Office, Certain Lots in Pat Heung Valley – Resumption of … in
Connection with the Laying of a Water Main From Shum Shun to Tai Lam Chung and
Various Government Projects, HKRS337-4-1016-1 from Public Records Office, p. 76.)
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Fig. 38. A residential mansion, Chik Kwai Study Hall and a small single – storey
green brick stable were shown on the map.
(Courtesy of the Survey and Mapping office, Lands Department, HK SAR
Government, ref. no. 6-NE-19A, 1991, Scale 1:5000. (partial))

3.2

Changing Function of the Building

For the 100 history of Chik Kwai Study Hall, it served different functions in relation to Lai Clan in
Lai Uk Tsuen. In the late Qing, it acted as a school for education in Lai Uk Tsuen. In 1930s, Chik
Kwai Study Hall was changed its function as an ancestral hall for worshipping ancestors of Lai
Clan.
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3.2.1

Study Hall

In the Ming and Qing Dynasty, education was promoted in the New Territories. Members of the
clan were keen on the imperial examination in order to have an official career. A lot of study halls
were set up in villages. Chik Kwai Study Hall was originally built for educating the members of the
clan in Pat Heung.
Ancestral Hall in Lai Uk Tsuen
Since 1930s, the study hall had been used as an ancestral hall for the villages.74 It is believed that
the transformation of Hong Kong education, modern buildings were adequate and determined by
village gentry. Tung Yik School was erected in 1921 in Pat Heung. The traditional building
housing old-styled private schools were replaced by the modern school. The function of Chik Kwai
Study Hall was also changed in 1930s.
The study hall contains the ancestral tablets of the senior member of each generation of the clan.
Within its central portion stands an altar for ancestral worship (Fig. 39.). Some clan meetings and
traditional functions were hold in Chik Kwai Study Hall. According the research doing by Fung
Chi Ming 馮志明, the village elders recalled that the basin meals were served at the wotong 禾塘,
where is an open courtyard for sun-drying of grains in front of the Study Hall, during the
communal worship in spring and autumn, Ching Ming Festival and Chung Yeung Festival and
wedding banquets.75

74 Information provided by Fung Chi Ming 馮志明.
75 Information provided by Fung Chi Ming 馮志明.
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Fig. 39. The altar located at the back of the middle bay in Chik Kwai Study Hall, 28
August 2002.

Table 2. Table showing the inscriptions on the ancestral tablets that are housed in
the altar at Chik Kwai Study Hall.
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Modern School
After World War II, Chik Kwai Study Hall resumed operation as Wing Hing School (永興學校)
for modern education. It was used as a kindergarten later but was closed decades ago.76 In the
early 20th century, New Cultural Movement was raised in China, a new school system and a new
curriculum was embarked. From the 1920s, many old-style private schools began to introduce
elements of the modern system and new courses of study in the New Territories villages. The
educational function of study hall in the New Territories was replaced by village school. Many
study halls were turned into a kindergarten, such as Lan Fong Study Library 蘭芳書室 in Wang
Toi Shan 橫台山, Sin Shut Study Hall 善述書室 in Lun Yeuk Tai 龍躍頭 were used as a
kindergarten

76 Information provided by Fung Chi Ming 馮志明.
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3.3

Development of the Building and Further Renovations

There is no record showing the number of time the Chik Kwai Study Hall 植桂書室 was
renovated since the completion of the study hall and how the construction of the building were
changed. It is very hard to trace the original design of the hall, particularly the construction of the
side chambers in the courtyard. However, it is very likely that we could have a glimpse of the
changes in these side chambers from the aerial photos. Besides, from the aerial photograph, it is
believed that the building have not changed substantially.

3.3.1

1940s-1950s

From an aerial photograph of 1945 which is the earliest available photograph, we can see the very
original setting of Chik Kwai Study Hall. It is located in a small settlement including rows of
villages houses, a mansion, and lines of trees among vast area of fields on a large plain with
scattered small villages. The village was known as Sheung Tsuen Shui Lo 上村水廬 by that time
(Fig. 40). The general form of Chik Kwai Study Hall was resembled as present. It is clearly shown
in the photography of 1956 that the there are two rows of village houses to the right of the study
hall (Fig. 41). In front of these buildings is a walled forecourt. Beyond the wall is a large two hall
mansion with a semi-circular pond in front. Comparing the photograph of 1945 and 1956, the scale
of the settlement remained the same.

3.3.2

1960s

Compared to the photograph of 1945 and 1956, the natural setting of the village remain intact in
1963 except the newly constructed Kam Sheung Road 錦上路 that connects the east and west part
of Pat Heung 八鄉. From the aerial photographs of 1963, the scale of the village remained similar
as in the 1950s while the area around the settlement was still mostly used as farmland or fish pond.
It is shown that the side chambers in the courtyard were covered by pitched roofs that are probably
the original design. From the photo, it is found that the roofs of the side chambers were covering
part of the eave of the main hall. Therefore, it is very likely that these side chambers have two
storeys instead of being a single storey structure. Beside, there were some newly built structures to
the southeast of Chik Kwai Study Hall.
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3.3.3

1970s – 1980s

The setting of the village stayed almost the same as seen in the aerial photograph of 1974. There
were still lots of fish ponds and fields around the villages. The only obvious changes might be the
new building, probably built of concrete, constructed beside the mansion located in front of Chik
Kwai Study Hall. Comparing the aerial photography of 1974 and 1985, we can discern rapid
developments in the surroundings of Chik Kwai Study Hall. It is seen that a few old village houses
in the settlement were replaced by new structures that were probably two to three storey high
concrete building with a flat roof. Moreover, many new paths were constructed linking the new
buildings to Kam Sheung Road 錦上路. For the study hall itself, the major alteration was the
replacement of the pitched roofs of the side chambers in the courtyard as seen in the aerial
photograph of 1974. They were replaced by flat roofs built of concrete as we seen today. Moreover,
it is seen that there were some newly built structures at the rear side of the stable.

3.3.4

1990s – 2000s

From an aerial photograph of 1995, we can notice that more agricultural land was abandoned.
Fields were occupied by newly built structures. Only a few brick village houses in the settlement
survived till 1995. Some of them were subsequently replaced by new concrete buildings as seen in
the aerial photograph of 2005. From these aerial photographs, it is seems that the layout of the
study hall remained intact since 1985. For the stable, it is seen in the photographs that the roof of
the stable was partially collapsed in 1995, while only half of the roof remained in 2005.
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Fig. 40. Aerial photo of 1945.
(Courtesy of Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, Hong Kong SAR
Government, ref. no. 3179. 681/4 6 Nov 45.)
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Fig. 41. Aerial photo of 1945.
(Courtesy of Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, Hong Kong SAR
Government, ref. no. 3179 681/4 6 Nov 45(partial))
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Fig. 42. Aerial photo of 1956.
(Courtesy of Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, Hong Kong SAR
Government, ref. no. 0204 F22:81A:RAF.558:28 Dec 56 (partial))
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Fig. 43. Aerial Photo of 1963.
(Courtesy of Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, Hong Kong SAR
Government, ref. no. 8397, 1963 (partial))
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Fig. 44. Aerial Photo of 1974.
(Courtesy of Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, Hong Kong SAR
Government, ref. no. 9200 Hong Kong 02.08.1974.2000 (partial))
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Fig. 45. Aerial Photo of 1985.
(Courtesy of Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, Hong Kong SAR
Government, ref. no. Yuen Long 23.06.1985 2200’A01371 (partial))
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Fig. 46. Aerial Photo of 1985.
(Courtesy of Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, Hong Kong SAR
Government, ref. no. Shek Kong 07.02.1995 3000 CN9423. (partial))
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Fig. 47. Aerial Photo of 2005.
(Courtesy of Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, Hong Kong SAR
Government, ref. no. Pat Heung 07.05.2005 2500 CW65006. (partial))

Table 3. Historical events relating to Sheung Tsuen, Pat Heung.

The 27th year of
Kangxi 康熙

Year

Event

Source

1688

Yuen Kong Tsuen 圓岡村、Sheung

Jin Wenmo 靳文謨 et al.,

Tsuen Tsuen 上村村、Cheung Po Wai

Xin’an xian zhi 新安縣志
[The Record of Xin’an
Province], 1688, juan 3,
chapter on geography.

長莆圍 were listed.

28th year of
Qinglong 乾隆
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1763

Pat Heung Old Temple 八鄉古廟 was
erected.

Kwun Yiu Man 關耀文, A
Political Community Pat
Heung Village Alliance.

24th year of
Jiaqing 嘉慶

1819

Yuen Kong Tsuen 圓岡村、Sheung

Wong Chongxi 王崇熙,

Tsuen Tsuen 上村村、Wang Toi Shan

Xin’an xian zhi 新安縣志
[Xin’an County Gazetteer],
juan 2, chapter on the
geography, 1819, pp. 11-13.

橫台山、Cheung Po 長莆、Sheung Ha
Che 上下輋、Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗were
listed.
11th year of

1861

Pat Heung Old Temple 八鄉古廟 was
renovated.

Kwun Yiu Man 關耀文, A
Political Community Pat
Heung Village Alliance.

1862-74

Yuen Kong 元岡 and Ma On Kong 馬鞍

Gui Wencan 桂文燦 et al.,

崗were recorded.

Guangdong tushuo 廣東圖

XianFeng 咸豐
Tongzhi 同治
era

說 [Diagram and
Explanation of Guangdong
Province], 1862-74, juan 13,
pp. 10-11.
5th year of

1866

Tongzhi 同治

Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗, Cheung Po 長莆,
Un Kong 圓崗, Lin Fa Ti 蓮花地, Shik

From Empson, Hal, Map of
Sun On District in 1866.

Tau Wai 石頭圍, Sheung Tsuen 上村,
Lui Kung Tin 雷公田, Wang Toi Shan 橫
台山, Sheung Tsia 上輋, Ha Tsia 下輋
were spotted in the Map of Sun On
District.
13th year of
Guangxu 光緒

1887

Pat Heung Old Temple 八鄉古廟 was
erected.

Kwun Yiu Man 關耀文, A
Political Community Pat
Heung Village Alliance.

22nd of Guangxu

1896

Ma On Kong 馬鞍崗, Cheung Po 長莆,

From Empson, Hal, Tourist
guide map in 1896.

光緒

Un Kong 圓崗, Shik Tau 石頭, Lui Kung
Tin 雷公田, Wang Toi Shan 橫台山,
Sheung Tsia 上輋, Ha Tsia 下輋 were
spotted in the tourist guide map.

25th of Guangxu

1899

About 2,000 residents lived in Pat Heung.

Papers Relating to
Extension of Colony of
Hongkong SP 1899.

1921

Tung Yik School 同益學校 was built by
village gentry.

See Wong Puikai 黃佩佳,
Xianggang Xinjie feng tu
ming sheng da guan jian bao

光緒

ji 香港新界風土名勝大觀
剪報集 [Collection of
newspaper cutting on the
scenery and social customs
and sights in Hong Kong
New Territories].
1961

Kam Sheung Road which had been
completed

Lai Hin Yee, A Report on
the Landuse Survey of
Sheung Tsuen[sic]: a subdivison of Pat Heung, New
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Territories.
1963

66

Pat Heung Old Temple 八鄉古廟 was
renovated.

Kwun Yiu Man 關耀文, A
Political Community Pat
Heung Village Alliance.

Table 4. Historical events relating to Chik Kwai Study Hall and Lai Uk Tsuen, Pat
Heung.

Song dynasty

Year

Event

Source

960 - 1279

Lai Pang 黎鵬 originated from Jiangxi

Fung Chi Ming 馮志明,
Yuanlang wen wu gu ji gai

江西.

Song dynasty

960 - 1279

Lai Chung Heung 黎忠鄉obtained the
imperial degree of jinshi 進士 moved
from Guangxi 廣西 to Guangdong 廣東.

Ming dynasty

1368 1644

The 13th generations of Lai Clan, Lai Ping
Shun 黎平順 , first moved and settled in
Kam Tin from Tung Koon Wong Chung
東莞凰涌

1890s

1899

Fung Chi Ming 馮志明,
Yuanlang wen wu gu ji gai
lan 元朗文物古蹟概覽
[Yuen Long historical relics
and monuments], Hong
Kong, Yuen Long District
Board, 1996.
Sima Long 司馬龍, Xinjie
cangsang hua xiangqing 新
界滄桑話鄉情 [The
Evanescent Villages in New
Territories], Hong Kong,
Joint Publishing (Hong
Kong) Company Limited,
1990.

The 14th generations of Lai Clan, Lai Wui
Wan 會雲moved and settled in Sheung
Tsuen.

Sima Long 司馬龍, Xinjie

One sibling of Lai Clan in Sheung Tsuen
established a new village in Lai Uk Tsuen
黎屋村

Sima Long 司馬龍, Xinjie

The 24th generation Lai Kam Tai 黎金泰

The painting panel on the
roof of Chik Kwai Study
Hall and information
provided by Fung Chi Ming

built Chik Kwai Study Hall 植桂書室, a
mansion and several rows of village
houses in Lai Uk Tsuen.
1904

lan 元朗文物古蹟概覽
[Yuen Long historical relics
and monuments], Hong
Kong, Yuen Long District
Board, 1996.

Lai Kam Tai was the one of chief

cangsang hua xiangqing 新
界滄桑話鄉情 [The
Evanescent Villages in New
Territories], Hong Kong,
Joint Publishing (Hong
Kong) Company Limited,
1990.

cangsang hua xiangqing 新
界滄桑話鄉情 [The
Evanescent Villages in New
Territories], Hong Kong,
Joint Publishing (Hong
Kong) Company Limited,
1990.

馮志明.
Report for 1903 Botanical

67

recipients of plants and seeds.

and afforestation SP 1904.

Chik Kwai Study Hall had been used as an
ancestral hall for the villages

Information provided by

After 1945

Chik Kwai Study Hall resumed operation
as Wing Hing School (永興學校) for
modern education

Information provide by Fung
Chi Ming 馮志明.

1967

The village was named as Sheung Tsuen
Shui Lo

Courtesy of the Survey and
Mapping office, Lands
Department, HK SAR
Government, ref. no.109SE-A, 1967.

1972

The village was named as Sheung Tsuen
Lai Ka Tsz 上村黎家祠

Courtesy of the Survey and
Mapping office, Lands
Department, HK SAR
Government, ref. no. 6-NE19A, 1972.

1983

The village was renamed as Sheung Tsuen
Lai Uk Tsuen

Courtesy of the Survey and
Mapping office, Lands
Department, HK SAR
Government, ref. no. 6-NE19A, 1983.

1980 - 90s

Chik Kwai Study Hall used as a
kindergarten but was closed in 1980 – 90s.

Information provide by Fung
Chi Ming 馮志明.

1930s

3.4

Traditional Education in Hong Kong

3.4.1

History of the Study Hall in Hong Kong

Fung Chi Ming 馮志明.

In the early Song dynasty (960-1279) education was already promoted in the New Territories. It is
said that the earliest Study Hall was built by Tang Fu Hip 鄧符協. Tang Fu Hip 鄧符協, who,
later on, the prominent Tang clan would blossom from, became jinshi 進士 in 2nd year of Xining
熙寧 era (1069) and was then appointed Magistrate of Nanxiong 南雄 County in Guangdong.77
He then traveled to Kam Tin (then known as Shum Tin 岑田), settled there, and established Lik
Ying Study Hall 力瀛書院 at the foot of Kwei Kok Shan 桂角山 for studying and lecturing

77 Yan, R.Y. 嚴瑞源, Experiencing the Clan Culture of the New Territories 新界宗族文化之旅, Hong Kong, Wan li

Book Co. 萬里機構 , 2005, p. 24.
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purposes.78 Xin’an xian zhi 新安縣志 [Xin’an County Gazetteer] complied in the 24th year of
Jiaqing 嘉慶 era (1819) has the description about Lik Ying Study Hall 力瀛書院, it wrote,
桂角山 在縣東南四十里 宋鄧符築力瀛書院 講學於其下 今基址尚存79
Kwei Kok Shan 桂角山 is forty miles from the east of country. Tang Fu Hip built Lik
Ying Study Hall in Song where he lectured. The foundation (of the building) still existed.

Lik Ying Study Hall 力瀛書院 was the pioneering educational institution in the New
Territories, but it has now been demolished. Later on in the early 19th century of the Qing dynasty,
the Study Hall became a well-known boarding institution because of its achievements in preparing
pupils for the preliminary exams of the Imperial Civil service to qualify sheng-yuan 生員, or xiucai 秀才. After passing the imperial examinations, they were launched on an official career.
Official titles recorded on the plaques are hung up in ancestral halls, study halls and family study
halls. Other clan elders began to pay more attention on the education of their children, start to set
up schools in their villages, and greatly anticipated them to have an official career to honor their
own clan or village. In the New Territories alone, there were about 60 private schools, most of
them in Kam Tin 錦田, Ping Shan 屏山, Ha Tsuen 廈村, Sheung Shui 上水, Tai Po 大埔, Fan
Ling 粉嶺 and Sha Tau Kok 沙頭角.
Table 5. Study Halls found in Hong Kong.

Study Hall

Location

Founder

Construction Year

Chau Wong Yi Kung Study
Hall

Shui Tau Tsuen 水頭村,

Tangs

The 23rd year of
Kangxi 康熙 era
(1685)

Tangs

The 20th year of
Daoguang 道光 era
(1840)

Tang Kuen Hin 鄧權軒

The 40th year of

周王二公書院

Kam Tin 錦田

Yi Tai Study Hall

Shui Tau Tsuen 水頭村,

二帝書院

Kam Tin 錦田

So Lau Garden

Shui Tau Tsuen 水頭村,

泝流園

Kam Tin 錦田

Cheung Chun Yuen

Shui Tau Tsuen 水頭村,

Qianlong 乾隆 era
(1775)

Tangs

78 Luo Xianglin 羅香林 et al., 1842 nian yiqian zhi Xianggang ji qi duiwai jiaotong – Xianggang qiandai shi 1842年以

前之香港及其對外交通 – 香港前代史 [ Hong Kong and Its External Communications Before 1842: the History of
Hong Kong Prior to British Arrival], Hong Kong, Xianggang xueshe, 香港, 中國學社 1959, pp. 193-194.
79 Wong Chongxi 王崇熙, Xin’an xian zhi 新安縣志 [Xin’an County Gazetteer], juan 3, chapter on the geography,

1819, pp. 11-13, see edition in Hong Kong, s.n., 1979, p. 50.
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長春園

Kam Tin 錦田

Lik Wing Tong

Shui Tau Tsuen 水頭村,

力榮堂

Kam Tin 錦田

Yau Shin Study Hall

San Wai 新圍, Ha Tsuen

Tang Cheung Shui 鄧

友善書室

廈村

昌瑞, Tang Tai Sau 鄧

Tang Lee Yuen 鄧履元

弟壽
Si Wang Study Hall

San Wai 新圍, Ha Tsuen

士宏書室

廈村

Tai Cho Study Hall

Sik Kong Wai, Ha Tsuen

太初書室

廈村錫降圍

Kun Ting Study Hall

Hang Mei Tsuen 坑尾村,

Tang Hong Shan 鄧香

覲廷書室

Ping Shan 屏山

山

Yeuk Hau Study Hall

Hang Mei Tsuen 坑尾村,

Tangs

若虛書室

Ping Shan 屏山

Sing Hin Kung Study Hall
聖軒公家塾

Hang Mei Tsuen 坑尾村,

Ng Kwai Study Hall

Hang Tau Tsuen 坑頭村,

五桂書室

Ping Shan 屏山

Yan Tun Study Hall

Hang Tau Tsuen 坑頭村,

仁敦岡書室

Ping Shan 屏山

Shut Hung Study Hall

Tong Fong Tsuen 塘坊

Tang Kwan Sek 鄧均

述卿書室

村, Ping Shan 屏山

石

Fuk Hing Study Hall

Wang Chau, Ping Shan

福興書室

屏山橫州

Lan Fong Study Hall

Wang Toi Shan 橫台山,

Daoguang 道光 era
(1830)

Tangs

Tangs

The 9th year of Tongzhi
同治 era (1870)

Tangs

Ping Shan 屏山

蘭芳書室 (Fig. 48)

Pat Heung 八鄉

Yee Yu Study Hall

Wang Toi Shan 橫台山,

義裕書室

Pat Heung 八鄉

Tung Yuen Study Hall

Wang Toi Shan 橫台山,

東園書屋

Pat Heung 八鄉
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The 10th year of

Tangs

The 2nd year of
Daoguang 道光 era
(1822)

Tangs

The 9th year of Tongzhi
同治 era (1870)

The 13th year of
Tongzhi 同治 (1874)
The 6th year of
Guangxu 光緒
The 1st year of Tongzhi
同治 era (1862)
The 4th year of
Guangxu 光緒 era
(1878)
The 6th year of
Guangxu 光緒 era
(1880)

Wui Chuen Study Hall

Wang Toi Shan 橫台山,

匯泉書室

Pat Heung 八鄉

Chung Man Study Hall

Wang Toi Shan 橫台山,

崇文書室

Pat Heung 八鄉

Yik Ting Study Hall

Ngau Keng 牛徑村, Pat

翊廷書室

Heung 八鄉

Chik Kwai Study Hall

Lai Uk Tsuen 黎屋村,

植桂書室

Pat Heung 八鄉

Tai Kei Ka Shuk

Tin Sam San Tsuen 田心

大紀家塾 (Fig. 49)

新村, Pat Heung 八鄉

Ng Fui Study Hall

Pak Sha Tsuen 十八鄉白

五奎書室 (Fig. 50)

沙村, Shap Pat Heung

The 25th year of
Qianlong 乾隆 era
(1760)

The 17th year of
Guangxu 光緒 era
(1891)
Lai Kam Tai 黎金泰

The 25th year of
Guangxu 光緒(1899)

Tangs

Lau Kwong Yiu, Yik
Tsan Sun, Lau Muk
Chun, Yeung Pak Lam

The 16th year of
Guangxu 光緒 era
(1890)

劉廣耀, 易贊臣, 劉木
春, 楊北林
Siu Yuen Study Hall

Shan Pui Tsuen 山背村,

Lams 林氏

兆元書室

Shap Pat Heung 十八鄉

Hak Shut Tong

Tung Shing Lei 東成里,

Lau Wai Chau

克述堂

Shap Pat Heung 十八鄉

劉維疇

Lung Tin Study Hall

Lung Tin Tsuen 龍田村,

龍田書室 (Fig. 51)

Shap Pat Heung 十八鄉

Wan Sing Ka Shuk

Po Sheung Tsuen 莆上

Lius

允升家塾

村, Sheung Shui Heung

廖氏

1919

The 10th year of
Xianfeng 咸豐 era

上水鄉
Liu Ying Lung Ka Shuk
(Hin Shing Tong)

Po Sheung Tsuen 莆上

Lius

The 18th year of

應龍廖公家塾 (顯承堂)
(Fig. 52)

村, Sheung Shui Heung

廖氏

上水鄉

Daoguang 道光 era
(1838)

To Nam Study Hall

Tai Yuen Village 大園

圖南書室

村, Sheung Shui Heung
上水鄉

Liu Ying Fung Ka Shuk
(Ming Tak Tong)
應鳳廖公家塾 (明德堂)

Tai Yuen Village 大園

Lius

村, Sheung Shui Heung

廖氏

上水鄉

The 8th year of
Daoguang 道光 era
(1828)
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Kang Yung Study Hall

Sheung Wo Hang 上禾坑

Lis

鏡蓉書屋 (Fig. 53)

村, Sha Tau Kok 沙頭角

李氏

Ching Koon Ka Shuk

Nam Chung Tsuen 南涌

靜觀家塾

村, Sha Tau Kok 沙頭角

Wing Kit Study Hall

Tong Fong Tsuen 塘坊

永傑書室

村, Ta Kwu Ling 打鼓嶺

Sin Shut Study Hall

San Uk Tsuen 新屋村,

Tang Wan Kai

The 20th year of

善述書室 (Fig. 54)

Lung Yeuk Tau 龍躍頭

鄧雲階

Daoguang 道光 era
(1840)

Sze Tak Study Hall

Fanling Wai 粉嶺圍

Pangs

思德書室 (Fig. 55)

彭氏

Sin Hing Study Hall

Tai Hang Tsuen 泰亨村,

Mans

善慶書室

Tai Po 大埔

文氏

Ching Lun Study Hall

Tai Hang Tsuen 泰亨村,

Mans

正倫書室

Tai Po 大埔

文氏

Ngai Yuen Tong

Tai Hang Tsuen 泰亨村,

Mans

藝浣堂

Tai Po 大埔

文氏

Yuk Yin Study Hall

Sha Kok Mei Tsuen 沙角

育賢書室

尾村, Sai Kung 西貢

King Law Ka Shuk

Tai Po Tau Tsuen

Tang Yuen Wan 鄧玄

敬羅家塾 (Fig. 56)

大埔頭村

雲, Tang Mui Kei鄧梅
溪and Tang Nim Fung
鄧念峰

Luk Tak Study Hall

Ping Long, Tai Po

六德書室

大埔坪朗

Yuk Lan Study Hall

Sheung Tin Liu Ha Tsuen
上田寮下村, Tai Po 大

玉蘭書室

埔

Tsui Ping Study Hall

Lo Wai 老圍, Tsuen Wan

翠屏書室

荃灣

Lun Fong Study Hall

Kwun Mun Hau Tsuen

聯芳書室
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關門口村, Tsuen Wan 荃
灣

The 11th year of
Tongzhi 同治 era

Man Tung Study Hall

Sham Tseng 深井

文通書室
Po On Study Hall

Tai O 大澳

保安書室
Ho’s Study Hall

Ling Pei Tsuen 嶺皮村,

何氏書室

Tung Chung 東涌

Heep Woh She Hok

Tai O 大澳

協和社學
Po On Study Hall

Cheung Chau 長洲

寶安書室
Fong Yuen Study Hall

Ma Wan 馬灣

芳園書室

Fig. 48. Lan Fong Study Hall 蘭芳書室 in Wang Toi Shan, Pat Heung 八鄉橫台山.
(from Fung Chi Ming 馮志明, Yuanlang wen wu gu ji gai lan 元朗文物古蹟概覽
[Yuen Long historical relics and monuments], 1996, p. 96.)
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Fig. 49. Tai Kei Ka Shuk 大紀家塾 in Tin Sum San Tsuen, Pat Heung 八鄉田心新
村.
(from Fung Chi Ming 馮志明, Yuanlang wen wu gu ji gai lan 元朗文物古蹟概覽
[Yuen Long historical relics and monuments], 1996, p. 102.)

Fig. 50. Ng Fui Study Hall 五奎書室 in Pak Sha Tsuen, Shap Pat Heung 十八鄉白
沙村.
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(Fung Chi Ming 馮志明, Yuanlang wen wu gu ji gai lan 元朗文物古蹟概覽 [Yuen
Long historical relics and monuments], 1996, p. 112.)

Fig. 51. Lung Tin Study Hall 龍田書室 in Lung Tin Tsuen, Shap Pat Heung 十八鄉
龍田村.
(Fung Chi Ming 馮志明, Yuanlang wen wu gu ji gai lan 元朗文物古蹟概覽 [Yuen
Long historical relics and monuments], 1996, p. 111.)

Fig. 52. Liu Ying Ling Ancestral Hall 應龍廖公家塾, Sheung Shui Heung 上水鄉,
2002.
(from CAHU’s collection)
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Fig. 53. Kang Yung Study Hall 鏡蓉書屋 in Sha Tau Kok 沙頭角.
(from Ming, K.C. 明基全, Study Hall to Village School 教不倦﹕ 新界傳統教育的蛻
變, 1996, p. 32.)

Fig. 54. Sin Shut Study Hall 善述書室 in Lung Yeuk Tau 龍躍頭, 2002.
(from CAHU’s collection)
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Fig. 55. Sze Tak Study Hall 思德書室 in Fanling 粉嶺, 2002.
(from CAHU’s collection)

Fig. 56. King Law Ka Shuk 敬羅家塾 in Tai Po Tau 大埔頭, 2002.
(from CAHU’s collection,)

3.4.2

The Imperial Civil Service Examination system

The imperial civil service examination system in the Qing dynasty consisted of three levels of
exams, i.e. xiang-shi 鄉試, hui-shi 會試 and dian-shi 殿試. Before attending the xiang-shi 鄉試,
the provincial exam, which was held triennially in the Provincial capitals, candidates should have
gained the Sheng-yuan degree 生 員 [licentiate degree] or commonly called xiu-cai 秀 才
[cultivated talent] by passing the tong-shi 童試, or the preliminary district exam.
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Successful candidates in xiang-shi 鄉試 were known as ju-ren 舉人 [recommended men].
They were eligible to be appointed to local office and to sit for the hui-shi 會試 [the metropolitan
exam] held in the imperial capital. Successful candidates would be awarded the title of gong-shi 貢
士.
The final exam for gong-shi 貢士 was dian-shi 殿試, the palace exam, which was held at
the Baohe Hall under supervision of the Emperor. Successful candidates were granted the honor of
jin-shi 進士 [metropolitan graduates] which was divided in 3 classes. The order of honours of the
3 successful candidates in the first class was determined by the Emperor himself. They were then
appointed to the Hanlin Yuan 翰林院 [The Royal Academy]. The rest of the jin-shi 進士 not in
the first class had to sit for a further Chao-kao 朝考, the court exam to determine their respective
appointments in the Imperial Civil service.
The Imperial civil service exams were first devised during the Sui and Tang dynasties (581907 AD). With the refinement of the examination system in the Ming and Qing dynasties (13681911 AD), Imperial Civil service exams became the major access to officialdom. Successful
candidates not only enjoyed high social status, but also gained reputation for themselves and their
parents and enhancing the clan’s social position and power. As a result, it has long been a major
concern of the clan to prepare their youngsters for the exams and with a view of gaining official
position in the government.
In the 1900s there was at least one school in every village of any size in the New Territories
in which the Chinese Classics and History were taught and where the schoolmaster’s salary was
paid by the villagers. A 1900 report on the New Territories indicated that at Namt’au a college or
Shü Ün under a Director and Assistant Director of Studies allow candidates to study for the first
and higher degrees. These candidates were commonly known as Tung Shang 童生 have already
passed two examinations- one held by the magistrate of the district and one by the prefect of the
Kwong Chau Prefecture, the Prefecture being made up of a number of districts of which San On
新安 is one.80 It is estimated that there are in the district of San On 新安 300 Tung Shang 童生
studying for the first degree, for which an examination is held yearly at Guangdong. The number of
vacancies allotted to the district is eleven. There are said to be 150 graduates of the first degree
resident in the whole district.
80 Papers Relating to Extension of Colony of Hongkong SP 1899 (1996). Retrieved on 8 August 2006 from Hong Kong

Government Reports Online (1853 - 1941) under
http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/s1899/1610.pdf, p. 18.
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The Traditional Teaching Method
The traditional teaching method at old-style private schools was individual tuition. The fees
to teachers were paid with rice; students would also bring gifts to the teacher.81 In general,
children stayed at schools for three to four years and had acquired a basic knowledge of reading
and writing. They would leave school to start earning a living as farmers.82

Fig. 57. Lesson in old-style private school.
(from Ming, K.C. 明基全, Study Hall to Village School 教不倦﹕ 新界傳統教育的蛻
變, 1996, p. 49.)

81 Ming, K.C. 明基全, From Study Hall to Village School 教不倦, Hong Kong, Hoi Kwong Printing Co. Ltd, 1996, p.

46.
82 Ibid., p. 46.
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Fig. 58. Lesson in old-style private school.
(from Ming, K.C. 明基全, Study Hall to Village School 教不倦﹕ 新界傳統教育的蛻
變, 1996, p. 42.)

Fig. 59. Kang Yung Study Hall 鏡蓉書屋
(from Ming, K.C. 明基全, Study Hall to Village School 教不倦﹕ 新界傳統教育的蛻
變, 1996, p. 32.)
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3.4.3

Transformation of Education
Even after the British government took over administration in 1898 a policy was made to not

interfere with the traditional rural ways of life. The education policy was furthermore ignorant such
that it remained to be the responsibility of prominent clan members. In 1901, when the Hong Kong
government formed an education committee to look into the colony’s education, which was
proposed to improve in the New Territories, established three English-medium schools in Tai Po,
Yuen Long and Ping Shan in 1905 and 1906 respectively. The first Government school opened in
the New Territory was situated in Yuen Long in 1904.83 The other two were opened in 1906.84
Top students were selected from private schools and were awarded scholarships to attend the
English-medium schools. However, attendance was not consistent and low enrolment as compared
to that of the traditional schools forced to close down, for instance, of the English school in Ping
Shan 190785.
The traditional education in old-style schools were still processed in the New Territories.
The imperial examination system was abolished in 1905. Many old style schools changed their
curriculum. Practical subjects such as calculation with the abacus and the etiquette of letter-writing
were added to the curriculum.86 Lots of schools were halted. In 1913, Mr. Sung Hok Pang 宋學
鵬, who was the Senior Chinese Master at the Belilios Public School, was required to take a census
of schools and teachers in the New Territories. From the report, 260 schools were recorded in
Taipo, Sha Tau Kok, Sheung Shui, Sha Tin, Au Tau, Ping Shan, Tsun Wan, Tsing Yi, Ma Wan, Sai
Kung, Tap Mun, Cheung Chau, Ping Chau and part of Lamma. The percentage of children
attending to school is under 4%.87 The school systems are as follow,
The school-rooms themselves are dark and dirty to a degree is not surprising. They are just
ordinary rooms set aside for schools by the villagers, and the idea of making a school a
bright clean place would amaze them. As for the teachers, they are usually quack doctors or
geomancers, who make education a “side line”. They make no pretence to a knowledge of
modern methods of teaching and when their remuneration is considered, this hardly
surprising.

83 Report for 1904 Education SP 1905 (1996). Retrieved on 8 October 2006 from Hong Kong Government Reports

Online
(1853
1941)
under
the
http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/s1905/1887.pdf.
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84 Report for 1906 Education SP 1907 (1996). Retrieved on 8 October 2006 from Hong Kong Government Reports

Online
(1853
1941)
under
the
http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/s1907/1975.pdf.
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85 Ming, K.C. 明基全, From Study Hall to Village School 教不倦, Hong Kong, Hoi Kwong Printing Co. Ltd, 1996,

p.17.
86 Ibid., p. 18.
87 Education SP 1913 (1996). Retrieved on 8 October 2006 from Hong Kong Government Reports Online (1853 - 1941)

under the University of Hong Kong Web Site: http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/a1913/202.pdf.
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The teachers’ incomes are quite uncertain at the opening of the school. The teacher is
expected to teach without having been definitely promised what his annual income would
be until the 4th or 5th moon, when the question of teachers’ incomes will be discussed and
settled. If there is a large attendance the teacher gets more; otherwise he gets less.
Pupils will have to share the Kung Tong expenses which cover tea, tobacco, fuel and light
for the teacher’s use. This is in addition to the pupils’ ordinary school fees.
Probably boys go to school soon after daylight and are allowed to go back for breakfast and
tiffin. The teachers finish their day’s work when they take their supper; an average of about
8 hours’ work is being done in the school every day.88

According to the report, many problems were pointed out in New Territories schools. The
government selected 50 from the 260 old-style private schools to grant a subsidy of total $60 each
per annum.89 These schools came under government supervision; other old-style New Territories
schools retained their former style of teaching.
From the 1910s onwards, the government paid closer attention to education in the New Territories.
An Education Ordinance passing in 1913 that provided for the compulsory registration of schools
was applied to the New Territories in 192190.
In the 1920s, the villagers had increasing interest upon the idea of the modern school, and
those that were established within the decade, i.e. Yan Hing School 仁興學校 in Yuen Long, Yuk
Man school 育文學校 in Shatin, Tung Yik School 同益學校, founded 1921 in Pat Heung 八鄉,
and became new-style village schools.91 Moreover, this period of time was an interval period of
which old-style private schools co-existed with modern schools, a trend that continued into the 30s
during an up rise of constructing modern schools.
These schools were supported by the local residents and the government, another impetus
pushed the development of education was came from the Christian Church, where as both
Catholics and Protestants were active in establishing schools in Hakka villages. These schools were
based on the traditional Chinese mode but infused with Christian doctrine. In 1906 True Light
School 真光書室 at Nam Pin Wai 南邊圍, Yuen Long, was founded by missionary Wong Shut
Fong 黃述芳 of the London Missionary Society, and other pioneering Catholic schools, Yuk Chi
School 育智學校 at Tai O 大澳 and Sung Tsun School 崇真學校 (Fig. 61.) in Sai Kung 西貢,

88 Education SP 1913 (1996). Retrieved on 8 October 2006 from Hong Kong Government Reports Online (1853 - 1941)

under the University of Hong Kong Web Site: http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/a1913/202.pdf.
89 Education SP 1913 (1996). Retrieved on 8 October 2006 from Hong Kong Government Reports Online (1853 - 1941)

under the University of Hong Kong Web Site: http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/a1913/202.pdf.
90 Education AR 1921 (1996). Retrieved on 8 October 2006 from Hong Kong Government Reports Online (1853 - 1941)

under the University of Hong Kong Web Site: http://sunzi1.lib.hku.hk/hkgro/view/a1921/448.pdf, p. 5.
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were founded 1921 and 1924 respectively.92 In 1930s, a number of new-style village schools were
established, such as Tat Tak Public School 達德學校 in Ping Shan, Fung Kai Primary School 鳳
溪公立學校 at Sheung Shui Wai and Chung Sing School 鐘聲學校 in Yuen Long.

Fig. 60. Yuk Chi School 育智學校, founded in Tai O by Father R. Brooks in 1923,
the school was renamed as Wing Chor School 永助學校 in 1937, 1937.
(from Ming, K.C. 明基全, From Study Hall to Village School 教不倦, 1996, p. 34.)

91 Ming, K.C. 明基全, From Study Hall to Village School 教不倦, Hong Kong, Hoi Kwong Printing Co. Ltd, 1996, p.

22
92 Ibid., p. 22.
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Fig. 61. Sung Tsun School 崇真學校, Sai Kung, 1951.
(from Ming, K.C. 明基全, From Study Hall to Village School 教不倦, 1996, p. 23.)

Fig. 62. Tat Tak Public School in Ping Shan.
(from Xianggang Jinxi 香港今昔 [Past and Present Hong Kong]. Retrieved 8
August 2006, from MFBM Chan Lui Chung Tak Memorial College 妙法寺陳呂重德
紀念中學, Website: http://www.mfbmclct.edu.hk/~socialstudies/html2/page47.htm)
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Fig. 63. Wong Chee Lut 黃子律 and the first graduating class of Chung Sing School
私立高小鐘聲學校, Yuen Long, 1934.
(from Ming, K.C. 明基全, From Study Hall to Village School 教不倦, p. 81.)

Fig. 64. First graduating class of Chung Sing School, Yuen Long, 1934.
(from Ming, K.C. 明基全, From Study Hall to Village School 教不倦, p. 35.)
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Population Boom
The increase of population in the New Territories after 1945 brought a demand for more school
places, with the majority of village schools granted government subsidies. As a result of the
‘dollar-for dollar’ policy whereby a certain amount of money raised by the villagers would be
compensated by an equal amount given by the government that greatly encouraged building funds,
private schools was gradually replaced by the blossoming of such public schools. Lam Tsuen
Public School 林村公立學校 at Tai Po and Sai Kung Public School 西貢公立學校 were
founded in 1946, and Sha Tin Public School 沙田公立學校 founded in 1953 at Tai Wai 大圍.93
This was the peak of village schools and by mid 1950s there were over 300 in the New Territories
alone. From then on village schools made a stamp on practically every village up till the 1960s.
After the war, secondary schools were also founded in the New Territories, for instance Yuen Long
Au Tau 元朗坳頭, Tsing Shan Secondary School 青山中學 in Tsuen Wan 荃灣, and Pak U
Middle School 柏雨中學 at Castle Peak 青山公路.94
After the implementation of the government’s education policy and the standardized
examination, with the promotion of universal education with free education for nine years the
government built more modern schools that many village schools were closed. Few could still be
found in the more remote and isolated villages of today.

3.4.4

Education in Pat Heung

In the early days, most Study Halls were built in Wang Toi Shan 橫台山, where the Tang clan
resided in Pat Heung. There are four study halls found and recorded in Wang Toi Shan. The study
halls were built by villagers who co-funded towards the schooling of youngsters in their village. In
the olden days this particular private school, constructed of green bricks of a certain quality that
expresses the importance of the building. Gradually modern schools were more welcome in the
1920s – 30s and a private school, such as Tung Yik School 同益學校 was built by the village
gentries in 1921. It serves as a central school in Pat Heung; Dong Yuan Shu Shi 東園書室 for
instance, was renamed as Wang Toi Shan Primary School 橫台山學校95; Yuen Kong Public

93 Ibid., p. 26.
94 Ibid., pp. 26-27.
95 Lau, Y.C 劉義章, Xianggang Kejia 香港客家 Hakka in Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Guangxi Normal University

Press, 2005, p.184.
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School in Yuen Kong Tsuen was built in 195896. There was a village school named Wing Hing
School in Sheung Tsuen.
The traditional study halls were developed with the imperial examination system in Qing
Dynasty. Most of them were erected by clan members in villages. Chik Kwai Study Hall was the
one to provide education in Pat Heung. After the British government took over the administration
of the New Territories in 1898, the government began to pay attention to the education in the New
Territories. In addition, the imperial examination system was abolished. Some village modern
schools took place of the study halls. Chik Kwai Study Hall is an example and was used as as Wing
Hing School 永興學校 for modern education.

96 Xuexiao Ziliao 學校資料 [Information of School], Retrieved 5 December 2006, from Yuen Kong Public School 元

崗公立學校, Website: http://www.yuenkong.edu.hk/main.php?pageName=information.
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4
BUILDING
4.1

Setting

Chik Kwai study hall is located at the south corner of Lai Uk Tsuen in Pat Heung where small
settlements scattered among vast area of fields on a large plain embraced by hills (Fig. 65 and Fig.
66). Surrounded by fields, the study hall does not have a main hill immediately protecting its back.
Although it is still roughly aligned with the tips of Kwun Yam Shan 觀音山 and Tai Mo Shan 大
帽山 at a distance, two lines of trees were deliberately planted behind the study hall to provide
immediate protection to the building as well as the village (Fig. 67 and Fig. 68). To the sides of the
study hall are also fields and hills afar. Facing northwest, the study hall fronts an open valley
formed by Ho Hok Shan 蠔殼山 and Yuen Shan 圓山 opening to the Deep Bay. It provides an
extensive mingtang 明堂 [bright hall] in front (Fig. 69).
Lai Uk Tsuen is a small village that comprises groups of houses with different arrangement.
Chik Kwai study hall is included in a small walled settlement that also consists of two rows of erjin
一進 [one hall] village house at the right of the study hall. Between this group of buildings and
trees at the back is a large piece of field, while in front of these buildings is a forecourt that may be
used for agricultural and ritual activities. The forecourt and the immediate surroundings of the
study hall are either cement screed flooring or grass. There seems no original external paving such
as granite slabs or pebbles. However, it has to be confirmed after further investigation including
opening up or trial pit testing on site.
Beyond the surrounding wall, there are a large liangjin 二進 [two hall] village house and
two rows of erjin 一進 [one hall] village house that also have a line of tree planted at the back. All
these houses align a slightly different axis, which is closer to northwest (Fig. 70). It is possible that
such shift in direction is due to a more detailed fengshui reading and positing. To the front of the
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village house are a walled forecourt and a large semi-circular pond, which is now levelled, with a
well at the west corner (Fig. 71).

Fig. 65. Reconstructed roof plan of Lai Uk Tsuen and surrounding landscape in
1940s.
(Drawn by LO Ka Yu Henry based on the aerial photographs of 1945.)
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Fig. 66. Chik Kwai study hall and village houses enclosed by low walls.

Fig. 67. The study hall is roughly aligned with the mountain at a distance.

Fig. 68. Lines of tree planted at the back of the settlement.
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Fig. 69. Beyond the forecourt is an extensive mingtang 明堂 [bright hall] in front.

Fig. 70. The large two hall village house in front of Chik Kwai study hall.

Fig. 71. The well used to be located at the west corner of the pond.

4.2

Spatial Organization

Chik Kwai Study hall is composed of one main building complex as well as a long and narrow
stable at its left side. (Fig. 72) The main building is a liangjin 二進 [two-halls] structure,
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occupying a footprint measuring 13.5 x 22 meters. It has sanjian 三間 [three-bays] interior that is
the largest size of Chinese-styled architecture in Hong Kong, used primarily for major ancestral
hall, study hall and temple. Separated by a corridor, the stable on the left side of the main building
have a footprint of around 4 x 25 meters. The stable consists of several compartments divided by
brick walls and is now in a dilapidated state.

Fig. 72. Chik Kwai study hall and the stable.

4.3

Architectural description

4.3.1

Chik Kwai Study Hall

The study hall is a rectangular liangjin 二進 [two hall] structure, comprises of an entrance hall, a
courtyard and a main hall that house an altar, all aligned along a central axis (Fig. 73 and Fig. 74).
The front wall of the building is recessed, providing a vestibule to the main door (Fig. 75). It is
designed as a porch with two columns in the middle and beams spanning them and the gable walls.
These structures are all constructed in grey granite complete with brackets such as dougong 斗栱,
tuofeng 駝峰 and changgong 撐栱 (Fig. 76). These granite structural elements are imitations of
the wooden structure of Chinese architecture, in shape and constructional method. To be sure, the
granite beams are more decorative than structural, however, the porch and the granite structure add
a sense of grandeur to the building. The building is thereby highlighted and its importance amply
demonstrated.
At the roof top is a flat ridge decorated with plastered sculptures in the middle and kuilung
夔龍 ends. The roof is laid with alternating concaved ceramic tiles and plastered cylindrical seals.
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A line of glazed tile ends and drippers are found at the eave, which are probably later addition. The
width of the study hall is measured 55 hang that is known as the convex stripe on the roof.
Moreover, an eave board that was elaborately carved is found under the eave.
Three low granite steps leading up to the main door which is constructed with granite
surrounds that are further recessed from the entrance wall (Fig. 77). The name of the study hall is
inscribed on the overhead granite plaque atop the main door. The entrance wall is built of grey
bricks sitting on three layers of quality granite base. At the top of the entrance wall is a register of
painting including framed murals on each wall surface (Fig. 78). There are two windows found at
the side bays of the front elevation. However, they should be additional structures in recent
renovation.

Fig. 73. Plan of Chik Kwai study hall and Stable.

Fig. 74. Isometric drawings of Chik Kwai Study Hall.
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Fig. 75. The porch at the front of the study hall.

Fig. 76. The granite structure in the two side bays at the porch, 2002.
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Fig. 77. The granite steps leading to the main door and the granite base of the
entrance wall.

Fig. 78. A register of painting just under the roof, and the structural frame in the
porch.

The roof of the entrance hall is formed by a ridge purlin and six purlins on either side, and is
held by a set of supporting bracket system that is know as diejiashi 疊架式 [stacked beam style]
(Fig. 79). The structural frame consists of three parts: timber frames in the front eave section and
rear eave section, as well as brick walls in the middle section. In the porch, two bracket sets with a
dougong 斗栱 sitting on a tuofeng 駝峰, incorporated with three beams. Below the lower beams
are decorative erfang 額枋 [stretched double queti]. These brackets sets support the fifth and sixth
purlins in front eave section, while the seventh purlins rest on the granite structure on the two side
bays. Other than these elements, there are also decorative daqian 劄牽 [one rafter beam] found
between the purlins.
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The fourth and sixth purlins in the rear eave section sit on a short column, while the fifth
purlins rest on a decorated tuofeng 駝峰, and the sixth purlin rest on a brick column. Spanning the
columns is another richly decorated eave board. Several purlins in the middle sections, including
the ridge purlins, are supported by the brick walls.
Once inside the entrance hall, a ceremonial screen is found located at the centre blocking the
direct view of the interior of the study hall (Fig. 80). The screen consists of two timber posts sitting
on granite bases that are finely carved, two door leaves composed of timber panels, and a lattice
screen on top. Close to the screen is a granite manhole found on the ground, which is connected
with the finely carved granite rain water outlet in the courtyard. (Fig. 81) On the wall at the right
side is a niche housing tudi 土地 [Earth God], which is decorated with lines of delicate plaster
moulding (Fig. 82).
In the two side bays of the entrance hall are side chambers with cocklofts. They are
constructed of concrete column, beams and slab with brick infilled panel, which are all later
additions. It is a common practice among the ancestral hall and study hall in Hong Kong to have
side chambers in the entrance hall. However, they should be constructed by brick walls, while the
cocklofts are formed by timber planks resting on timber joists that are supported by brick walls.
Such examples can be found in Kun Ting study hall 覲廷書室 at Ping Shan, and Sin Shut study
hall 善述書室 in Lung Yeuk Tau (Fig. 83). Instead of a staircase, the cocklofts are usually
accessed by an internal timber ladder. In either building, there are also panelled windows located
on the upper floor.
A side door is located on the left gable wall in the entrance hall leading to the stable. It is
well constructed with a piece of finely carved granite as the door hinges (Fig. 84).
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Fig. 79. Structural frame in the front eave section (top), in the middle eave and rear
eave section (bottom).

Fig. 80. The ceremonial screen blocking the direct view of the interior (left), and the
lattice screen atop.
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Fig. 81. The finely craved rain water outlet in the sunken courtyard and granite
manhole in the entrance hall.

Fig. 82. The niches housing tudi [Earth God] on the partition wall.
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Fig. 83. Side chambers with cocklofts found in the entrance hall of Sin Shut study
hall 善述書室 in Lung Yeuk Tau (left) and Kun Ting study hall 覲廷書室 in Ping
Shan (right).
(LO Ka Yu Henry’s collection, 2005)

Fig. 84. Finely carved granite door hinge found at the side door leading to the stable.

The centre of the complex is a courtyard that connects the entrance hall and the main hall
(Fig. 85). The sunken courtyard is laid with granite slabs (Fig. 86). On the both side of the
courtyard are the side chambers that were heavily modified with concrete construction. There are
covered corridors in the side chambers leading from the entrance hall to the main hall (Fig. 87).
These corridors are constructed with granite columns and brick walls with decorative arch-shaped
plastered moulding. Together with the gable walls, these elements are believed to be the remains of
the original construction, which can help to trace the primary design of the side chambers.
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From the aerial photograph of 1963, it is clearly seen that the side chambers are covered by
pitched roofs (Fig. 88). Instead of having gable roof with a ridge atop, the side chambers should be
simply covered by juanpeng 捲棚 [humpbacked roof] or pitched roofs with shallow ridges as seen
in the photo. The relationship of the roofs in the photograph also suggests the height of roofs of the
side chambers. From the photograph, it is found that the roofs of the side chambers were covering
part of the eave of the main hall, which measured at least 5 meters high from the ground. As the
gable walls measured 5.5 metres high in the middle of the building, it is likely that the side
chambers have two storeys rather than one storey.
Having two storeys side chamber in the courtyard is unusual among the Chinese-styled
buildings in Hong Kong. There are very few examples includes Tai Fu Tai 大夫第 in San Tin,
Ching Shu Hin 清暑軒 in Ping Shan, and Yau Shin study hall 友善書室 in Ha Tsuen which is,
however, significantly modified (Fig. 89 and Fig. 90).

Fig. 85. The courtyard and the two side chambers.

Fig. 86. Granite slabs in the sunken courtyard.
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Fig. 87. Covered corridor at the right side chamber (left), and the details of the
moulding atop (right).

Fig. 88. The side chambers are covered by pitched roofs in 1963.
(Courtesy of Survey and Mapping Office, Lands Department, Hong Kong SAR
Government, ref. no. 8397, 1963 (partial))
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Fig. 89. Two storeys side chambers in Tai Fu Tai at San Tin (left), and Ching Shu
Hin at Ping Shan (right).
(LO Ka Yu Henry’s collection, 2005)

Fig. 90. The courtyard and side chambers of Yau Shin study hall 友善書室 in Ha
Tsuen.
(from The Government Information Services, Rural Architecture in Hong Kong, p.
81c.)
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A few granite steps in the courtyard lead up to the main hall which is built on a higher
platform (Fig. 91). An altar that houses the ancestral tablets of forefathers from the 21st to 26th
generation is found at the back of the middle bay.
The roof of the main hall is supported by a timber structure consisting of purlins frames
supported by granite intermediate columns and brick walls at the rear eave section (Fig. 92). In the
front eave section, the sixth and the seventh purlins are supported by bracket sets with a dougong
斗栱 sitting on a decorated tuofeng 駝峰, incorporated with two beams. Under the lower beams
are decorative changgong 撐栱 [diagonal strut]. In the middle section, the ridge and the third
purlins are found resting on a decorated tuofeng 駝峰, while the second and the fourth columns sit
on a short column that in turn sit on the beams. In the rear eave section, the gable walls and the
partition walls instead of the timber structural frame support the fifth to the eighth purlins.
Spanning the structure frames is a fang 枋 [lintel], that support the two bracket sets, known
as gejia 隔架, consisting of a dougong 斗栱 sitting on a decorated tuofeng 駝峰 (Fig. 93).
Under the fang 枋 [lintel] are two changgong 撐 栱 [diagonal strut]. These elements are
elaborately to highlight the importance and grandeur of the main hall.
The partition walls that are about 2.5 metres deep create three bays in the back of the main
hall. Framing the middle bay is a huazhao 花罩 [decorative surround] richly decorated with
cravings and paintings, therefore the altar behind is dignified (Fig. 94).
The side bays of the main hall are recently constructed with concrete cocklofts and
staircases, which occupy almost the whole side bay. There is no trace of the original partitioning,
such as panelled doors, or original upper floor found at these side bays. Panelled doors comprising
upper timber carving panels and lower panels may be found in the main hall forming small rooms
for a class of several students, such as those in Kun Ting study hall 覲廷書室 at Ping Shan (Fig.
95). However, it is not always the case for every study hall. Instead of occupying space in the main
hall, the classrooms are allocated in the courtyard in Yau Shin study hall 友善書室, Sin Shut study
hall 善述書室 and Shut Hing study hall 述卿書室.
A door opening constructed with granite surround is found on the right gable wall in the
main hall (Fig. 96). It is currently filled with conrete.
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Fig. 91. Main hall of Chik Kwai study hall.

Fig. 92. The left structural frame supporting the roof of the main hall.
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Fig. 93. The fang 枋 [lintel] spanning the structural frames at two sides.

Fig. 94. The altar located at the back of the main hall.
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Fig. 95. A small classroom formed by panelled doors located in the main hall of Kun
Ting Study hall 覲廷書室.
(LO Ka Yu Henry’s collection, 2005.)

Fig. 96. A concrete filled door opening found in the right gable wall at main hall.

4.3.2

Stable

The Stable is a rectangular structure beside Chik Kwai Study Hall occupying a footprint measured
around 3.8 x 23 metre (Fig. 97). It is built of grey bricks with a lean-to roof covered with alternate
grey concave tiles and cylindrical tiles. Instead of following the roof line, the gable wall to the
forecourt was built in a rectangular form protruding above the roof. The stable comprises of several
compartments that are accessible through the openings facing the Study Hall. Some of these
openings were narrowed down by additional brick works.
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Fig. 97. The stable to the left of Chik Kwai Study Hall.

Fig. 98. Aerial view of the stable.

4.4

Decoration

The study hall is richly decorated with ornamentations of different kinds, such as mural paintings,
carvings, as well as plastered sculptures and relief. They are found at a few locales in the building
including the ridges, eaves, upper part of the walls, timber members of the structural frames, and
stone elements. These decorations express the aspirations of our forefathers towards a better living,
prosperous life, good fortune, as well as all the ideas of auspiciousness.
These decorations will be described in turn following the order of how a visitor might
experience the buildings.
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4.4.1

Chik Kwai Study Hall

Entrance hall
Main ridge
At the roof top of the entrance hall is a flat ridge with kuilung 夔龍 ends on either side. (Fig. 99)
The ridge is finely ornamented with plastered sculptures and relief. However, some of these
decorations are hardly recognizable now due to weathering.
The middle part of the main ridge at the front side is decorated with delicately made
plastered sculptures (Fig. 100a-f). It is depicting a carp leaping from turbulent waters beside a
sinuous dragon amidst densely scrolling clouds, suggesting liyue longmen 鯉躍龍門 [crap jumps
over the dragon gate] that signify forthcoming prosperity. Flanking the central motif are peaches,
symbol of longevity, held in plates. To the left is another frame depicting a lion and a cub standing
on jagged rock, suggesting taishi shaoshi 太師少師 [grand preceptor and junior preceptor].
Other than these motifs, the kuilung 夔龍 at either end are decorated with finely carved
plastered relief. On the kuilung 夔龍 to the left of the central motif, a vase holding two China rose
sprays is found in the middle, expressing siji pingan 四季平安 [may you be peaceful during the
four seasons]. Atop them is a flying bat among wispy cloud scroll, which symbolizes fuyun 福運
[blessed fortune]. To their right is a foshouguo 佛手果, emblem of fu 福 [good fortune and
blessings]. Further to the right are a brush, a fan, and a sword, that represent a sense of immortality,
shan 善 [goodness], as well as a symbolic against evil respectively. Moreover, there is another
flying bat among cloud suggesting fuyun 福運 [blessed fortune] located close to the gable wall.
At the other side of the ridge, a vase holding a flowering peony branches is carved in the
middle of the kuilung 夔龍, expressing fugui pingan 富貴平安 [may you be rich and peaceful].
Atop the peony is a flying bat amidst cloud scrolls, signifying fuyun 福運 [blessed fortune].
Adjacent to the vase is probably two mandarins, emblem of ji 吉 [auspiciousness]. Surrounding
them are some motifs that are probably representing flying bat, flowers, and auspicious animals. To
the left of the vase is a suspending ruyi 如意 [sceptre] carrying the notion of “may every thing go
as you wished”. Further to left are flying bat, symbols of fu 福 [good fortune and blessing], as
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well as some melons, emblems of numerous progeny. Other than these motifs, several motifs
looped with a cord passing through two coins that symbolize shuangquan 雙 全 [double
completeness]. There are a qin 琴, a scroll as well as probably a scroll and a chessboard,
suggesting gentlemanly quality and refinement.

Fig. 99. Main ridge of the entrance hall.
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Fig. 100a-f. Details of the front side of the ridge at entrance hall.

At the rear side of the ridge, the middle frame is decorated with plastered sculpture depicting
some animals standing among rocky landscape (Fig. 101 and Fig. 102a-e). It is likely that they are
lions and cubs signifying taishi shaoshi 太師少師 [grand preceptor and junior preceptor].
Flanking the central frame are peaches, symbol of longevity, held in plates. Further to the left is a
frame depicting some flowering boughs, and two China rose blossoms that symbolize lasting
youth. At the right, peony blossoms are carved growing from shoushi 壽 石 [aged rock],
expressing changming fugui 長命富貴 [may you have wealth and longevity]. Moreover, there is a
magpie, emblem of xi 喜 [happiness], perching on a branch.
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Similar to the front side, the kuilung 夔龍 at either side are decorated with plastered
sculptures linked by motifs in low relief. There are a pair of mandarins symbolizing ji 吉
[auspiciousness], two peaches signifying longevity, and a bear, emblem of heroism. Moreover,
there is a flying bat among cloud scroll, suggesting fuyun 福運 [blessed fortune]. On the kuilung
夔龍 at the left side, there are also a flying bat and cloud scrolls representing fuyun 福運 [blessed
fortune], and mandarins symbolizing ji 吉 [auspiciousness]. Other than these motifs, melons that
are emblem of numerous progeny are also found.
Hanging ridge
The hanging ridges of the entrance hall are all decorated with a kuilung 夔龍 at the ends,
near the eave. Each is finely ornamented with trailing strips of scroll (Fig. 103).

Fig. 101. Rear side of the ridge at the entrance hall.
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Fig. 102a-e. Details of the rear side of the ridge at entrance hall.

Fig. 103. Hanging ridge atop the right gable wall of entrance hall.
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Eave board at the front eave
Under the front eave is a richly carved eave board that used to span the two side bays and middle
bay. It should be comprised of three timber boards located in the three bays joining together to
form a continuous piece. However, the section in the middle bay is now missing.
At the leftmost part of the eave board in the right side bay is a flying bat that is the symbol of
fu 福 [good fortune and blessing] (Fig. 104 and Fig. 105a-d). Besides it is undulating fruity vines
of grape and a squirrel, suggesting the wish zisun wandai 子孫萬代 [may you have ten thousand
generations of progenies]. Close to the squirrel is a leafy branch bearing four pomegranates that
symbolize liukai baizi 榴開百子 [pomegranate opens with hundred seeds]. Moreover, a paradise
flycatcher, emblem of longevity, is found standing on the branch. To the right of the paradise
flycatcher are broad lotus leaves and pods suggesting conjugal harmony and fertility, as well as a
heron. A golden toad, symbol of wealth, is found prostrate on the lotus leave while cloud scrolls,
emblem of good omen, is carved ascending from its mouth. On the other side of the lotus is a
flowering branch of peony that signifies wealth and distinction. The middle of the board is carved
with a ribboned flower basket decorated with pattern of linked coins that symbolize endless wealth.
It holds a detached branch of peony flower, emblem of wealth and distinction. To the left of the
basket is flowering branches of chrysanthemum amidst butterflies in flight, both are symbols of
longevity. Above them is a bat carved with cloud scrolls, signifying fuyun 福運 [blessed fortune].
To the left of the basket is a robust bough bearing camellia flowers among leaves with a paradise
flycatcher perching on it, expressing chunguang zhangshou 春光長壽 [may you have long life in
the radiance of spring]. Further to the right is a bogu 博古 that suggests gentlemanly quality
amidst a group of motifs. To the left of the bogu is a bat, symbol of fu 福 [good fortune and
blessing] carved beside a tablet bearing a character shou 壽 [longevity]. Atop them is magpies
representing xi xiangfeng 喜相逢 [happiness come cross]. Adjacent to these motifs is two
magnolia flowers that suggest Yushu linfeng 玉樹臨風 [a jade tree facing the wind]. Beside the
flowers are paper and brushes symbolizing literary knowledge. Next to them is a vase signifying
pingan 平安 [peace]. Other than these motifs, an incense burner emitting smoke is depicted on the
bogu, which suggests emolument. Beside it is two lingzhi 靈芝, symbol of longevity, carved with
a bottle-gourd and a brush that suggest a sense of immortality. Beneath them are a bat, symbol of fu
福 [good fortune and blessing] and a bear suggesting heroism. To the right is a detached branch of
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peach that signifies longevity. At the right of the bogu is a detached branch of lichee bearing three
fruits, suggesting sanyuan 三元. The rightmost part of the eave board is carved with a shoushi 壽
石 [aged rock], symbol of longevity. Adjacent to it are orchid flowers among slender leaves amidst
flying butterflies, suggesting gentlemanly quality and refinement, as well as longevity respectively.

Fig. 104. Eave board at the right side bay of entrance hall.
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Fig. 105a-d. Details of the eave board located in the right side bay of entrance hall.

At the leftmost of the eave board in the left side bay, flowering branches of plum are
depicted next to some leafy bamboo branches embracing two magpies, suggesting zhumei shuangxi
竹梅雙喜 [double happiness of bamboo and plum] (Fig. 106 and Fig. 107a-d). Further to the right
is a flying bat among cloud scrolls, symbolizing fuyun 福運 [blessed fortune]. Next to them is a
medallion inscribed with a character shou 壽 [longevity]. Beyond these motifs is a bogu 博古
that suggests gentlemanly quality amidst a group of motifs. A detached branch of mandarin is
found, which symbolizes ji 吉 [auspiciousness]. Next to it is a vase holding a peony spray,
suggesting fugui pingan 富貴平安 [may you be rich and peaceful]. Beside the vase is a ruyi 如意
[sceptre] that expresses the notion of “may everything go as you wished”. On the other side of the
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vase is a bat, symbol of fu 福 [good fortune and blessing]. Other than these motifs, two bears that
symbolize heroism are also found. To the right is a plate holding a detached branch bearing three
foshouguo 佛手果 that signify fu 福 [good fortune and blessings]. Moreover, there is a lingzhi
靈芝, symbol of longevity, and a ribboned coin that symbolizes wealth. Beyond these motifs are
two melons that express guadie mianmian 瓜瓞綿綿 [large and small melons are incessantly
yielded]. Above the melons is a paradise flycatcher, a butterfly and camellia held in a ribboned
basket, which are emblems of longevity and youth. To the right of the basket is a bough bearing
hibiscus flowers and buds among leaves, which is the symbol of riches and fame. Further to the
right is a magpie, emblem of xi 喜 [happiness]. Next to the magpie are undulating branches
bearing peaches among leaves, which suggest longevity. Beyond these motifs is a paradise
flycatcher perching on a leafy and flowering branch of camellia, expressing chunguang zhangshou
春光長壽 [may you have long life in the radiance of spring]. At the rightmost part of the eave
board, a flying bat, symbol of fu 福 [good fortune and blessings] is depicted.
At the bottom of the eave board in left side bay is a border decorated with deep carvings. It is
comprised of kuilung 夔龍, symbol of ultimate goodness and perfection, interlaced with other
motifs. A flying bat amidst cloud scrolls is carved at the left, which symbolize fuyun 福運
[blessed fortune]. To the right is a ribboned coin, emblem of wealth. Adjacent to it is a meander of
curly foliage expressing wandai 萬代 [ten thousand generations].
The eave board in the middle bay that measured around 22 hang 坑 width is now missing.
According to a photo dated 1980s showing portion of the eave board spanning 13 hang 坑 width
in the middle bay (Fig. 108), it is seen that the central motifs is a framed scenery of figurines.
Flanking the central motifs are flower branches growing towards either end of the eave board. On
the right are flowering branches of peony, while hibiscus flowers among leaves are depicted on the
left side, expressing ronghua fugui 榮華富貴 [may you be honoured, glorified and wealthy].
Amid the blossoms is a qin 琴 to the left and a scroll on the right side, both are emblems of
knowledge and cultivated mind of literati.
Although there is no complete record of the motifs carved on the missing eave board, we
might have a brief idea of its composition of the motifs and symbolic meaning with reference to the
eave boards in the side bays. Flowers and fruits that are dominant in the side bays may also occupy
largely on the eave board in the middle bay. Besides, as longevity is expressed mostly, followed by
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numerous progeny, on the eave boards in the side bays, it is very likely that these auspicious
meanings would also be expressed significantly on the eave board in the middle bay.

Fig. 106. Eave board at the left side bay of entrance hall.
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Fig. 107a-d. Details of the eave board located in the left side bay of entrance hall.
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Fig. 108. Details of the eave board located in the middle bay of entrance hall, 1980s.
(Courtesy of Antiquities and Monuments Office)

Entrance walls
At the friezes of the entrance wall are murals that are well preserved. Just atop the main door is a
large mural entitled huli qiankun tu 壺裡乾坤圖 [Diagram of the universe inside the pot] (Fig.
109a-c). To the left of the mural are two paintings and a piece of Chinese calligraphy. One of the
paintings depicts idyllic landscape, while a paradise flycatcher, emblem of longevity, is perching
on a branch growing from a shoushi 壽石 [aged rock]. Close to these paintings is a poem in a
roundel, which is known as Tang langzhong zhai yu zhugong tong yinjiu kan mudan 唐郎中宅與
諸公同飲酒看牡丹 [Drinking wine and appreciating peony with officials in Doctor Tang’s
mansion] written by Liu Yuxi 劉禹錫 (772-842). It reads,
Jinri huaqianyin, ganxin zuishubei.
Danchou huayouyu, buwei laorenkai
今日花前飲，甘心醉數杯。
但愁花有語，不為老人開。
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[Drinking in front of the flower today,
Wanting to be intoxicated with a few drinks.
Just worry that if flower can speak,
Would not bloom for an old man.]97

The poem was compiled when the poet was drinking wine with his friends in one’s garden
describing their enjoyment.
To the right of the middle mural is a fan-shaped painting depicting idyllic landscape, and two
pieces of Chinese calligraphy. The one on the right is a poem entitled Shentong Shi 神童詩 [The
Child Prodigy’s Poetry] written by Wang zhu 汪洙. It reads,
Chunyou fangcaodi
xiashang luhechi
Qiuyin huanghuajiu
dongyin baixueshi
春遊芳草地
夏賞綠河池
秋飲黃花酒
冬吟白雪詩
[Walking on the fragrant grasses in the spring,
Enjoying the green river and lake in the summer,
Drinking chrysanthemum wine in the autumn,
Singing poetry of snow in the winter.]

Adjacent to it is the first three lines of a poem entitled Cong Jun Xing 從軍行 [A Soldier at
the front] written in a roundel. It reads,
Fenghuo chengxi baichilou,
Huanghun duzuo haifengqiu.
Gengchui qiangdi guanshanyue,
Wuna jinrun wanlichou!
烽火城西百尺樓，
黃昏獨坐海風秋。
更吹羌笛關山月，
無那金閨萬里愁！
[In the west of Fenghuo Town a building of one hundred feet towers,
At dusk I sit alone. The wind from the sea is autumn wind.

97 Chinese Peony Poems of the Tang Dynasty (7th to 10th century, AD), Retrieved 1 March 2007, from Phil Ma,

Website: http://www.ccc-ct.org/article/showarticle.asp?aid=2.
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Besides, the music Huns pipe blows is "Moon of Barrier Mountain".
I can not control my grief for the innumerable miles from my wife's room.]98

A large mural entitled Shijiu qinqi tu 詩酒琴棋圖 [Diagram of poem, wine, qin and chess]
is found at the top of the entrance wall in the right side bay (Fig. 110). It is depicting a scene in the
idyllic landscape where learned men playing chess, doing Chinese calligraphy, playing qin, and
drinking wine, which expresses scholarly qualities and accomplishment. On the left side bay is a
large piece of mural entitled wugui tu 五桂圖 depicting five students learning from a literatus in
the idyllic landscape, which express the wish for scholarly achievement.
Beside these paintings are pieces of Chinese calligraphy and paintings depicting bamboo,
symbol of integrity, and bundles of flower, all enclosed by a brocaded border of red and white
floral patterns.

98

A
Soldier
at
the
front,
Retrieved
1
March
2007,
Website:
http://bbs.zju.edu.cn/cgibin/bbsanc?path=/groups/GROUP_3/ClassicalPoem/D6A52D995/essence/trans/M.940852601.A
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Fig. 109a-c. Murals atop the main door at the entrance hall.
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Fig. 110.

Murals on the entrance wall in the right side bay of entrance hall.

Fig. 111. Murals on the entrance wall in the left side bay of entrance hall.

Gable walls
Murals are also found at the friezes of the gable walls in the entrance porch. However, the colour of
these two paintings fades. Figures in an idyllic landscape are depicted in both murals. A boatman
and probably a guest are found on the mural on the right gable wall while a fisherman across a
bridge is depicted on the mural at the left side (Fig. 112 and Fig. 113).
The gable walls of the entrance hall are decorated with plastered sculptures and relief
beneath the roof. Below the hanging ridges at the front eave and the rear eave are plastered relieves
depicting undulating foliage scrolls symbolizing wandai 萬代 [ten thousand generations], which
are found on the gable walls at two sides of the entrance hall (Fig. 114a-b).
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Fig. 112. Mural on the right gable wall in the entrance porch.

Fig. 113. Mural on the left gable wall in the entrance porch.
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Fig. 114a-b. Plastered relieves found on the gable walls at the entrance hall.

Structural frame
On the granite columns supporting the eave in the entrance porch, two decorative granite pieces are
found. The one on the right is carved with the rishen 日神 [God of the Sun] who is an elderly with
long white beard holding a mirror (Fig. 115b). The other piece is depicted with the yueshen 月神
[God of the Moon] who is a young girl holding a mirror (Fig. 115a).
The tuofeng 駝峰 in the middle of the beam in the two side bay are carved with a pair of
lion that are symbols of valour, guarding the building against evil influences. The brackets under
the beam are each carved with flying bats, emblems of fu 福 [good fortune and blessing] in low
relief.
The timber elements on the structural frames are also elaborately carved.
Between the purlins are decorative daqian 劄牽 [one rafter beam] that are each finely
carved with a aoyu 鰲魚 [dragon fish] suggesting duzhan aotou 獨佔鰲頭 [to come out first in
imperial examinations] (Fig. 116).
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The tuofeng 駝峰 atop the lower beam on the left structural frame is carved with the stellar
triad and other figures in a hall (Fig. 117). At the left side is an elderly known as Shou xing 壽星
[the stellar god of longevity] while Fu xing 福星 [the stellar god of good fortune] is found at the
right carrying a baby. In the middle of the scene is Lu xing 祿星 [the stellar god of emoluments]
receiving an offer of a ruyi 如意 [sceptre] that carry a notion of “may every thing go as you
wished”. Atop these figures are foliate scrolls and a detached branch of pomegranate that
symbolizes liukai baizi 榴開百子 [pomegranate opens with hundred seeds].
There is a timber member found atop the lower beam on either structural frame. Located
against the brick wall, each of these pieces is carved with a personage facing the forecourt. The one
on the left structural frame is Ma Gu 麻姑 while the figure on the right structural frame is known
as Dong Fang Shou 東方朔. They are both the personage who symbolizes longevity.
Under the lower beam of the bracket set in the entrance porch is an erfang 額枋 [stretched
double queti] that are richly decorated (Fig. 119a-c). It is depicting two kuilung 夔龍 interspersed
with foliage. Two flying bats, symbols of fu 福 [good fortune and blessing], holding a roundel
inscribed with a Chinese character shou 壽 [longevity] are carved in the middle. Flanking the bats
are melons among leaves expressing guadie mianmian 瓜瓞綿綿 [large and small melons are
incessantly yielded]. Further to either side are peony sprays that symbolize wealth and distinction.
Next to the peony blossoms are detached branches of pomegranate signifying numerous progeny.
Moreover, there is a coin, emblem of wealth. At either end of the erfang 額枋, a China rose
blossom that suggests lasting youth is carved. Below the China rose are undulating foliate vines
expressing wandai 萬代 [ten thousand generations]. Other than these motifs, two large kuilung 夔
龍, symbol of ultimate goodness and perfection, are carved forming the queti 雀替 at the lower
part.
At the rear eave section, the tuofeng 駝峰 supporting the fifth purlin on the left structural
frame is carved with two melons among dense foliage, which express guadie mianmian 瓜瓞綿綿
[large and small melons are incessantly yielded].
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Fig. 115a-b. Two decorative granite pieces, rishen 日神 [God of the Sun] and
yueshen 月神 [God of the Moon], found on the granite eave columns.

Fig. 116. Between the purlins are decorative daqian 劄牽 [one rafter beam] that are
finely carved with motifs.
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Fig. 117. tuofeng 駝峰 [supporting bracket] located on the left structural frame in
the front eave of main hall, 2002.
(from CAHU’s collection)
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Fig. 118. The tuofeng 駝峰 [supporting bracket] located on the right structural
frame in the front eave of main hall, 2002.
(from CAHU’s collection)
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Fig. 119a-c. The erfang 額枋 [stretched double queti] under the lower beam of the
structural frame in the porch, 2002.
(from CAHU’s collection)

Friezes of the walls
Along the top part of the walls in the two side bays of the entrance hall are running frames of
murals. On the partition wall in the left side bay are murals with blue brocade-like border depicting
leafy bamboo bracnhes, symbol of uprightness, and a scene of a figure sitting inside a pavilion in
an idyllic landscape (Fig. 120). Beside them is a piece of Chinese calligraphy. It is the first two
lines of poem Zao Fa Baidicheng 早發白帝城 [Leaving White King City] written by Li Bai 李白
(701-762). It reads,
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Chaoci baidi caiyunjian
qianli jiangling yirihuan
朝辭白帝彩雲間，
千里江陵一日還。
[Early at dawn, I left White City high and amid colored clouds
What a voyage – to reach Kiang-ling in one day, a thousand li away]99

Close to these decorations is another mural flanked with two pieces of Chinese calligraphy
(Fig. 121) that include lines from two poems by Li Bai 李白. The last two lines of the
aforementioned poem by Li Bai 李白 are found on the right. It reads,
Liangan yuansheng tibuzhu
qingzhou yiguo wanchongshan
兩岸猿聲啼不住，
輕舟已過萬重山。
[While the little monkeys kept on their unceasing chattering on both cliffs
My light boat had already slipped past ten thousand mountains]100

The poem states White King City is high up on the Chu-tang Gorge 瞿塘峽. Li Po’s boat
reached here through the three Yangtze Gorges 長江三峽, when the amnesty was declared in 759.
The poet started homeward from the dreary exile. This poem expresses his joyful feeling.101
Following this poem is the first line of another poem entitled Shilangzhongqin ting
huangheloushang chuidi 與史郎中欽聽黃鶴樓上吹笛 [On hearing the flute in the yellow crane
house], while the last three lines are found on the left of the central mural. It reads,
Yiwei Qianke Qu Changsha
Xiwang changan bujianjia
Huanghelouzhong chuiyudi
Jiangcheng wuyue luo meihua
一為遷客去長沙，
西望長安不見家。
黃鶴樓中吹玉笛，
江城五月落梅花。

99 Sun Yu, Li Po: A New Translation, Hong Kong, Commercial Press, 1982, p. 320.
100 Sun Yu, Li Po: A New Translation, Hong Kong, Commercial Press, 1982, p. 320.
101 Sun Yu, Li Po: A New Translation, Hong Kong, Commercial Press, 1982, p. 320.
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[A wandering exile, I came away to Long Beach,
I gazed toward home, beyond the horizon, Toward the city of Chang an;
I heard some one in the Yellow Crance Houses, Playing on the sweet bamboo flute
The tune of the “ Falling Plum Flowers”…
It was May in the waterside city.]102

During the years of An Lushan’s rebellion 安史之亂, Li Bai 李白 joined the staff of Prince
Li Lin 李璘 and was exiled to Yelang 夜郎. He was freed by an amnesty. This poem was written
by Li Bai 李白 when he returned to East China.103
The mural in the middle depicts flowering and leafy branches of chrysanthemum that is the
emblem of longevity, enclosed by a border of blue brocade-like pattern.
Deteriorated murals and calligraphy are found on the left gable walls in the left side bay.
Only the one close to the rear eave wall can be identified. This painting that has a blue brocade-like
border is barely seen depicted with a paradise flycatcher and two Chinese characters 牡丹, mudan,
[peony]. It is likely to believe that such mural should be depicted with paradise flycatcher perching
on blossoming peony branches, symbolizing changming fugui 長命富貴 [may you have wealth
and longevity] (Fig. 122). Flanking the mural located below the main ridge are pieces of Chinese
calligraphy (Fig. 123). However, they are hardly recognizable.
On the rear eave wall in the left side bay is another mural. It is barely seen that the painting
is depicting a scene of an elderly and a child among greenery (Fig. 124).

Fig. 120. The murals on the partition wall in the left side bay of the entrance hall.

102 Shigeyoshi Obata, The Works of Li Po, the Chinese Poet, New York, Paragon book Reprint Crop., 1965, p. 169.
103 Pei fei 裴斐, Libai shige shangxiji 李白詩歌賞析集 [The Collection of Li Bai’s Poems], Chengdu 成都, Bashu

shushe 巴蜀書社, Xinhua shudian 新華書店, 1988, pp. 297-299.
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Fig. 121. The mural flanked with two pieces of Chinese calligraphy on the front eave
wall in the left side bay of the entrance hall.

Fig. 122. The mural on the gable wall in the left side bay of the entrance hall.

Fig. 123. The murals and pieces of Chinese calligraphy below the main ridge in the
left side bay of the entrance hall.
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Fig. 124. The mural on the rear eave wall in the left side bay of the entrance hall.

The friezes of the walls in the right side bay of the entrance hall are also decorated with
murals and lines of calligraphy (Fig. 125). However, they are all in a deteriorated state. Some of
them are varnished with white paint while the colour of others faded. It is barely seen that the
allocation and number of the frames of murals and calligraphy is the same as that in the left side
bay.
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Fig. 125. Deteriorated murals and lines of calligraphy found at the friezes of the
walls in the right side bay of entrance hall.

Side rooms of the entrance hall.
Mural paintings and other architectural features are not found inside the side rooms on the ground
floor of Entrance hall.
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Eave board at the rear eave
Below the rear eave of the entrance hall is another skillfully carved eave board (Fig. 126 and Fig.
127a-e). The middle of the eave board is carved with a scroll suggesting literary knowledge.
Moreover, four Chinese characters, gaoguan fugui 高官富貴 [may you have high official ranking
and wealth] is written on the scroll. Beside the scroll is a medallion bearing a Chinese character
shou 壽 [longevity]. Flanking the scroll are flowering branches extending towards either side of
the board. To the left are hibiscus blossoms carved among leaves and flying butterflies,
representing riches and fame, as well as longevity. On the other side of the scroll is budding and
flowering branches of chrysanthemum that is a symbol of longevity and of duration.
At the leftmost of the eave board are some curly foliage, and a detached branch of peach that
symbolizes longevity. Adjacent to it are two boughs bearing peony flowers and buds among leaves,
and two paradise flycatcher, expressing changming fugui 長命富貴 [may you have wealth and
longevity]. Beyond these motifs is a kuilung 夔龍, symbol of ultimate goodness and perfection,
depicted with abundant motifs. At the left side, a bear, emblem of heroism is depicted. Next to it is
a bat that symbolizes fu 福 [good fortune and blessing], and a peach signifying longevity. Atop
them are three mandarins in a plate, which signify ji 吉 [auspiciousness]. Close to them are a
camellia spray, emblem of youth, and a melon suggesting numerous progeny on the right. Below
them is a bear that symbolizes heroism, and a coin, symbol of wealth. Other than these motifs,
there are also fruity and grape vines that signify numerous progeny, and a detached branch of
lichee. Further to the right is another kuilung 夔龍, symbol of ultimate goodness and perfection,
carved with abundant motifs. To its left is a pomegranate spray with an opened fruit, suggesting
liukai baizi 榴開百子 [pomegranate opens with hundred seeds]. Other than the pomegranates, two
foshouguo 佛手果 that symbolize fu 福 [good fortune and blessings] are found carved next to a
peony blossom, emblem of wealth and distinction. Beneath them is a bear that symbolizes heroism
and a medallion bearing a Chinese character shou 壽 [longevity]. At the right side of the bogu 博
古 are two lingzhi 靈芝, symbol of longevity, carved with a taichi 太極 that serves as a charm
against evil influences. Below these motifs is a flying bat among cloud scrolls expressing fuyun 福
運 [blessed fortune]. The left side of the eave board is depicted with a paradise flycatcher, emblem
of longevity, perching on a leafy bough bearing two mandarins that symbolize ji 吉
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[auspiciousness]. Further to the right is an undulating branch bearing camellia flowers and buds
among leaves, as well as a flying paradise flycatcher, expressing chunguang zhangshou 春光長壽
[may you have long life in the radiance of spring].
Along the bottom of the eave board is a border depicting interlaced kuilung 夔龍, symbol of
ultimate goodness and perfection, with meanders of foliate scrolls that signify wandai 萬代 [ten
thousand generations].

Fig. 126. Eave board at the rear eave of the entrance hall.
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Fig. 127a-e. Details of the eave board located at the rear eave of entrance hall.

Courtyard
The gable walls of the entrance hall are decorated with a frieze of plastered sculptures and relief
beneath the roof. On the right gable wall, plastered relief depicting a scene of rocky landscape with
greenery and houses is found in the middle. It is flanked by panels decorated with plastered relief
depicting kuilung 夔龍 that symbolizes ultimate goodness and perfection.
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Fig. 128a-b. Plaster relief found on the gable walls at the courtyard.

Main hall
Main ridge
Similar to the one at the entrance hall, the main ridge of the main hall is also richly decorated (Fig.
129 and Fig. 130a-e). It is a flat ridge with kuilung 夔龍 ends on either side. Although some of the
plastered sculptures are deteriorated, one can still see the exquisite craftsmanship at the past. At the
front side, the middle panel is carved with a sinuous dragon amidst densely scrolling clouds besides
a phoenix standing on rocky landscape, expressing longfeng chengxiang 龍鳳呈祥 [dragon and
phoenix announce the blessings]. Flanking the central panel are two plates holding some foshouguo
佛手果 that symbolizes fu 福 [good fortune and blessings]. Further to either end are pieces of
calligraphy. However, the one on the left are hardly recognized. Close to the left end is a panel
depicting China rose blossoms among leaves, which signify lasting youth. Beside the flowers is
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shoushi 壽石 [aged rock] that is emblem of longevity. Next to the kuilung 夔龍 ends at the right
is a panel depicting supple stems issuing lotus flowers and leaves symbolizing conjugal harmony,
as well as pomegranates among leaves suggesting numerous progenies.
Hanging ridge
The hanging ridges of the main hall are all decorated with a kuilung 夔龍 at the ends, near
the eave. Each is finely ornamented with trailing strips of scroll (Fig. 131).

Fig. 129. Main ridge of the main hall.
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Fig. 130a-e. Details of the front side of the ridge at the main hall.

Fig. 131. Hanging ridge atop the right gable wall of main hall.
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Gable walls
The gable walls of the main hall are decorated with plastered sculptures and relief beneath the roof.
Below the hanging ridges at the front eave and the rear eave are plastered relieves depicting
undulating foliage scrolls symbolizing wandai 萬代 [ten thousand generations], which are found
on the gable walls at two sides of the main hall (Fig. 132).

Fig. 132a-b. Plastered relieves found on the gable walls at the main hall.

Eave board at the front eave
Under the eave of main hall is a richly carved eave board (Fig. 133 and Fig. 134a-g). The middle is
depicted with an opened scroll that symbolizes literary knowledge. Flanking the scroll are
undulating boughs that growing towards either side of the board. Hibiscus blossoms among leaves
are depicted on the left while peony flowers are carved on the right, together expressing ronghua
fugui 榮華富貴 [may you be honored, glorified and wealthy]. Atop the peony blossoms is a vivid
flying paradise flycatcher symbolizing longevity.
At the left side of the eave board, a bough bearing foshouguo 佛手果 among leaves are
depicted, symbolizing fu 福 [good fortune and blessings]. Adjacent to it are leafy bamboo
branches with a magpie perching on one of the branch, expressing baoxi 報喜 [announcing good
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news]. Close to the bamboo are two butterflies, emblem of longevity. To the right side of the eave
board is flowering and budding bough of plum with two magpies perching on its branches,
expressing xishang meishao 喜上眉梢 [may your happiness reach the eyebrows]. Beside the plum
are undulating meanders of grape vines bearing strings of fruit and a squirrels, expressing zisun
wandai 子孫萬代 [may you have ten thousand generations of progenies]. A China rose blossom
that symbolizes lasting youth is depicted next to curly foliage at the rightmost part of the eave
board.
The lower border of the eave board is depicted with a continuous meander of curly foliage
that suggests wandai 萬代 [ten thousand generations].

Fig. 133. Eave board at the front eave of the main hall.
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Fig. 134a-g. Details of the eave board located at the front eave of main hall.

Fang 枋 [lintel]
Spanning the intermediate columns of the structural frames in the main hall is a fang 枋 [lintel]
that is richly carved with motifs (Fig. 135). The middle of the lintel is a framed section depicting a
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scene of rocky landscape. An eagle perching on jagged rock is carved beside a bear, expressing
yingxiong xianghui 英雄相會 [herons meet together]. To the right are a deer that signifies
longevity crouching on the grass and a bat, emblem of fu 福 [good fortune and blessings].
Flanking the central motifs are flowering branches. On the left are leafy branches bearing China
rose blossoms and buds, which are symbols of lasting youth. Beside it is a qing 磬 that suggests
celebration. To the right of the central motifs are budding and flowering branches of peony
depicted with a vivid paradise flycatcher, expressing changming fugui 長命富貴 [may you have
wealth and longevity]. Among the peony blossoms are a scroll, emblem of literary knowledge, as
well as butterflies, symbol of longevity. At the leftmost part of the eave board are two mandarins
that signify ji 吉 [auspiciousness] carved among leafy branches. Next to the mandarins are two
facing magpies that represent xi xiangfeng 喜 相 逢 [happiness come cross] amidst flying
butterflies, symbol of longevity. At the rightmost part of the fang 枋 are peaches carved among
leaves, symbolizing longevity.
There are two gejia 隔架, consisting of a dougong 斗栱 sitting on a decorated tuofeng 駝
峰 atop the fang 枋 [lintel]. These two tuofeng 駝峰 are elaborately carved with episodes from
novels or plays, with the indications of the dramatic dressings of the figurines (Fig. 136).
Collectively speaking, it is likely that these themes focus on loyalty, righteousness and heroics.
Under the fang 枋 [lintel] are two decorated queti 雀替 [sparrow brackets] at either end.
Each bracket is carved with a vase holding a small flowering branch of peony, expressing fugui
pingan 富貴平安 [may you be rich and peaceful]. They are embraced by a kuilung 夔龍, emblem
of ultimate goodness and perfection. Other than these motifs, there are also bat and peach that
symbolize fu 福 [good fortune and blessing] and longevity respectively.
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Fig. 135. The fang 枋 [lintel] spanning the intermediate columns of the structural
frames in the main hall.

Fig. 136. The tuofeng 駝峰 atop the fang 枋 [lintel] in the main hall.

Structural frames
The tuofeng 駝峰 [supporting bracket] sitting on the structural frames are all crisply carved with
motifs. In the front eave section, the tuofeng 駝峰 supporting the sixth purlin on the left structural
frame is carved with a unicorn standing beside a phoenix in a rocky landscape among trees,
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expressing linfeng chengxiang 麟鳳呈祥 [unicorn and phoenix show good omens] (Fig. 138a).
Below it is another tuofeng 駝峰 depicting a scene in novel Yang jia jhiang 楊家將 [Generals of
the Family Yang] (Fig. 138b). Mu Guiying 穆桂英 is depicted competing martial skills with Yang
Zongbao 楊宗保 accompanied with Jiang Zan 焦贊 and Meng Liang 孟良. On the right
structural frame, the tuofeng 駝峰 supporting the sixth column is carved with a lion and a cub
crouching on a landscape of jagged rock, which suggest taishi shaoshi 太師少師 [grand preceptor
and junior preceptor] (Fig. 139b). Below it is a tuofeng 駝峰 depicting a general and two literati
playing chess in a garden. It is likely that these carvings are representing another episode in the
novel Yang jia jhiang 楊家將 [Generals of the Family Yang], representing heroics and wisdom.

Fig. 137. tuofeng 駝峰 [supporting bracket] found in the front eave section of
structural frame.
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Fig. 138a-b. tuofeng 駝峰 [supporting bracket] located on the left structural frame
in the front eave section of main hall.

Fig. 139a-b. tuofeng 駝峰 [supporting bracket] located on the right structural frame
in the front eave section of main hall.
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In the middle section, the ridge tuofeng 駝峰 on both structural frame are carved with ruyi
如意 [sceptre] that expresses the notion of “may everything go as you wished” (Fig. 140a). Other
than these, tuofeng 駝峰 depicting varied kinds of fruit are found (Fig. 140a-d). On the left
structural frame, the tuofeng 駝峰 supporting the third purlin at the frontal part is carved with two
pomegranates among foliage, which suggest liukai baizi 榴開百子 [pomegranate opens with
hundred seeds]. Sitting on the same beam is another tuofeng 駝峰 depicting a pair of melons
among leaves, which express guadie mianmian 瓜瓞綿綿 [large and small melons are incessantly
yielded]. Beneath them is a tuofeng 駝峰 that also carved with two melons, suggesting guadie
mianmian 瓜瓞綿綿.
On the right structural frame, the two tuofeng 駝峰 sitting on the middle beam are
individually carved with a pair of peach and foshouguo 佛手果, symbolizing longevity as well as
fu 福 [good fortune and blessings]. Below them is a tuofeng 駝峰 carved with two melons,
signifying numerous progeny. (Fig. 141a-d)
Under the lower beam in the front eave section and middle eave section are decorated
changgong 撐栱 [diagonal strut] sharing the same motifs (Fig. 142a-b). It is carved with a
mandarin, emblem of ji 吉 [auspiciousness], at the corner, held by some foliate scrolls.
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Fig. 140a-d. tuofeng 駝峰 [supporting bracket] located on the left structural frame
in the middle section of main hall.
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Fig. 141a-d. tuofeng 駝峰 [supporting bracket] located on the right structural frame
in the middle section of main hall.
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Fig. 142a-b. changgong 撐栱 [diagonal strut] found on the structural frames in
main hall.

Decorative surround
Framing the middle bay in the main hall is a huazhao 花罩 [decorative surround] richly decorated
with cravings (Fig. 143a-c). It is carved with two undulating boughs growing from either side
towards the middle, which bear numerous flourishing magnolia flowers. Among the flowers are
paradise flycatchers, together signifying bide qishou 必得其壽 [you must have the longevity].
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Fig. 143a-c. The huazhao 花罩 [decorative surround] in the middle bay of the main
hall, 2002.
(from CAHU’s collection)

Friezes of the walls
Along the top part of the walls in the two side bays are running bands of murals. On the partition
wall in the right side bay, a painting is found depicting leafy bamboo branches beside
chrysanthemum blossoms among leaves, which signifies zhushou 祝壽 [congratulate on your
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longevity] (Fig. 144). On the rear eave wall is a mural flanked with two pieces of Chinese
calligraphy (Fig. 145). The mural is depicting a scene of figures in a small hut and crossing a
bridge in a landscape, enclosed by a white and red brocade-like border. The calligraphy on the left
is a poem entitled furonglou song xinjian 芙蓉樓送辛漸 [At Hibiscus Inn Parting With Xin Jian]
written by Wang Changling 王昌齡 (698-765). It reads,
Hanyu lianjiang yeruwu
Pingming songke chushangu
Luoyang qinyou ruxiangwen
Yilpian bianxin zai yuhu
寒雨連江夜入吳，
平明送客楚山孤。
洛陽親友如相問，
一片冰心在玉壺。
[Hiding the river, come into Wu in cold night-rain,
In the dawn, I saw you to the mountains of Chu.
If relatives and friends ask of me at Loyang,
One-hearted as ice in a crystal vase.]104

Wang Changling 王昌齡 bade a farewell to his friend in the dawn after they came into Wu
in a cold night. At that moment, he was degraded to Guizhou 貴州 and expressed his feeling of
clean morality to his relatives and friends in Loyang.105
Below the purlins are murals along the friezes of the gable wall at the right side bay of the
main hall. Below the ridge purlin is a mural entitled sanduo tu 三多圖 [Diagram of three
abundances] expressing the wish for long life, every happiness and many sons (Fig. 146). To its left
is another painting depicting a scene of idyllic landscape with a figure in a pavilion, which also has
a border of white and red foliate scrolls (Fig. 147). At the right side of the central mural are a piece
of Chinese calligraphy and a painting (Fig. 148). The painting is depicting large peony blossoms
among leaves atop a shoushi 壽 石 [aged rock], together with two paradise flycatchers,
symbolizing changming fugui 長命富貴 [may you have wealth and longevity]. The calligraphy to

104 At Hibiscus Inn Parting With Xin Jian, Wang Changling, Retrieved 27 February 2007, from Wengu, Website:

http://www.afpc.asso.fr/wengu/wg/wengu.php?l=bienvenue.
105 Zhu Jiongyuan 朱炯遠, Tangshi sanbaishou yizhuping 唐詩三百首譯注評 [The Translation and criticism of 300

Tang Dynasty Poetry], Shenyang 瀋陽, Liaooning guji chubanshe 遼寧古籍出版社, 1995, pp. 96-97.
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the left is the first two lines form a poem entitled Loushi Ming 陋室銘 [Record of a Crude
Dwelling] written by Liu Yuxi 劉禹錫 (772-842). It reads,
Shanbuzaigao
Youxianzeming
Shuibuzaishen
Youlongzeling
山不在高，
有仙則名；
水不在深，
有龍則靈。
[Mountain are not only about height,
They are only famous if immortals live there.
Seas are not only about depth,
They only have spirit if a dragon lives in them.]106

This poem describes a humble residence and its surrounding. Liu Yuxi 劉禹錫 uses such
description as a metaphor to express his great aspiration of devoting himself to the country and not
willing to live idle. These two sentences describe the beauty of natural environment of the
dwelling.107
A mural flanked by two pieces of Chinese calligraphy is also found on the front eave wall of
the main hall, facing the interior (Fig. 149). The mural is depicting a literatus sitting and drinking
wine in the shade of a tree. He is holding a small winecup served by a boy servant. It might
represent the theme taibai zuijiu 太白醉酒 [(Li) Taibai get drunk].

106

Record of a Crude Dwelling, Retrieved 27
http://www.silkqin.com/02qnpu/13fxxp/fx31lsm.htm#r4.

February

2007,

from

John

Thompson,

Website:

107 Wang Yuanming 王元明, Liuyuxi shiwen shangxiji 劉禹錫詩文賞析集 [The Collection of Liu yuxi’s Poems],

Chengdu 成都, Bashu shushe 巴蜀書社, 1989, pp. 322-324.
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Fig. 144. The mural on the partition wall in the right side bay of the main hall.

Fig. 145. The mural flanked with two pieces of Chinese calligraphy on the rear eave
wall in the right side bay of the main hall.

Fig. 146. The mural just below the ridge purlin in right side bay of the main hall.
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Fig. 147. The mural on the gable wall in the right side bay of the main hall.

Fig. 148. The piece of Chinese calligraphy and mural on the gable wall in the right
side bay of the main hall.

Fig. 149. The mural flanked with two pieces of Chinese calligraphy on the front eave
wall in the right side bay of the main hall.
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Along the top part of the walls in the left side bay is another series of mural. The mural on
the partition wall in the left side bay depicts flowering wide apple branches growing from a shoushi
壽石 [aged rock], symbol of longevity (Fig. 150). Similar to the right side bay, the mural on the
rear eave wall is flanked with two pieces of Chinese calligraphy. This mural that has a red border
with white foliate scroll depicts three figures and a pavilion in an idyllic landscape with waterfall,
old trees, and aged rocks (Fig. 151). Beside the mural are pieces of Chinese calligraphy that are
lines of poem entitled Qingpingdiao 清平調 [Ching-ping Tune] written by Li Bai 李白. It reads,
Yun xiang yishang huashangrong
Chunfeng fulan luhuanong
Ruofei qunyu shantou jian
Huixiang yaotai yuexiafeng
雲想衣裳花賞容，
春風拂攬露華濃。
若非群玉山頭見，
會向瑤台月下逢。
[The glamour of colour clouds gleams in her raiment,
And a flower’s ravishing beauty radiates from her faces,
The spring breezes gently sweep the dew drenched balustrade.
If not found on the Mountain of Clustered-gems,
We should surely see her in the Jade Palace under the moon.]108

In 2nd year of Tianbao 天寶 era (743), Li Bai 李白 was assigned to the Han-lin Academy
翰林院 by Emperor Xuan Zong 玄宗. When the emperor was feasting with his imperial
concubine, Yang Kwei fei 楊貴妃, in the Spice-wood Pavilion, Li Bai 李白 was asked to write
some new songs to the imperial tune of Ching Ping. Therefore, he wrote the three songs praising
the beauty of Yang Kwei fei 楊貴妃.109
This poem is followed by another poem entitled Diaoweng 釣翁 [Angler] written by Qin
taoyu 秦韜玉 (?-?). The first two lines of the poem are found. It reads,
Yigan qingzhu laojiangwei
Heye yishang kezicai
一竿青竹老江隈，荷葉衣裳可自裁。

108 Sun Yu, Li Po: A New Translation, Hong Kong, Commercial Press, 1982, p. 152.
109 Sun Yu, Li Po: A New Translation, Hong Kong, Commercial Press, 1982, p. 152.
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Below the ridge purlin is a mural depicting three children sitting in the landscape (Fig. 152).
At the left side, a piece of Chinese calligraphy and mural depicting symbols of longevity such as
Chinese bulbul, pine tree, China rose, and shoushi 壽石 [aged rock] are found (Fig. 153).
Close to rear eave wall is a painting with faded colour on the gable wall, depicting idyllic
landscape (Fig. 154).
Two pieces of Chinese calligraphy and a mural are found on the front eave wall in the left
side bay of the main hall (Fig. 155). This mural entitled Fu zi tian shanglai tu 褔自天上來圖
[Diagram of fortune and blessing come from heaven] is found, which depicts a bat flying into a box
held by one of the figures in a landscape. The calligraphy to the right are the first fours lines of the
poem entitled Mudan Hua 牡丹花 [Peony] written by Luoyin 羅隱 (833-909). They read,
Shigong dongfeng bieyouyin
Jiangluo gaojuan bushengchun
Ruojiao jieyu yingqingguo
Renshi wuqing yidongren
似共東風別有因，絳羅高卷不勝春。
若教解語應傾國，任是無情亦動人。
[The peony seems to date the east wind, yet there may be another reason (to move).
A roll of red silk is hung high, yet they cannot be compared with spring.
If (the peony) is taught to learn human language, (she) should be a girl with great beauty.
Even though (she) seems to be passionless, (she) still tucks at one’s heartstrings.]

Followed this poem is the first two lines from another poem entitled Feng he lu wangbaiju
奉和魯望白菊 written by Pi rixiu 皮日休 (834-883). They are found on the left of the murals and
reads,
Yiguo zhongyang banyuetian
Langhua qiandian zhao han yan
已過重陽半月天，琅華千點照寒煙。
[After half month from Chung Yeung Festival, thousands of snowy spot illuminated the
cold mist.]

This poem describes the elegance of white chrysanthemums to express author’s respectable
thought.
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Fig. 150. The mural on the partition wall in the left side bay of the main hall.

Fig. 151. The mural flanked with two pieces of Chinese calligraphy on the rear eave
wall in the left side bay of the main hall.

Fig. 152. The mural just below the ridge purlin in left side bay of the main hall.
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Fig. 153. The piece of Chinese calligraphy and mural on the gable wall in the left side
bay of the main hall.

Fig. 154. The mural on the gable wall in the left side bay of the main hall.

Fig. 155. The mural flanked with two pieces of Chinese calligraphy on the front eave
wall in the right side bay of the main hall.
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4.4.2

Stable

There is no particular decoration found in the stable.

4.5

Reconstruction of side chambers in courtyard
The centre of the complex is a courtyard where two side chambers are found. Instead of

structures constructed of traditional materials such as brick and timber, these side chambers are
found to be later interventions that are built of reinforced concrete. To reconstruct the original
design of these side chambers, different sources of information are examined.
From the aerial photograph of 1956 and 1963, it is clearly seen that the side chambers are
two-storey high and covered by pitched roofs. Such pitched roofs might be probably in form of
juanpeng 捲棚 [humpbacked roof] or a pitched roof with a shallow ridge. Although having two
storeys side chambers is unusual among the Chinese-styled buildings in Hong Kong, the height of
the gable walls and the frieze of murals found at the present cocklofts can further support such
prediction (Fig. 156 and Fig. 157). The roof should be laid with alternating ceramic pan tiles and
roll tiles bedded in lime mortar sitting on chuanzi 椽子 [rafter] that are in turn supported by
purlins. There might be 6, 8 or 10 purlins for juanpeng 捲棚 [humpbacked roof] or 7, 9 or 11
purlins for a pitched roof. Each purlin might measure around 150-200mm in diameter while the
spacing between purlins might be around 300-500mm.
Looking into the aerial photographs and existing building fabric, it is also believed that the
spatial arrangement of the side chambers at both sides should be the same – the study hall is
symmetrical along the central axis.
While there is no trace of any original partitioning found in the main hall, it is suggested that
the side chambers in the courtyard might be used as classrooms rather than simply being a wide
covered corridor. Referring to other ceremonial halls having side chambers in the courtyard such as
Kun Ting Study Hall, it is very likely that there is a covered corridor linking the entrance hall and
the main hall in front of the side chambers at either side in Chik Kwai Study Hall (Fig. 158). The
width of this covered corridor should be around 800-900mm aligning with the arched doorway that
currently found in the entrance hall and main hall. A line of granite is found, which might actually
mark the threshold of the original side chamber (Fig. 159). It is likely that such line of granite runs
the whole width of the side chambers, where a timber or granite threshold supporting lattice doors,
or brick wall sit on. An example can be found in the side building of Tai Fu Tai, San Tin (Fig.
160). However, only a small portion of granite is exposed currently, which give no hint about how
it works with other elements in the structure.
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By comparison to other study halls, there are two possible designs for the entrance to the side
chambers. Considering the two granite columns that divide the elevation into three bays, it is
possible that the left and right bays are built of brick walls with leaking windows while timber
panelled doors are constructed in the middle bay, such as the similar design in Kun Ting Study Hall
(Fig. 161). On the other hand, it is also likely that there is a line of moveable panelled doors
spanning the walls similar to those in Tai Fu Tai, in view of the quality wood works found in both
buildings (Fig. 162). It is said that the latter one should be the original design.110
The upper floor of the side chambers should be formed by timber planks sitting on beams
supported by the brick walls and columns. The trace of a primary timber beam spanning the gable
wall and the granite column in courtyard is found (Fig. 163), which measured approximately
2200mm from ground. This primary beam may in turn support the secondary beams running in
perpendicular direction. Traces of these secondary beams, which measured around 2400mm from
ground, are also found on the both sides of the rear eave walls of the entrance hall (Fig. 164). These
evidences might give a hint of a possible structural system to support the timber flooring of the
upper floor (Fig. 165). To add a sense of grandeur, all these beams might be covered by ceiling
panels. Similar structural design and ceiling panels are found in Ching Shu Hin, Ping Shan (Fig.
166).
By comparison to other two storey vernacular buildings, the openings on the upper floor
might be a series of timber lattice window openings atop timber balustrade facing the courtyard.
Examples of such design can be found in Ching Shu Hin, Ping Shan (1870s) (Fig. 167) and Lou
Kau Mansion, Macao (1889) (Fig. 168). However, according to the informant, it is said that facing
the courtyard was a balustrade with vase shaped porcelain balusters similar to the existing one in
the mansion in front of Chik Kwai Study Hall (Fig. 169). The vase shaped porcelain balusters is
included in a panel with moulded border, which is flanked with a plastered floral pattern at either
side. The top of the balustrade is laid with canton tiles. Moreover, the granite columns on the
ground floor were not two storey high, but just supporting the balustrade atop. (Fig. 170)
Below the eave of side chamber is an eave board that should be richly carved. It is hard to
determine definitely the theme and the composition of the carved motifs as there is no textual or
photographic record available. According to Henry LO’s research on the symbolic languages of
wood carvings in Hong Kong’s Chinese traditional buildings, it is possible that the particular
invocation may echo in certain part of the interior, such as courtyard, or reverberate along the
central axis through out the building.111 Such arrangement of wishes is found in Kun Ting Study
Hall where invocation for longevity is along the building axis, and the idea of emolument echo in
the courtyard. Thus, a setting of wishes may used to be found in Chik Kwai Study Hall. For
110 From informant Mr. Lai Kai Yung
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instance, wishes such as riches and fame, literary knowledge, longevity are expressed
predominantly along the main axis of the building (Fig. 171). It might be possible that these wishes
were repeatedly depicted on the eave boards located at the side chambers.
Not only the side chambers in the courtyard have two storeys, but also the side bays of the
entrance hall. A timber beam with decorative profile is found spanning the partition wall and the
rear eave column in the entrance wall (Fig. 172). It gives evidences to the timber flooring at the
side bays, which once existed. Atop the timber beam should be a timber railing, as similar
architectural design is also found in Yan Sin Study Hall (Fig. 173). An existing example can be
found on the upper floor of the mansion in front of Chik Kwai Study Hall (Fig. 174).
The upper floor in the side bay of the entrance hall and that in the side chamber of the
courtyard should be connected in the original design. Openings with plastered surrounds are found
on the rear eave walls on the upper floor, leading to the side chambers (Fig. 175). Considering the
piece of mural that occupies the whole length of the wall beside the openings, it is possible to
believe that such opening on either side is originally located (Fig. 176). Since there are no traces of
any openings on the front eave walls of the main hall, it is believed that the upper floor is
accessible through timber ladders or staircase located in either the side chambers in the courtyard
or side bays of the entrance hall. However, to better make use of the limited space in the side
chambers in courtyard, access to upper floor is always arranged in the entrance hall or main hall.
Examples showing such arrangement are Tai Fu Tai (Fig. 177) and Yau Sin Study Hall (Fig. 178)
where staircases and ladders are found in the main hall and entrance hall accordingly. In short, the
upper floor of Chik Kwai Study Hall should be accessed through ladders or staircase in the side
bays of entrance hall. Considering the granite slabs that finish the end of the partition wall in
entrance hall, it is likely that these walls are free standing, thus they do not form chambers in the
side bays (Fig. 179). According to the informant, it is suggested that a timber staircase leading to
the upper floor was located against the rear eave wall of entrance hall. The design of the timber
staircase may refer to the one in side chambers at the mansion in front of Chik Kwai Study Hall,
which is constructed with wooden turned newel post and turned balusters (Fig. 180).
Although we are able to speculate that the pitched roofs of the side chambers might be
probably in form of juanpeng 捲棚 [humpbacked roof] or a pitched roof with a shallow ridge, it is
still difficult to further detail the structural system supporting these roofs. There are still some
uncertainties in such reconstruction. Firstly, the later added concrete roofs that cover any traces of
the original purlins supported by the walls, thus the height and gradient of the roof are unable to be
assured. On top of this, the width of the side chambers in the courtyard is 6 meter wide, which is a
too long span for purlins and load-bearing-wall system supporting the roof. Thus, it is very likely

111 See LO Ka Yu Henry, Carving Jixiang: A Study of the Symbolic language of wood carvings in Hong Kong’s Chinese

Traditional Building, Hong Kong, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2005.
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that there are two intermediate timber structural frames. However, the design of such structural
system is unknown, which has to work with the gradient of the roof (Fig. 170). Besides, the murals
on the upper floor are found having an asymmetrical profile (Fig. 181). It might suggest that an
additional juanpeng 捲棚 [humpbacked roof] is added along the courtyard side, marking a
corridor space (Fig. 182).
For the main hall, since there is no trace of original partitioning, such as slots on the
columns, it is likely that there is no side chamber located in the main hall.
Subject to the abundant concrete structure added to the building fabric of Chik Kwai Study
Hall, traces of the original structures might be largely covered, such as loci on the brick wall where
the purlins were supported, slots on the columns holding the beams and slots that hold the timber
lattice doors located at the granite on the ground. We can only have a glimpse of the original design
of the side chambers as well as the upper floor based on the aforementioned visible evidences. It
might be more possible to have deeper understanding of the original design of the building after the
removal of the intervention.
The reconstruction of the side chambers is summarized in Fig. 183 – Fig. 185.
Table 6. Table showing a summary of the reconstruction of the side chambers.

Item

location

Comments / suggestions

01

Roof

juanpeng 捲棚 [humpbacked roof] or a pitched roof with a shallow ridge.
(Fig. 88)

02

purlins

Might be 6, 8 or 10 purlins for juanpeng 捲棚 [humpbacked roof] or 7, 9
or 11 purlins for a pitched roof; each purlin might measure around 150200mm in diameter while the spacing between purlins might be around
300-500mm.

03

side chambers

With enclosure rather than a wide covered corridor, and are two-storey
high.

04

Entrance on ground
floor

800-900mm covered corridor in front aligning with the arched doorway

05

Entrance door

brick walls with leaking windows in the left and right bays while timber
paneled doors in the middle bay (Fig. 161), or a line of moveable timber
paneled doors spanning the walls (Fig. 162)
Informant recalled that there was line of moveable timber paneled doors
spanning the walls.

06

Upper flooring

timber planks sitting on beams supported by the brick walls and columns;
beams might be covered by ceiling panels (Fig. 164 – Fig. 166)

07

Openings on upper
floor facing
courtyard

A balustrade with vase shaped porcelain balusters, flanked with a plastered
floral pattern at either side. The top of the balustrade is laid with canton
tiles. (Fig. 169)

08

Eave boards

Might express wishes such as riches and fame, literary knowledge,
longevity, which are predominately depicted along the building axis.(Fig.
171)
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09

upper floor in the
side bays of the
entrance hall

Connected to the upper floor of the side chamber through the opening on
the rear eave wall of entrance wall; accessible by timber staircase in the
entrance wall (Fig. 175)

10

Timber staircase

A staircase with wooden turned newel post and turned balusters (Fig. 180).

11

Structural frame
supporting the roof

It is very likely that there are two intermediate timber structural frames.
However, the design of such structural system is unknown, which has to
work with the gradient of the roof.

12

upper floor, close to
courtyard

an additional juanpeng 捲棚 [humpbacked roof] might be added along the
courtyard side, marking a corridor space

Fig. 156. The gable walls in the middle of the building measured around 5.5 metre
from ground.

Fig. 157. The frieze of murals found at the present cocklofts.
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Fig. 158. Side chambers with covered corridors in Kun Ting Study Hall (top), Shut
Hing Study Hall (middle) and Sin Shut Study Hall (bottom).
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Fig. 159. A line of granite found in the side chambers.

Fig. 160. Granite threshold in the side building of Tai Fu Tai.

Fig. 161. The entrance to the side chamber in Kun Ting Study Hall, Ping Shan.
(from LO Ka Yu Henry’s collection)
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Fig. 162. A line of movable timber panelled door found at the side chambers in Tai
Fu Tai, San Tin.
(from LO Ka Yu Henry’s collection)

Fig. 163. The trace of a primary timber beam spanning the gable wall and the
granite column in courtyard.
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Fig. 164. Traces of the secondary beams that were supported by the rear eave walls
in the entrance hall.
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Fig. 165. The upper floor of the side chambers is supported by timber beams resting
on brick walls and granite columns.
(Red lines- primary beams supported by gable wall and granite columns.
blue lines- second beams supported by the primary beams and the eave walls in
entrance hall and main hall.)

Fig. 166. The upper timber flooring supported by primary and secondary beams as
well as ceiling panels are found in Ching Shu Hin, Ping Shan.
(from LO Ka Yu Henry’s collection)
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Fig. 167. Lattice window openings on the upper floor of Ching Shu Hin, Ping Shan.
(from LO Ka Yu Henry’s collection)

Fig. 168. Lattice window openings on the upper floor of Lou Kau Mansion, Macao.
(from LO Ka Yu Henry’s collection)
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~145mm

~470mm

Fig. 169. Balustrade with vase shaped porcelain balusters in the mansion located in
front of Chik Kwai Study Hall.

Fig. 170. The granite columns in the courtyard might have the same height as the
ground floor supporting the timber flooring of the upper floor and the balustrade
atop.
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literary knowledge,
emoluments, longevity,
riches and fame

heroism, longevity, good
fortune and blessing

literary knowledge, riches
and fame, longevity

riches and fame

Fig. 171. Main wishes expressed along the central axis.

Fig. 172. The timber beam spanning the partition wall and the rear eave column in
the entrance hall.
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Fig. 173. Timber railing on the upper floor of entrance hall in Yau Sin Study Hall
Ha Tsuen.
(from Wong Wah Sang and Amy Liu edited, Measured Drawings, Beijing, China
Planning Press, Beijing; Hong Kong, Pace Publishing Limited, 1999, p. 123.)

Fig. 174. Timber balustrade on the upper floor of the mansion in front of Chik Kwai
Study Hall.
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2nd Floor

Fig. 175. Openings on the upper floor of the side bays in the entrance hall, which
connect to the side chambers in the courtyard.

2nd Floor

Fig. 176. The mural on the upper floor of side bay in the entrance hall.
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Fig. 177. Staircase leading to the upper floor in the main hall of Tai fu Tai, San Tin.
(from Wong Wah Sang and Amy Liu edited, Measured Drawings, Beijing, China
Planning Press, Beijing; Hong Kong, Pace Publishing Limited, 1999, p. 68.)
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Fig. 178. Ladder leading to the upper floor in entrance hall of Yau Sin Study Hall.
(from Wong Wah Sang and Amy Liu edited, Measured Drawings, Beijing, China
Planning Press, Beijing; Hong Kong, Pace Publishing Limited, 1999, p. 123.)
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Fig. 179. Granite slab finishing the wall end at the partition walls in the entrance
hall.
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Fig. 180. Ladder located in the side chamber at the mansion in front of Chik Kwai
Study Hall.
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Fig. 181. Murals on the upper floor of side chamber are found having asymmetrical
profile.

Fig. 182. An additional juanpeng 捲棚 [humpbacked roof] possibly added along the
window side on the upper floor of side chamber. (indicative)
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Fig. 183. Sketch showing the reconstruction of side chamber, Ground floor plan.
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Fig. 184. Sketch showing the reconstruction of side chamber, First floor plan.
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Fig. 185. Sketch showing the reconstruction of side chamber, Elevation.
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5
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
5.1

Historic place

Chik Kwai Study Hall is located in a small settlement, namely Lai Uk Tsuen 黎屋村 in Sheung
Tsuen, Pat Heung. This small village was established by Lai Kam Tai 黎金泰, the member of the
24th generation of Lai clan in Sheung Tsuen, in late nineteenth century, Pat Heung.
Pat Heung is a large plain embraced by hills in the middle of the New Territories. Scattered
among the vast area of fields in Pat Heung are small settlements resided by different clans. There
are several settlements of the Lai clan in Sheung Tsuen, where are the home for the descendants of
Lai Hui Wan 黎會雲, the 14th generations of Lai clan since early seventeenth century. They
include Shek Tau Wai 石頭圍, Chung Sum Tsuen 中心村, and Tsz Tong Tsuen 祠堂籿 where
Lai Si Zung Tsz 黎氏宗祠 [The ancestral hall of the Lai Clan] is located.

5.2

Heritage value
Probably built in the 25th year of Guangxu 光緒 era (1899) by Lai Kam Tai 黎金泰, it is

one of the very few elaborated study hall extant in Hong Kong. Although it is not an imposing
structure in terms of size, the building is particularly detailed and ornate architecturally. The
building is not only standing as a centre of ancestral worship of the Lai clan in Lai Uk Tsuen, but a
significant part of the total setting of the village. It is also an example that could reflect the history
of local people who sought work aboard, such as Lai Kam Tai 黎金泰 who returned to his home
with wealth that allow him to build such a refined ceremonial hall.
Chik Kwai Study Hall is a two-hall building constructed in the traditional Pearl River Delta
style. Among the study halls in Hong Kong which range from one-hall to three-hall structure, Chik
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Kwai Study Hall could be read as a medium size ceremonial hall. It actually occupies a comparable
footprint as other study halls built by the big clan, such as the Tang (Table 7). Other than its
considerable size, the study hall possesses an entrance porch with finely carved granite structures
that are rarely found in other study halls of medium scale. Such an entrance porch and
constructional materials mark the highest class of building in Guangdong vernacular tradition. The
layout of the building is typical, comprising of an entrance hall and a main hall separated by a
courtyard with side chambers. Such spatial organization is commonly found in ceremonial halls
and temples. Of particular interest here is the design of the side chambers in the courtyard of Chik
Kwai Study Hall. Instead of being a single storey building, these side chambers were designed as
two storeys structures, which are seldom seen in Hong Kong.
Unfortunately, the building was heavily renovated with much alterations found in the
entrance hall and main hall such as addition of cocklofts built of concrete slab and access staircase,
as well as the shifting of partition walls. On top of these interventions, the original side chambers in
the courtyard are replaced by concrete structures with steel windows, which has significantly
interfered the spatial organization and experience in the interior.
The significance of Chik Kwai Study Hall also lies in its delicate architectural details.
Despite the interventions to the structure of the building, lots of architectural decorations are well
preserved and kept in place in the entrance hall and main hall. They are the wood carvings on the
timber structural frames, plastered sculptures and relief on the building envelope and ridge, mural
paintings at the frieze, as well as the refined stone works. These unique architectural decorations
demonstrate exquisite craftsmanship and embody the cultural intonations of our forefathers. Each
of them is valuable and outstanding piece in the regional context.
Other than the building fabric, the timber altar located in the main hall is also an important
piece contributing to the heritage value. It is finely delicately painted and carved with auspicious
motifs.
In short, Chik kwai Study hall is important in terms of its distinctive design, its architectural
decorations with refined craftsmanship, and its centrality to the village fabric of Lai Uk Tsuen.

5.3


Character-defining elements

Setting of the village where the Chik Kwai Study hall is located, including the surrounding
natural landscaping, open space and lines of trees at the rear, forecourt, surrounding wall, old
village houses, and the well.



Its previous use as a study hall.



Its ongoing use as a focal ancestral hall in Lai Uk Tsuen.



Its spatial connection with the stable, together forming a building complex.
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Scale of the building, which is compatible with many study halls built by the large clan in the
New Territories.



The entrance porch and granite structure that add a sense of grandeur to the building.



The niche that houses the Earth God in the entrance hall.



The two-storeys design of the side chambers in the courtyard.



The shape and form of the main ridges and hanging ridges at the entrance hall and main hall.



The pattern of bricks on the walls.



All the decorative plastered sculptures and relief on the building envelope and ridges.



All the decorative mural paintings at the frieze of the walls.



All the decorative wood carvings on the timber architectural elements.



All the refined stone works, such as granite column base.



The altar that is finely decorated with painting and carvings.
Table 7. Study halls in Hong Kong.

Study Hall

Location

Construction
Year

Wide
(m)

Length
(m)

jin

bay

Entrance
type

Chau Wong Yi
Kung Study Hall

Shui Tau Tsuen
水頭村, Kam

12.2

21.4

two

three

Recessed
entrance

周王二公書院

Tin 錦田

The 23rd year of
Kangxi 康熙
era (1685)

Yi Tai Study Hall

Shui Tau Tsuen

The 20th year of

14.5

17.4

two

three

水頭村, Kam

Daoguang 道光
era (1840)

Recessed
entrance

12.1

24.0

two

three

Recessed
entrance

Tin 錦田

The 40th year of
Qianlong 乾隆
era (1775)

Cheung Chun
Yuen

Shui Tau Tsuen

The 9th year of

5.4

15.2

two

one

水頭村, Kam

長春園

Tin 錦田

Tongzhi 同治
era (1870)

Recessed
facade

Lik Wing Tong

Shui Tau Tsuen

10.7

16.3

two

three

Recessed
entrance

16.3

19.7

two

three

Recessed
entrance

二帝書院
So Lau Garden
泝流園

力榮堂
Yau Shin Study
Hall
友善書室

Tin 錦田
Shui Tau Tsuen
水頭村, Kam

水頭村, Kam
Tin 錦田
San Wai 新圍,
Ha Tsuen 廈村

The 10th year of
Daoguang 道光
era (1830)
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Si Wang Study
Hall
士宏書室

San Wai 新圍,

12.7

16.2

two

three

Recessed
entrance

12.8

18.5

two

three

Recessed
entrance

11.7

20.2

two

three

Recessed
entrance

11.6

35.4

three

three

Recessed
entrance

12.3

21.7

two

three

Recessed
entrance

12.2

19.5

two

three

Recessed
entrance

11.6

26.7

two

three

Entrance
porch with
side
platform

13.2

21.8

two

three

Entrance
porch

Ha Tsuen 廈村

Kun Ting Study
Hall

Hang Mei

The 9th year of

Tsuen 坑尾村,

覲廷書室

Ping Shan 屏山

Tongzhi 同治
era (1870)

Yeuk Hau Study
Hall

Hang Mei

若虛書室

Ping Shan 屏山

Sing Hin Kung
Study Hall 聖軒公

Hang Mei
Tsuen 坑尾村,

家塾

Ping Shan 屏山

Ng Kwai Study
Hall

Hang Tau Tsuen

The 2nd year of

坑頭村, Ping

五桂書室

Shan 屏山

Daoguang 道光
era (1822)

Yan Tun Study
Hall

Hang Tau Tsuen

The 9th year of

坑頭村, Ping

仁敦岡書室

Shan 屏山

Tongzhi 同治
era (1870)

Shut Hung Study
Hall

Tong Fong

The 13th year of

Tsuen 塘坊村,

述卿書室

Ping Shan 屏山

Tongzhi 同治
(1874)

Chik Kwai Study
Hall

Lai Uk Tsuen

The 25th year of

黎屋村, Pat

植桂書室

Heung 八鄉

Guangxu 光緒
(1899)

Liu Ying Lung Ka
Shuk (Hin Shing
Tong)

Po Sheung
Tsuen 莆上村,
Sheung Shui
Heung 上水鄉

The 18th year of
Daoguang 道光
era (1838)

12.3

25.0

two

three

Entrance
porch with
side
platform

Liu Ying Fung Ka
Shuk (Ming Tak
Tong)

Tai Yuen

The 8th year of

12.5

22.9

two

three

Village 大園村,
Sheung Shui

Daoguang 道光
era (1828)

Recessed
entrance

應鳳廖公家塾 (明

Heung 上水鄉

應龍廖公家塾 (顯

Tsuen 坑尾村,

承堂)

德堂)
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Kang Yung Study
Hall

Sheung Wo
Hang 上禾坑

鏡蓉書屋

村, Sha Tau

12.0

18.0

two

three

Recessed
entrance

13.7

25.4

two

three

Recessed
entrance

11.6

20.6

two

three

Recessed
entrance

14.0

33.6

three

three

Entrance
porch with
side
platform

Kok 沙頭角

Sin Shut Study
Hall

San Uk Tsuen
新屋村, Lung

善述書室

Yeuk Tau 龍躍

The 20th year of
Daoguang 道光
era (1840)

頭
Sze Tak Study Hall

Fanling Wai 粉

思德書室

嶺圍

King Law Ka Shuk

Tai Po Tau
Tsuen

敬羅家塾

大埔頭村

The 11th year of
Tongzhi 同治
era
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6
CONDITION
6.1

The Inspection

The inspection was carried out on two consecutive days,


17th July 2006 when the weather was overcast and cool (26oC), on the previous days there had
been heavy rain. The majority of the buildings were surveyed excluding the roofs.



18th July 2006 when the weather was hot and sunny. Scaffolding access had been erected to the
flat roofs of the side halls and the roofs were inspected from these vantage points. Moisture
meter readings were also taken.
The inspections were undertaken by R.S. Howes and S. Mak of KCL, FiSEC Ltd.
The inspections were visual only, no destructive testing was undertaken, no furniture or

artifacts were moved, no drainage or electrical tests were undertaken, no drain covers or floor
coverings were lifted. Moisture readings (by Protimeter) were taken in the following locations in
the Study Hall:


the right gable wall internally and externally adjacent the junction of the front and side
halls,



the left gable wall to the front hall.



the rear wall of the Main Hall

The following areas were not inspected:


the left rear external corner of the Study Hall due to abundance of vegetation.



the front hall ground floor rooms because of locked doors. However, the rooms are
small and were readily viewed from the windows and no direct access is therefore
required.
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the rear portions of the Stables due to collapsed roofs and vegetation.

6.2

The location

Chik Kwai Study Hall and Stables stand within the walled perimeter of Lai Uk Tsuen to the south
of and about 200m distance from Kam Sheung Road.

6.3

The Buildings

The buildings comprised a Study Hall and Stables. The Study Hall comprised


a walled forecourt in front of the front hall



a single storey front hall with entrance porch and cocklofts internally each side.



two 2-storey side halls overlooking



a central courtyard.



a single storey Main hall with cocklofts on each side.
The Stables comprised a single storey building sub-divided into a number of separate units;

some were interconnecting and most had external entrances.

6.4

The Construction

Appendix II indicates the position/direction of the photographs numbered in the text below.

6.4.1

The Study Hall

6.4.1.1

General

The building was constructed with the external walls of Chinese grey bricks on hammer dressed
granite slabs, the original roofs, those to the Main and front halls were timber with pan tiles and
rendered rolls, the side halls roofs were of reinforced concrete throughout.
6.4.1.2

The Front Hall

The front hall was constructed with cavity brickwork external cavity walls 12 inch thick on three
courses of hammer dressed granite, the header course was the 17th course or mid point. The roof
was pan tiles and rendered rolls on china fir purlins and battens; the ridge was decorated. The side
cocklofts had concrete floors, beams and columns with brick parapets.
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Photo 1
The front elevation of the Front Hall.

6.4.1.3

The Side Halls

The side halls were reinforced concrete including the 1/F, roof and columns and beams, there were
cavity load bearing brick external walls, 12 inch thick on two courses of hammer dressed granite
blocks with the header course approx. every 5 course, there were 9” red brick internal walls to the
courtyard. The first floor and roof were partly supported on the original granite columns on the
courtyard side and on the concrete columns and beams for the remainder.
Photo 2
The left-hand Side Hall showing the staircase to the
first floor, the granite columns and the 9 inch red
brick internal wall.

6.4.1.4

The Main Hall

The Main Hall was of Chinese grey bricks with the external cavity walls 12 inches thick on one
course of hammer dressed granite blocks to the rear main wall with the header courses were every
9th course, the coursing were not complete courses. The roof was pan tiles and rendered rolls on
china fir purlins; the ridge was decorated. The single storey cocklofts were of reinforced concrete
including beams and columns.
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Photo 3
Rear elevation of the Hall showing the roof and rear
wall and granite blocks at the base.

Photo 4
The Main Hall, internal, showing the scaffolding and
the left hand cockloft.

6.4.2

The Stables

The Stables were constructed of Chinese grey brick cavity walls on a random rubble base, probably
of riverine boulders. The roofs were supported on brick corbels and comprised a single layer with
double layer Hakka style pan tiles on a single pitch down from the rear wall. The tiles were
supported on battens on round China Fir purlins, some roofs had rendered rolls. The gable wall to
the forecourt projected above the roof.
Photo 5
The side elevation of the Stable, the collapsed
portion furthest away.
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Photo 6
Close-up of the tiled roof.

6.4.3

The Forecourt

The forecourt was constructed of a cement screed enclosed by a Chinese grey brick wall on a
random rubble base, probably riverine boulders.

6.5

The building condition from inspection

6.5.1

General

The Hall was un-maintained and had been subject to extensive interventions including reinforced
concrete cocklofts, flat roofs and various openings formed in the external walls.

The general

condition of the brickwork, granite columns and reinforced concrete work appeared satisfactory.
The timber roof of China fir purlins had generally suffered termite attack.
Photo 7
Infested timber purlin.

The roof to the front hall and main halls were supported by scaffolding dead shoring. The
shoring was by way of steel scaffolding to untreated timber supports to the infested roof members,
monitoring is required for possible termite infestation to the shoring.
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Photo 8
Internal scaffolding dead shoring to the roof of the
Main Hall

Photo 9
The scaffolding dead shoring to the roof of the Front
Hall.

Generally, the roof structure was subject to termite infestation. Close monitoring is required,
especially the defective China fir purlin at the south cockloft of the Main Hall.
Photo 10
Badly infested purlin exhibiting a possibility of
collapse.

N.B.: There are areas of rotted and defective timber and spalled concrete that are posing an
immediate danger: action should be taken to prevent persons from accessing these areas.
The Stables were derelict, partially collapsed with the standing parts having rotted timber
roofs and deteriorating brickwork. To the rear the walls where substantially overgrown while
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vegetation spreads along the roofs towards the forecourt. Their general condition was poor to
dangerous and the building should be closed to public access.
Photo 11
The end remote from the Forecourt.

Photo 12
The junction between the collapsed roofed part and
that part of the Stable building still standing.

The forecourt was inadequately drained the enclosing wall was in reasonable condition with
some areas of brickwork had been removed.

6.5.2

Specific

6.5.2.1

The Front Hall

The Walls
The walls was constructed as load-bearing cavity walls, the brickwork was in a generally
satisfactory condition. The sizes of the bricks varied from 12” x 2 ¾” to 11 7/8” x 2 ¾”.
The right gable wall had new window openings and two new openings had been formed in
the front elevation. The left gable wall also had two additional windows.
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Photo 13
The front elevation of the Front Hall

The front eaves were supported on granite columns on granite bases, they appeared
reasonably vertical and in a satisfactory condition. The facing granite to the left and right gable
walls had been removed; from measurement these granite facing members were lying in the
forecourt, one section was broken. The left hand “lobster lintel” appeared to be at a slight angle to
the brickwork, no concomitant settlement or cracking was noted.
Photo 14

Left hand lintel showing a slight downward angle to
the right hand side and the granite facing removed.

The left gable was de-bonded and leaning out from the geometric decorations bogu 博古.
The drainage from the flat and tiled roof discharged over the wall without a down-pipe,
consequently the rain water could run off from the roofs directly to the brick surface which is very
damp internally and externally when tested with the moisture meter.
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Photo 15
The side wall showing the dampness from the roof
drainage as a darker part of the brickwork.

The condition of the granite reveals and lintels at the door openings were satisfactory,
however the timber frames and doors were rotted and the screen door and frame were infested.
The Roof
By visual inspection the china fir purlin were infested/rotten as were the battens. The timber camel
humps, stub (melon) columns, brackets and decorative timber was generally infested, rotten and
split. There was white staining on the ends of purlins.
Photo 16
Infested decorative camel hump.

The ridge had settled and/or deflected probably because of the rot. The ridge decoration was
cracked where the ridge had settled but was otherwise in reasonable condition. However the whole
ridge appeared to have rotated towards the rear. There appeared to be little mechanical connection
between the ridge decoration bogu 博古 and the gable wall.
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Photo 17
Bogu 博古 to gable wall detail demonstrating little
mechanical connection.

The tiled rendered rolls were probably original other than the areas where the roof had been
altered to accommodate the new flat roofs. The condition of roof tiles and render rolls was
reasonable for their age, except for some that were broken.
Photo 18
The different tiles identify different stages of work to
the roof; the alterations to the roof to construct the
side halls may also be seen.

Different coloured roof tiles and render to the tile rolls suggested that the roof had undergone
several repairs.
The cocklofts
(There was no access to the store room in the ground floor and observations contained herein where
made through the window.)
The right-hand cockloft was of reinforced concrete columns, beams and slab, it appeared to be
butting up to but otherwise independent of the brick enclosing walls. There was a timber beam
under the parapet wall to the courtyard.
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Photo 19
The timber beam to the cockloft, left-hand side.

There was minor cracking to the plaster.

The condition of the internal brickwork was

satisfactory. The concrete eaves beam to the rear wall was cracked consistent with corroded
reinforcement.
The left-hand cockloft was also of reinforced concrete columns, beams and slab and of
similar construction to the right-hand one.
The condition of the internal brickwork was satisfactory. Several of the rotted purlins were
possibly dangerous. Areas of plasterwork were wet and there was water on the floor indicating rain
entry through the roof. There was minor cracking at the junction of the gable wall and the front
wall probably caused by minor movement of the toothing between the walls; this had been made
good with a hard sand/cement mortar which had also cracked.
Photo 20
The hard cement sand mortar s incompatible with the
strength of the original brickwork and readily cracks.

6.5.2.2

The side halls

Left-hand side hall
The external walls were load-bearing cavity walls, the internal wall to the courtyard was a solid 12
inch load-bearing wall, all appeared in sound condition except that there were areas of deteriorated
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brickwork consistent with the external dampness from the roof drainage. The deterioration took the
form of loss of kiln glaze and powdering of the exposed surface.
Photo 21
There were a number of places where the bricks had
deteriorated; repair may be by way of dental
replacement.

There was a new window in the external wall. Generally the glass to the windows was crack
and defective, the window frames were rusting mild steel.
Photo 22
The metal windows appeared to be a later
introduction; they were generally in a poor condition.

The granite columns to the courtyard were on bases and encased in concrete at their caps.
They appeared reasonably vertical and in a sound condition. Any repair or necessary restoration of
the capitals, those areas suffering embedment, will only be apparent after the careful removal of the
concrete surround.
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Photo 23
The columns were in a satisfactory condition but the
removal of the concrete embedding the capital will
necessitate careful work.

The staircase to the 1/F was of reinforced concrete built independently of the existing
brickwork.
Photo 24
There were concrete stairs to both side halls.

The 1/F floor and roof’s columns, beams and slabs were of reinforced concrete, they
appeared to be butting up to but otherwise independent of the brick walls except over the arch to
the front hall.
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Photo 25
Concrete beam with reinforcement showing appears
to be butted up to the original brickwork.

At the 1/F there was spalling to ceiling and beam to external wall. The beam adjacent the
Main hall wall was very damp, The beam to the courtyard side was spalled with badly corroded
steelwork. The beams and columns had splits consistent with corroded internal reinforcement.
There was spalling to the soffit of the slab next to external wall.
Photo 26
Spalling is not confined to the beams and columns
but was also present in the slabs.

The covering of the flat roof had de-bonded from the substrate and was probably defective.
Photo 27
Areas of the flat roof covering had de-bonded and
were probably defective.
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Right-hand side hall
The external walls were load-bearing cavity walls, the internal wall to the courtyard was solid 12
inch load-bearing wall, all appeared in sound condition. A door opening had been blocked up.
Photo 28
The original door opening had been bricked up.

There was a new window in the external wall. Generally the glass is general crack and
defective the window frames were rusting mild steel.
The staircase to the 1/F was of reinforced concrete built independently of the existing
brickwork.
The granite columns to the courtyard were on bases and encased in concrete at their caps.
They appeared reasonably vertical and in a sound condition.
The 1/F floor and roof’s columns, beams and slabs were of reinforced concrete, they
appeared to be butting up to but otherwise independent of the brick walls except over the arch to
the front hall.
The ground floor area appeared generally satisfactory. At the 1/F there were signs of water
entry and this was confirmed by the moisture meter readings. There was spalling to ceiling and
beams and some beams and columns had splits consistent with corroded internal reinforcement.
There was spalling to the soffit of the slab.
Photo 29
There was extensive cracking consistent with
corroded reinforcement throughout the side halls
together with actual corroded steel and spalled
concrete.
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The covering of the flat roof had de-bonded from the substrate and was probably defective.
There was a large section of spalled and loose concrete at the edge of the coping to the flat roof,
although the loose parts were tied with rusting wire it is recommended to remove it to prevent
danger from falling.
6.5.2.3

Main halls

The walls
The external walls were load-bearing cavity brickwork in sound condition. The internal walls,
forming the altar area, were also in a sound condition although the right-hand wall had cracking
consistent with the movement of the toothing. This had been made good with cement/sand mortar
which had also cracked.

Two (new) windows in the left gable wall had been blocked up, similarly

in the right hand gable wall two (new) windows had been blocked up.
Photo 30
The crack between rear wall of the Main Hall and the
altar wings indicating small movement, made good
with incompatible materials.

There was an external drainage ditch to the rear wall discharging under a footpath to a
channel running along the side and rear of the adjoining building. There was a rounded rendered
kerb running externally along the foot of the north wall. The external drainage of this area appeared
to be in a reasonable condition. There were no indications of flooding and it was therefore
concluded that the capacity was adequate.
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Photo 31
The rear wall of the Main Hall with the rounded kerb
and the formed drainage.

The internal columns are granite on granite bases they appeared reasonably vertical and in
sound condition.
Both the left decorative gable and the right decorative gable appeared to be leaning
outwards.
Photo 32
The gable appears to be leaning outwards, this is a
common problem when the decorative ridge and the
relatively slim gable capping are not adequately tied
together.

The roof
The roof timbers including the purlins, stub columns, brackets and camel humps ad probably the
battens were infested, rotten and generally defective. The support timbers, the stub (melon)
columns and camel humps had splits, termite trails and sounded hollow when tapped. Purlins over
the south cockloft had collapsed and others may also fail soon. The main ridge had settled/deflected
and the ridge decoration had cracked, although it was still in reasonable condition. Similarly to the
front hall roof the ridge appeared to have rotated slightly rearwards.
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Photo 33
A stub column suffering from advanced infestation.

Photo 34
The decorative ridge appearing to have rotated
rearwards.

The tiling was of a condition consistent with its age, there was some leakage and some areas
of deflection where the purlins had rotted. Cracking was found on the main ridge decorations, some
of them appeared to be broken in place.
Photo 35
The tiles were generally satisfactory however the
rendered rolls and possible movement have caused
leakage.
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Left cockloft
The 1/F cockloft was of reinforced concrete columns, beams and slabs, it appeared to be butting up
to but otherwise independent of the brick walls. There was spalling to the beam and column to the
end wall.
Photo 36
Bad spalling wth corroded steel.

Right cockloft
The 1/F cockloft was of reinforced concrete columns, beams and slabs, it appeared to be butting up
to but otherwise independent of the brick walls. There were signs of water entry through the roof at
north side external wall. There were areas of deteriorating brickwork similar to the north side hall,
also probably due to water ingress; the dampness was confirmed by moisture meter testing. There
was spalling to the column and beam to the gable wall.
Photo 37
The flat roofs had deteriorated coverings where the
membrane was penetrated allowing water access and
the consequent deterioration.

The floor
The floor was of a sand rich cement screed; cracking was noted.
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6.5.2.4

The Courtyard

The courtyard comprised dry bedded hammer dressed granite blocks and was generally in a sound
condition.
Photo 38
Dry bedded hammer dressed granite blocks formed
the flooring for the Courtyard.

There was one rainwater drainage outlet from the courtyard under the front hall with a
cleaning eye in the front hall floor. Two new metal down-pipes served from original hopper heads
discharged from the two sides of the side halls adjacent the front hall, the outlet from the courtyard
appeared of inadequate diameter to cater for the yard and the discharge from the two down-pipes.
6.5.2.5

The fore-court

The forecourt was enclose by walls in 12 inch Chinese grey brickwork built on a random
rubble base; the wall had areas of brickwork missing but otherwise was in a reasonable condition
commensurate with its age. The bricks were of various sizes indicting different origins. The court
was screeded, this was not laid to falls and there was ponding by the steps of the front hall. The
drainage of this area is inadequate.
Photo 39
The wall enclosing the forecourt, they were of
various sizes laid on riverine boulders.
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Photo 40
The brickwork of differing sizes is inconsistent with
bricks produced from a single source.

Photo 41
The forecourt screeding is newer and not level
allowing ponding.

6.5.2.6

Wall paintings and the altar in the Main Hall

Wall paintings
The wall paintings were inspected visually and were of a condition consistent with their age,
exposure to dampness and the vagaries of the climate, particularly humidity.
The altar in the Main Hall
The altar was also in a condition consistent with its age and the climatic condition, the paintwork
appeared to have been subject to attempts at restoration. There were no other visual indications of
other degradation.
Photo 42
The altar in the Main Hall.
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6.5.2.7

Stable

The Stables, located on the left of the Study Hall, were derelict and unused, at least half the
structure was overgrown with vegetation, the roofs here and in other areas had collapsed and the
condition of the vegetated walls could not be determined.
The walls were load-bearing cavity walls constructed of Chinese grey bricks 11 x 2.5 and 11
x 2 thick. The roofs were of Hakka style pan tiling on battens and china fir purlins.

The timber

work was generally rotted, infested and defective. A majority of the roofs had collapsed, the
remainder was in a poor to dangerous condition. The brickwork was in dangerous or poor to
average condition dependent on the location and was consistent with its age and lack of
maintenance.
Photo 43
Hakka style roof tiling to the Stable blocks, some
areas of repair shown as tiles and rendered rolls.

Photo 44
The external elevation of the Stables facing the left
side of the Hall.

Photo 45
Internally the Stables’ roofs were tiles on timber
battens
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The original wide door openings had been partially infilled with newer brickwork un-bonded
to the original. The timber lintels were rotted and defective.
Photo 46
Timber used in the Stable Blocks is generally
deteriorated.

Photo 47
Additional brickwork added.

6.6

Interventions

Front hall
Externally
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=

windows to the front wall

=

missing granite support to leading edge of
gable walls to the front hall end walls

=

cockloft parapet walls

=

glass enclosure at high level of main hall

=

down-pipe from flat roof of side halls

Side Halls

=

cockloft, reinforced concrete flat roof, brick
wall to staircase, reinforced concrete staircase,
9 inch red brick wall to side rooms.

Main Hall

=

cockloft, staircase to cockloft, reinforced
concrete column, beams, blocked openings to
north wall,

=

glass (screen) enclosure at high level of main
hall.

=

cement sand floor finishes.

Internally
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6.7

Work required to remove the interventions and to repair
the roofs etc.

6.7.1

The whole building

All removable decorative items and other artifacts should be removed from site and stored. All
other artifacts that can not be removed should be protected from damage.
There should be a complete renewal of the roof timbers to the Front and Main Halls. Work is
also required to remove the concrete floors, columns and beams of these halls, and the roof slabs,
columns, beams and internal facing brick walls of the side halls. This will mean


the external walls to the side halls will be unrestrained in the top storey



the tops of the walls of the front and rear halls will only be restrained by the wall
returns.



the granite columns to the front porch and the main hall will have no lateral restraint.



the granite column capitals of the side halls will have to be removed from the
embedment of the concrete beams.



there will be mechanical operations within the building including vibration, hammering
and other impact.

As a result it is recommended that the entire building should be scaffold with a framed steel
scaffold designed to give lateral support to the walls and columns. It should be erected to all areas
other than the cocklofts prior to any work commencing. A scaffold should be erected to support
decking below concrete slabs and beams to collect debris during demolition and to additionally to
beams to be demolished to prevent premature collapse or transfer of loads.
The packing and bracing to give lateral support to the walls from the scaffolding should be in
timber to prevent damage to the brickwork with any decorative features considered individually.
External scaffolding should either not block the ingress or egress to the adjoining properties
or alternative access should be arranged.
A full temporary roof should be erected over the whole building, excluding the central
courtyard, to protect the walls from deterioration.
Pointing and Decorative works
Prior to the demolition of the scaffolding the walls should be checked and repointed as necessary,
Pointing should include the raking out of all brick joints and perpends and deep pointing to all
joints all to be carried out in lime mortar. The mortar should be batched by weight to maintain the
colour and consistency; complete areas being pointed at one time rather than at different times
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The granite facings should be re-erected to the front edges of the gable walls and tied back to
the walls. This can be done by means of right angled wall ties bolted to the blocks and cast into the
walls.
The replacement of internal and external decorative details, eaves boards, etc should be
undertaken last.
Consideration should be given to providing


Roof drainage to all roofs by way of gutters and down pipes.



Sub-soil drainage as the forecourt indicates the potential for standing water. There
already exists some drainage at the rear.



The inclusion of a damp proof course cut in to the granite courses to prevent
deterioration due to ground water penetration. However, this will be irreversible unless
the course is cut carefully and the lead hammered in. Any decision in this respect will
rest with the Client.



A stockpile of Chinese grey bricks for the repair may be obtained from the adjoining
collapsed farm buildings.

6.7.2

Main and Front Halls

Roof repair
The ridges should be support with a jackable scaffold with sufficient lateral support to correct the
rotation of the ridges.

This scaffold should take the form of jackable steel scaffolding towers

offered up to the soffit of the roof timber structure to hold the ridge in position whilst work on the
roof takes place; this system will support the ridge whilst the ridge purlin is removed and a new one
re-inserted.

All the propping should be in place prior to the commencement of any internal or

external works.

Care must be taken not to damage the internal elements during the erection; this

should include covering the floor with plywood sheeting and the provision of sole plates as
necessary. Once the internal jackable scaffold is in position openings should be formed in the tiles
about 1 meter on each side of the ridge, the scaffold should then be extended up through the
openings. See Figure below.
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An example of propping of structural roof
members, the propping to the ridge purlin
during a major repair at Tin Hau Temple,
Causeway Bay.

110 mm Square openings should be carefully cut at 1 meter intervals through the remaining
tiles so that dead shores may be passed from the scaffold under the ridge to the scaffold on the far
side.
The ridge is propped on the dead shores
and the angle bracings are inserted to
prevent rotation.

The dead shores should be placed and jacked up to take the load; bracings should then be
fixed at approx. 45 ‘ to laterally support the ridge.
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In this way the whole of the roof,
including the tiles and other purlins may
be removed without affecting the ridge.
This may be done for other timbers singly
of in multiples.

Dependent on the condition and continuity of the ridge 50 mm x 50 mm hot dipped
galvanized mild steel angles should then be offered in under the bottom of both sides of the
supported ridge.

Fig. 186. This shows the two stages, Stage 1 forming holes in the tiling, erecting the
dead shoring and bracing the ridge. Stage 2 showing the tiles removed and the
purlins capable of removal.

The remaining roof tiles and render support to the ridge may then be carefully removed and
cleaned and stored for re-use. The battens and purlins should be removed and the infested structural
timbers should be burnt or removed from site prior to any new timber being delivered.
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Other work may be carried out during the
propping as long as the scaffold towers are
not disturbed.

The infested decorative timbers should be taken down and treated by immersion in an
insecticide bath for re-use as templates for the new roof carvings. The eaves windows and frames
may then be removed and the eaves boards taken down for treatment.
As is common in these roof repairs all that
remained of the main hall for some
periods of the works were the side walls
and the ridge; the main entrance is also
stripped of the eaves boards etc.

NB: Because of the quality of the existing carving and the extent of the infestation/rot it is
suggested that a wood carver of sufficient skill to replicate the carvings be sourced and named as
nominated sub-contractor for any repairs/restoration.
On completion of demolition re-construction may proceed. The first step is to ensure the
scaffold to the columns and external walls is tight prior to commencement. The new roof
substructure, the columns, posts and camel humps may now be erected and then the new purlins
bedded into the gable walls to laterally restrain the top of walls. Additional restraint may be
considered as necessary.
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Brickwork repair
Carefully take down any window infill panels and rebuild in similar brickwork in lime sand mortar.
Brickwork should be laid dry from the middle outwards and then the edges inwards consecutively
to judge pretend widths and gauge queen closers as necessary.

Horizontal string coursing lines

should then be inserted and the courses lay in lime mortar. The final course should be packed up to
the course above with a line course of similar width to the others; load can be taken by packing the
last 2 - 3 course with slate pieces hammered in to the courses.
Brick Removal
All bricks, if to be reused have to be removed with care.
The lime mortar is soft and a blade may be
inserted and moved from side to side to
loosen the mortar and de-bond the brick

When fully loose the brick may be
removed complete for re-use. If a dental
repair the brick may be turned and reinserted with the sound face outwards.

If additional work is necessary it is then
simple to cut into the lime mortar of the
adjoining brickwork to loosen more
bricks.
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The exposed hole may then be enlarged
vertically or horizontally.

As long as the opening is supported when
it becomes large enough to potentially
suffer movement. All sound brick work
has an arching ability where the load is
transferred to the sides.

Once the opening has been formed it may
be re-built as required. Bricks should be
dry laid to courses to ensure that queen
closers, and nothing smaller, are all that is
required to close the course with no
enlarged perpends

If done well the new brickwork should
blend in with the old. However to get a
perfect match is difficult because even
when the original bricks are re-used the
mortar mix has to be patched, recorded
and pre-dried to check the colouring.
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Removal of concrete floor slabs
The concrete cockloft floors can now be taken leaving the beams and columns to support the walls.
The slab should be removed using hand tools only, e.g. hand held electric impact hammers. Once
the floor slab and staircase is removed scaffolding should be re-erected to laterally support the
external walls. When this is in place the beams should be checked for any embedment in the walls:
this is not anticipated from the visual inspections carried out. The brickwork should now be
inspected and any cracks made good and any poor toothing re-bonded. The columns and beams
may be taken down once any the mortar to any new brickwork has gone off. The beam supporting
the eaves window may now carefully be demolished and cut out of the brickwork. The brickwork
should be made good as the work progresses.
Method statement for the demolition of the cocklofts

1.0 Preparatory work
1.

Remove all artefacts

2.

Remove all superimposed loads

3.

Disconnect and remove as necessary all utilities and services

4.

Remove window glazing and sashes.

5.

Form toothed window reveals and brick up window openings in external wall with matching
bricks in lime mortar to suite. See 2.4 below.

6.

Provide all necessary external hoardings and internal protection.

7.

Retain the existing propping.

2.0 Demolition sequence preparation
1.

Scaffold and propping to be designed and checked by Contractor’s engineer.

2.

Erect ‘Acrow’ type props to cockloft beams with timber packing pieces.

3.

Lay 20mm plywood on the G/F and erect steel framing at 1.5 m. c/c’s with cross bracing, lay
20mm plywood deck on top with 200mm gap to slab cockloft soffit.

4.

Check external steel scaffold gives lateral support on both gable walls with packing to
brickwork.

5.

Scaffold to be checked by an Independent Checking Engineer and tested and tightened as
necessary.
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3.0 Demolition of cocklofts slabs, beams and staircases.
1.

Hand tools only are to be used.

2.

Remove hand-railing.

3.

Commence breaking out of concrete slabs at shortest span and proceed perpendicular to long
span in strips of not more than 800mm.

4.

Remove strips from the centre towards the supports – see Fig. below.

5.

Remove all debris from one strip before commencing next strip.

6.

After removal of R.C. floor slab cut and remove reinforcing steel.

7.

Using hand held tools only breakout the outer edge beams from the centre outwards. Cut
reinforcing steel and remove debris immediately.

8.

Using hand held tools only breakout the edge beams from the centre outwards. Cut reinforcing
steel and remove debris immediately. [Special care should be taken when removing the
concrete next the existing brick work. In this position a broad bladed bolster should be used to
mitigate damage to the brick surface.]

9.

Using hand held tools only breakout the staircases from the top downwards. Cut reinforcing
steel and remove debris immediately.
The same procedure for the roof, ridge and eave beams may now be undertaken on the Front

hall.
Both Front and Main Halls may now be re-battened and tiled including the remaining eaves
beams, posts and decorative timbers to complete the substructure of the roofs. The battens and tiles
may be installed once the timber has been tested and reviewed and the ridge decoration resupported.
The battens and tiles for all roofs should be installed together with the rendered rolls and the final
support and making good carried out. The making good should include the re-construction of the
collapsed, cracked and otherwise defective ridge decoration and the re-building vertically and tying
in to the bogu 博古 of the gable top decorations.
The roofs should then be tested for


Symmetry of the rolls and tiles,



Adhesion of the rendered rolls,



Water tightness

The ridge support may be removed once full packing is completed to the ridge, the
remaining scaffolding should remain in place however till the completion of the removal of
interventions in the side halls.
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6.7.3

Side Halls

Method statement for the demolition of the roofs and cocklofts
The removal of the concrete cocklofts and roofs together with the tops of the external walls and the
first floor wall to the courtyard is more problematic and should be undertaken with great care and
reviewed at each stage.
1.0 Preparatory work
1.

Remove all artefacts

2.

Remove all superimposed loads

3.

Disconnect and remove as necessary all utilities and services

4.

Remove window glazing and sashes.

5.

Form toothed window reveals and brick up window openings in external wall with matching
bricks in lime mortar to suite.

6.

Provide all necessary external hoardings and internal protection.

7.

Retain the existing propping.

2.0 Removal sequence preparation
1.

Scaffold and propping to be designed and checked by Contractor’s engineer.

2.

Erect ‘Acrow’ type props to beams in G/F and 1/F with timber packing pieces.

3.

Lay 20mm plywood on the G/F and erect steel framing at 1.5 m. c/c’s with cross bracing, lay
20mm plywood deck on top with 200mm gap to slab soffit. Repeat on 1/F to roof soffit.

4.

Erect external steel scaffold with cross bracing to give lateral support on both sides walls with
packing to areas of retained brickwork.

5.

Scaffold to be checked by an Independent Checking Engineer.

6.

Tie original external brickwork to external scaffold using ties through the brickwork in
openings formed with sand courses. Full lateral restraint must be maintained when roof and
floor beams are removed.

7.

Test and tighten scaffolding as necessary.
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3.0 Demolition down to 1/F slab and beam.
1.

Hand tools only are to be used.

2.

Remove brickwork of parapet down to beam soffit on the courtyard side and down to the
original brickwork on the external wall.

3.

Make good top of the original external wall as necessary in lime mortar brickwork.

4.

Commence breaking of concrete at shortest span of the roof slab and proceed perpendicular to
long span in strips of not more than 800mm.

5.

Remove strips from the centre towards the supports – see Fig. below.

6.

Remove all debris from one strip before commencing next strip.

7.

After removal of R.C. roof slab cut and remove reinforcing steel.

8.

Using hand held tools only breakout roof beam from the centre outwards. Remove debris
immediately.
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9.

Remove brick wall to courtyard using hammers and bolsters only down to top of 1/F beam.
Salvage bricks where possible, clean, remove and store.

10. Remove 1/F framing.

4.0 Demolition of 1/F slab down to Ground level.
1.

Remove 1/F acrow props leaving external framing only to support flank wall.

2.

Repeat 3.4. – 3.7 on 1/F slab.

3.

Erect Internal propping to the original external wall such as the beams remain available for
demolition.

4.

Repeat 3.9 on external wall 1/F beam.

5.

Repeat 3.9 on courtyard beam leaving concrete around column head embedment of at least
100mm all round.

6.

Check packing around column head and using non-mechanical hand tools, bolster and club
hammer, only carefully break out the concrete around the column heads.

7.

Check lateral supports and tighten as necessary.

8.

Using non-mechanical hand tools only, club hammer, bolster and bent bar, remove red brick
walls down to the floor slab. Salvage bricks where possible, clean, remove and store.

9.

The front, courtyard wall and roof members of the side halls may now be erected together with
the screen doors and replacement of other removed artefacts.
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7
CONSERVATION
7.1


Conservation Philosophy

Though Chik Kwai Study Hall is not a declared monument, it is only a graded as Grade III112
by Antiquities and Monuments Office as buildings of historic value, it is a study hall/ancestral
hall of cultural significance and should be conserved.



Considering the later added concrete structures to the building fabrics, this is a conservation
project and the Study Hall should be restored to its original appearance, and the definition of
the terms ‘conservation’ and ‘restoration’ are adopted from page 2 of The Burra Charter, The
Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance 1999 with associated
Guidelines and Code on the Ethics of Co-existence published by Australia ICCOMOS, 2000
(ISBN 0 9578528 0 0) –


“1.4 Conservation – means all the process of looking after a place so as to retain its
cultural significance.”



“1.7 Restoration – means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier
state by removing accretions or by reassembling existing components without the
introduction of new material.”



This is a ‘minor restoration project’ under Article 31 of the Principles for the for the
Conservation of Heritage Sites in China, English-language Translation, with Chinese Text, of
the Document Issued by China ICOMOS, English-language translation edited by Neville
Agnew and Martha Demas of The Getty Conservation Institute (China Principles), and this
Article states that –

112 The definitions of the grading by Antiquities and Monumenst Office are as following –

y
y
y
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Grade I – Buildings of outstanding merit which should be preserved at all costs.
Grade II – Buildings of special merits. Efforts should be made to preserve these, but discretion is needed.
Grade III – Buildings of some merit, but nor yet qualified for consideration as possible monuments. These are to
be recorded and used as a ‘pool’ from which future monuments may be selected.

Minor restoration comprises a general set of intervention measures which may be
undertaken provided the original structure is not disturbed, new components are not added,
and the existing condition is basically unaltered. This type of intervention most
frequently involves rectifying components that are deformed, displaced, or collapsed;
repairing a small number of damaged elements, and removing later additions that are
without significance. Detailed records should be kept of elements that were removed or
added.



And the principles from Article 12.2 of Commentary on the Principles for the Conservation of
Heritage Sites in China, shall be followed in the restoration work –
12.2
Minor restoration of the historic condition of a site covers two categories of intervention:
first, the return of endangered structures or components to a stable and safe historic
condition, and second, the removal of later added structures and components assessed as
having no value. The min principles follow.
12.2.1
In general, fabric should only be removed, not added; if new fabric must be added this
should be kept to a minimum. That is, deformed, collapsed, or misplaced components
should be restored to their historic condition while not disturbing the overall structure,
however, later additions with no significance should be removed.
12.2.2
When restoring a site to a safe and stable historic condition, it is permitted to repair or add
a minimum of new fabric, however, it is not permitted to replace old fabric or to add large
quantities or new fabric.
12.2.3
Preference should be given to the use of traditional techniques.
12.2.4
Remnants of different historical periods should be retained as far as possible.
need to strive for uniformity on style or appearance.



There is no

The restoration of the Study Hall follows the above principles and the later day reinforced
concrete structures shall be taken down and the affected parts re-constructed according with the
original construction technique in accordance with the original design, as far as possible.



Parts of the building which shall be taken down and to be re-constructed are –




Cocklofts on both sides of the front hall including –


Take down reinforced concrete beam and floor slab;



Re-construction of timber flooring support by timber joists; and



Re-construction of timber balustrade.

Side chambers on both sides including –


Take down reinforced concrete structural frame, floor and roof slab;



Re-construction of timber flooring support by timber joists;



Re-construction of Chinese tiling roof sitting on timber battens support by timber
roof trusses and purlins including eaves boards;
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Re-construction of timber staircase and balustrade; and



Re-construction of timber screen doors and windows facing the internal courtyard.

Cocklofts on both sides of the rear hall including –


Take down reinforced concrete beam and floor slab;



Re-construction of timber flooring support by timber joists; and



Re-construction of timber staircase and balustrade.

The details of the building components to be re-constructed shall follow –


Information (including photographs) obtained from research on this building, or



Similar details of ancestral halls built in same period in the surrounding area or built by
the same clan; or




Similar details of other ancestral halls built in the same period in the territory.

In view of the roof of the Entrance hall and Main hall of Chik Kwai Study Hall are supported
by timber structure, the principles from “Principles for the Preservation of historic Timber
Structures (1999)” issued by ICOMOS shall be followed in the conservation work (Appendix
III). The following articles should be highlighted in the conservation of the historic timber
structures in Chik Kwai Study Hall.
6.
The minimum intervention in the fabric of a historic timber structure is an ideal. In certain
circumstances, minimum intervention can mean that their preservation and conservation
may require the complete or partial dismantling and subsequent reassembly in order to
allow for the repair of timber structures.
7.
In the case of interventions, the historic structure should be considered as a whole; all
material, including structural members, in-fill panels, weather-boarding, roofs, floors,
doors and windows, etc., should be given equal attention. In principle, as much as possible
of the existing material should be retained. The protection should also include surface
finishes such as plaster, paint, coating, wall-paper, etc. If it is necessary to renew or replace
surface finishes, the original materials, techniques and textures should be duplicated as far
as possible.
8.
The aim of restoration is to conserve the historic structure and its loadbearing function and
to reveal its cultural values by improving the legibility of its historical integrity, its earlier
state and design within the limits of existing historic material evidence, as indicated in
articles 9 - 13 of the Venice Charter. Removed members and other components of the
historic structure should be catalogued, and characteristic samples kept in permanent
storage as part of the documentation.
9.
In the repair of a historic structure, replacement timber can be used with due respect to
relevant historical and aesthetical values, and where it is an appropriate response to the
need to replace decayed or damaged members or their parts, or to the requirements of
restoration.
New members or parts of members should be made of the same species of wood with the
same, or, if appropriate, with better, grading as in the members being replaced. Where
possible, this should also include similar natural characteristics. The moisture content and
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other physical characteristics of the replacement timber should be compatible with the
existing structure.
Craftsmanship and construction technology, including the use of dressing tools or
machinery, should, where possible, correspond with those used originally. Nails and other
secondary materials should, where appropriate, duplicate the originals.
…
10.
It should be accepted that new members or parts of members will be distinguishable from
the existing ones. To copy the natural decay or deformation of the replaced members or
parts is not desirable. Appropriate traditional or well-tested modern methods may be used
to match the colouring of the old and the new with due regard that this will not harm or
degrade the surface of the wooden member.
11.
New members or parts of members should be discretely marked, by carving, by marks
burnt into the wood or by other methods, so that they can be identified later.
14.
The use of chemical preservatives should be carefully controlled and monitored, and
should be used only where there is an assured benefit, where public and environmental
safety will not be affected and where the likelihood of success over the long term is
significant.



References about paint works can be found in ICOMOS Principles for the Preservation and
Conservation / Restoration of Wall Paintings (2003) that refers paintings created on inorganic
supports, such as plaster, brick, clay and stone (Appendix IV). Articles 5 reads,
… All interventions, such as consolidation, cleaning and reintegration, should be kept at a
necessary minimal level to avoid any reduction of material and pictorial authenticity…
… Natural ageing is a testimony to the trace of time and should be respected…
All methods and materials used in conservation and restoration of wall paintings should
take into account the possibility of future treatments. The use of new materials and
methods must be based on comprehensive scientific data and positive results of testing in
laboratories as well as on sites. However, it must be kept in mind that the long term effects
of new materials and methods on wall paintings are unknown and could be harmful.
Therefore, the use of traditional materials, if compatible with the components of the
painting and the surrounding structure, should be encouraged.
The aim of restoration is to improve the legibility of form and content of the wall painting,
while respecting the original creation and its history. Aesthetic reintegration contributes to
minimising the visibility of damage and should primarily be carried out on non-original
material. Retouching and reconstructions should be carried out in a way that is discernible
from the original. All additions should be easily removable. Over-painting must be
avoided.
… In some cases, reconstruction of decorative wall paintings or coloured architectural
surfaces can be a part of a conservation-restoration program. This entails the conservation
of the authentic fragments, and may necessitate their complete or partial covering with
protective layers. A well-documented and professionally executed reconstruction using
traditional materials and techniques can bear witness to the historic appearances of facades
and interiors…
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… Competent direction of conservation-restoration projects should be maintained at all
stages and have the approval of the relevant authorities…



Having considered these universal principles and existing building condition, we recommend a
minimal approach to the conservation of the murals, decorative carvings on timber members as
well as plastered relief and sculptures in Chik Kwai Study Hall is recommended as an ideal.
Subject to the approval of AMO, these architectural elements are recommended to be
sensitively “preserved” instead of heavily “restored”. The principal goal should be light
cleaning to remove disfiguring dirt or grime on the surface and stabilization of the object rather
than restoring the surface finishes to return the architectural elements to a state that restorer
imagines to be “original”. Slowing or stopping deterioration of these works of art is the high
priority for this conservation project.



The Preservation and Conservation / Restoration of different types of architectural decorations
are summarized as follows:

Decorations

General Principles

Murals

Light cleaning followed with treatments that prevent or slow down further
decay or damage. Light cleaning refers to the removal of dirt, dust, stain,
or moss on the surface, which has to be carried out by specialists.
Retouching, reconstruction and over-painting is not recommended.
If a painting expert is employed, certain extant of restoration and
repainting is possible.

Timber members with
decorative carvings

Light cleaning followed with treatments that prevent or slow down further
decay or damage. Light cleaning refers to the removal of dirt, dust, stain,
or moss on the surface, which has to be carried out by specialists.
Missing or damaged part to be repaired and reconstructed by craftsman
with sufficient skill using traditional hand tools and techniques.
Over-painting is not recommended.
If an expert is employed, certain extant of repainting is possible.

Plastered relief and
sculptures

Light cleaning followed with treatments that prevent or slow down further
decay or damage. Light cleaning refers to the removal of dirt, dust, stain,
or moss on the surface, which has to be carried out by specialists.
Missing or damaged part to be repaired and reconstructed by craftsman
with sufficient skill using traditional hand tools and techniques.
Over-painting is not recommended.
If an expert is employed, certain extant of repainting is possible.
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8
WORKS
8.1

Definition

The followings definitions are used through this chapter.
8.1.1


‘Make Good’ or ‘Making Good’

‘Make good’ means to carry out works to return the object to its original form in good
condition and serving its original functions, with no obvious damage or missing parts and in a
neat, straight, controlled and orderly alignment.

It must be stressed that certain degree of craft

and design is required to achieve the original complete form.

It includes washing down,

replacement, supply, construction and fixing of missing parts/components.


‘Make good’ shall include all labour and materials necessary to bring the disturbed figurines
and decorations to the same alignment, colour, texture, appearance, etc., and in the same
materials as the surrounding works.



‘Make

good’

of

an

object

shall

include

replacement

of

missing

and

damaged/broken/deteriorated items.

8.1.2


‘Repair’

‘Repair’ shall include cleaning, making good of minor defects, filling, polishing, forming to
original form and shape, re-fixing of loose elements in their original positions and local repair
that does not include replacement.

8.1.3


‘Replace’

‘Replace’ shall include taking down, making good of adjoining areas and areas affected, and
supply and installation of new component, part of component for figurines and decorations
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with dimensions, shape, design and material to match existing, and all associated work in
connection with the fixing of the ‘replacing’ item.


The ‘replacing’ item and method of installation shall be subjected to review without objection
by the representatives and consultants (if any) of the Antiquities and Monuments Office.

8.1.4

‘Touching-up’



‘Touching up’ only applies to wall mural, and should only be carried out by painting experts.



‘Touching up’ shall include cleaning, re-drawing of missing and fading part(s) to match
original colour, texture and content of the mural, only if the missing part(s) can be identified.



The technique of ‘touching up’ shall be subjected to review without objection by the
representatives and consultants (if any) of the Antiquities and Monuments Office before any
work is to be carried out.



The identified colour, texture and content of the missing part(s) identified shall be subjected to
review without objection by the representatives and consultants (if any) of the Antiquities and
Monuments Office before any work is to be carried out.

8.1.5


‘To Match Existing’

The Contractor is required to follow the dimensions, colours, design, assembly, construction,
artworks and dressing of existing figurines and decorations.



Existing features refer to information of the figurines and decorations found in the buildings
and shall include components similar in design, construction, artworks, nature and use to the
specified features.

8.1.6


‘To Match Original’

The Contractor is required to employ experienced craftsmen and artists to reconstruct missing
or damaged or deteriorated parts of the figurines and decorations where no similar elements
can be found.



The Contractor is required to submit full size sketches (scale 1:1) and samples of such elements
for the review of the representative and consultants (if any) of the Antiquities and Monuments
Office, and without objection before execution of the Works.
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8.1.7


‘Right’ and ‘Left’

It is important to notice that the terms ‘left’ and ‘right’ are understood to describe as the
conventional way of describing Chinese buildings, in which ‘left’ and ‘right’ mean stage left
and stage right.

8.2

Qualifications

1.

Only major items of restoration work are listed in Sections 8.4 and 8.5 below.

2.

The following works will not be included in the scope listed in Sections 8.4 and 8.5 for
restoration work –

(a) Any restoration works which can only be identified after opening up of any covered works or
after taking down of the later added reinforced concrete structures.
(b) All temporary works necessary for the restoration work, i.e. temporary propping to the ridges
during re-roofing work, which shall be designed by the Contractor for the restoration work;
(c) Improvement works, such as addition of channel and rainwater downpipe to the roof to the
central courtyard which will be considered whether its is necessary by the Owner, and other
works which are required with current statutory requirements;
(d) Provision of loose furniture;
(e) All electrical installation and installation of light fittings;
(f) Addition of water supply and disposal points;
(g) Addition and improvement of underground drainage; and
(h) External paving including re-paving of the front courtyard and the corridor between the Study
Hall and the Stable, which is to be decided by the Owner.
3.

The information for the restoration will be based on the following information –

(a) Old aerial photos;
(b) Old maps;
(c) Oral history;
(d) Comparison with study hall in the area built around the same period;
(e) Information obtained after opening up; and
(f) Information obtained after taking down later alterations and additions, i.e. examination of
patching up marks of original structures.
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8.3


Restoration and conservation

A detailed photographic survey using slides or negatives as medium should be conducted by
conservationist before any restoration works. It would provide important reference to later
works that particularly involve replacements.



Restoration of plaques and couplets, paintings, plastered artworks, wood carvings, should be
carried out and advised by specialist, such as the Conservation Section of Leisure and Cultural
Services Department.113



Cleaning of brick surface and granite should be carried out by specialist who should propose
suitable cleaning method to the surfaces with different latter added coating or paint.

8.3.1


Timber members

Before any restoration works, the existing paint should be examined by specialist such as the
Conservation Section of LCSD to see if they are the original painting. It is also worth looking
into the paint if it is traditional Chinese paint – such as paint based on linseed oil.114



Modern paint system that is acrylic based would have a detrimental effect on wood. The filmforming finishes block the wood and prevent a moisture exchanges resulting the wood to rot. If
such paint is found on the timber members of Chik Kwai Study Hall, it should be removed
before any restoration and repair work. The removal of old finish should be carried out or
advised by specialists.
Traditionally prepared pure tung oil 桐油 would be used on the surface of clean timber



members in this conservation project.


In view of the well preserved paint finish on the carved timber members, it is suggested that as
much of the original surface must be kept as possible. The principal goal should be light
cleaning to remove disfiguring dirt or grime on the surface by hand tools such as cotton swab
and preservation of the coloration in-situ rather than over-painting, although it is a common
practice in Hong Kong. It must be emphasized that the cleaning and consolidation of the
surface paint must be carried out by professional conservators.

113 see Lin Chun-mei and Liang Hua-lun edited, 2002 Wall Painting conservation program II: Surface Cleaning and

Consolidation of the Wall Paintings in the Shui-Xian Temple, Taiwan, The Planning office for The National Center for
Research and Preservation of Cultural Properties, 2002.
114 Knut Einar Larsen and Nils Marstein, Conservation of Historic Timber Structures: an ecological approach, Oxford,

Boston : Butterworth Heinemann, 2000, p. 120.
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Only if the colours on the timber decorations fade and eventually disappear, re-painting is
allowed to be carried out by craftsman with sufficient skill. Subject to the statutory
requirements and approval from authorities, traditional Chinese paint, such as paint with
natural pigment, is recommended to be used in re-painting the timber decorations.



Only what is strictly necessary should be replaced. Conservative pieced-in repair should be
used to replace decayed parts of the timber members with elaborated carvings. The aim is to
keep as much as possible the original timber and carvings. Replacing the whole defective
timber member with replica should be the least measures.



The use of epoxy resins and steel reinforcement in the repair and reinforcement of the original
timber structures should be considered where carpentry methods are impracticable, such as a
richly craved tuofeng 駝峰, a structural member, excavated by fungal and insect attack. A
large timber structural member, such as columns or beams, with cracks may be reinforced by
steel rings.



For reconstructing missing parts, it is suggested that a skilful wood carver shall be
commissioned to repair and restore the timber artwork including carvings replication as
necessary to match with the existing material and textures as far as possible. Such wood carver
may be named as a nominated sub-contractor, which is subject to any particular contractual
arrangement.



For small cracks on non-structural timber member, mixture of 福粉, 菜膠 and 硃料115 or
proprietary wood filler could be used upon approval of authorities.

8.3.2

Cleaning brick wall and granite surface

A restoration review of the building should be undertaken by specialists to identify the work
required in preparation of the proposed restoration. It should include a proposal to clean areas of
the walls to determine the condition of the original finishing. There is a range of method for
cleaning the brick wall and granite surface.116
Traditional Techniques


Poultices or Gel Coats, which can be used to draw out deep staining, paint removal or
accelerate the migration of salt crystals from the surface.

115 硃料 can be bought from paint specialist, which is a hardener and also brings wooden colour to the misture.
116 Information from New Golden International Co. Ltd. Some of these methods have been used successfully on

buildings such as Legislative Council building, St. John’s Cathedral, Liu Ying Lung Study Hall, etc.
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Water with a natural P.H. detergent additive used as a dirt lifting agent and light hand pressure.



Approved proprietary chemical cleaning agent of low concentration shall be considered as
cleaning agent. However, all chemical cleaner should be completely rinsed off by hot water in
low/medium pressure without saturation.

Latest Technology


Vortex System (JOS), which mixes a combination of a small amount of cold water / air at a low
pressure (around 5 bar) and a small quantity of Calcite, to produce a delicate cleaning action.



Super Vortex, which can use a combination of cold or hot water / air / Calcite or a combination
of either.



Hot Water System, which use steam as the cleaning agent, a normal water supply is taken into
a high pressure pump where the pressure is increased to the required level before it enters the
water heater. The temperature is increased up to 150℃ if necessary before it passes to the heat
resistant nozzle where special jets direct the steam onto the surface. The temperature and the
pressure can be controlled independently so as not to damage the substrate.

8.4

Scope of Restoration Work for the Study Hall

8.4.1

Site Clearance

1.

Cart away and dispose all debris only from interior, all artifacts shall be salvaged and not be
disposed.

2.

Remove all vegetation on the rainwater hoppers and joints of the floor paving.

8.4.2

Demolition and Cart Away

8.4.2.1

External wall –

(a) Take down all metal windows and frames on side walls and façade.
(a) Break up the blocked up entrance opening into the side chamber on the right to match existing.
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8.4.2.2

Front hall –

(a) Demolish reinforced concrete lintel (supporting the metal fixed light window) and the metal
fixed light window at the top part of the rear side facing internal courtyard.
(b) Demolish the reinforced concrete cockloft floor slabs including supporting beams (both side
rooms).
(c) Demolish the reinforced concrete staircases to the cocklofts including metal balustrades (both
side rooms).
(d) Demolish the solid parapet walls at the edge of the cocklofts (facing ming jian 明間 [central
bay]) (both side rooms).

8.4.2.3

Side chambers –

(a) Demolish the reinforced concrete cockloft floor slabs including supporting columns and beams
(both side chambers).
(b) Demolish the reinforced concrete cockloft roof slabs including supporting columns and beams
(both side chambers).
(c) Demolish the solid external wall and window of the cocklofts facing the internal cockloft (both
side chambers).
(d) Demolish the reinforced concrete staircases to the cocklofts including metal balustrades (both
side chambers).
(e) Demolish solid partitions on the ground level (both side chambers).

8.4.2.4

Rear hall

(a) Demolish reinforced concrete lintel (supporting the metal fixed light window) and the metal
fixed light window at the top part of the front side facing internal courtyard.
(b) Demolish the reinforced concrete cockloft floor slabs including supporting beams.
(c) Demolish the reinforced concrete staircases to the cocklofts including metal balustrades.
(d) Demolish the metal balustrades at the edge of the cocklofts (facing ming jian 明間 [central
bay]).

8.4.2.5

Electrical installation and appliances –

(a) Disconnect and take down all electrical wiring and conduits to both exterior and interior.
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(b) Take down all electrical light fittings and appliances to both exterior and interior.
(c) Take down other wiring, i.e. telephone wiring on external wall.

8.4.3


Structural Repair Work

Structural repair to the cracks in the brickwork with the method to be designed by the
Structural Engineer.



Stabilization and make good tilted and buckled brick wall with the method to be designed by
the Structural Engineer.



Make good the brickworks which were in contact with reinforced concrete floor slabs and other
reinforced concrete structure members after the slabs and these members have been taken
down, by polymer brick restoration mortar or dentist replacement of brick which is to be
determined upon the size of the defects in the bricks.

8.4.4

Roof – Entrance Hall, Side Chambers and Rear Hall

8.4.4.1

Roof covering –

(a) Replace all roof tiling with double layer pan and rendered roll tiling, salvaged roof tiles shall be
used as much as possible – Entrance Hall and Rear Hall.
(b) Supply and lay new roof tiling with double layer pan and rendered roll tiling – Side Chambers.

8.4.4.2

Ridge –

(a) Make good stucco moulding 灰塑 including re-decoration to both sides of ridges and the bógŭ
博古 [geometric pattern] at both ends to match original – Entrance Hall and Rear Hall.
(b) Form new ridges including decoration – Side Chambers.

8.4.4.3

Rainwater downpipe and rainwater goods –

(a) Make good including painting to existing rainwater downpipes including hopper and shoe.
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8.4.4.4

Restoration of timber roof structure and decorations – Entrance Hall and Rear Hall

(a) Replace all timber rafter battens 椽, end rafter battens 飛椽, purlins 檁 and ridge purlins 脊
檁 to match existing.
(b) Make good, and replace if beyond repair, timber ‘front’ roof trusses spanning between the
façade wall and the front eave column of the Entrance Hall.
(c) The following decorations to the each of the above trusses shall be restored as much as
possible, in lieu of replacement.


the decorative features below the batten and on top of the timber truss;



the dou kung 斗拱 [timber bracket system];



the two richly decorated with figures tu-feng 駝峰 [timber decorated block pillar];



the half richly decorated with figures tu-feng 駝峰 [timber decorated block pillar] on
the lower beam and adjoining the wall;



the decorative timber string below the lower beam 樑; and



the two queti 雀替 [sparrow brackets] below the lower beam.

(d) Make good, and replace if beyond repair, timber ‘rear’ roof trusses spanning between the wall
and the rear eave column of the Entrance Hall; the decorated tu-feng 駝峰 [timber decorated
block pillar] shall be restored as much as possible, in lieu of replacement.
(e) Make good, and replace if beyond repair, timber ‘front’ roof trusses spanning between the
column at the internal courtyard and the front interior column of the Rear Hall.
(f) The following decorations to the each of the above trusses shall be restored as much as
possible, in lieu of replacement –


the dou kung 斗拱 [timber bracket system];



the two richly decorated with figures tu-feng 駝峰 [timber decorated block pillar]; and



the two queti 雀替 [sparrow brackets] below the lower beam.

(g) Make good, and replace if beyond repair, timber ‘front’ roof trusses spanning between the two
interior columns of the Rear Hall.
(h) The following decorations to the each of the above trusses shall be restored as much as
possible, in lieu of replacement –
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the four richly decorated with figures tu-feng 駝峰 [timber decorated block pillar];
and



the two queti 雀替 [sparrow brackets] below the lower beam.

(i) Make good the following carved eaves board 檐板 –

8.4.4.5



Front eave of entrance hall;



Rear eave of entrance hall; and



Front eave of main hall.
New timber roof structure – Side Chambers

(a) Supply and install new timber rafter battens 椽, end rafter battens 飛椽, purlins 檁 and ridge
purlins 脊檁.
(b) Supply, install and paint new timber roof trusses.
(c) Supply, install and paint new carved eaves board 檐板.

8.4.5

External wall

8.4.5.1

Brickwork –

(d) Block up existing window openings on façade and both sides with brickwork to match existing
(e) Clean surfaces of all brickwork.
(f) Make good external brickwork to match existing.
(g) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of brickwork.

8.4.5.2

Granite wall base and fascia to front return of gable wall –

(a) Clean the two courses granite wall base.
(b) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of granite wall.
(c) Supply and fix granite fascia to front return of gable wall to match original.
(d) Make good the granite cornice at the return of the gable wall.
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8.4.5.3

Decorations to top of the gable walls –

(a) Make good stucco moulding 灰塑 including re-decoration to the căo wĕi 草尾 [curling grass
pattern] on both ends and the auspicious pattern at the upper tip of the friezes to the top of the
gable walls.
(b) Make good stucco moulding 灰塑 including re-decoration to the quăizĭ 拐子 [geometric
pattern] at both ends and the auspicious pattern at the centre of the horizontal friezes to the top
of the wall between the gable walls (external wall of the Side Chamber).
(c) Make good the ornamental dressing on top of the gable walls including the stucco moulding
灰塑 including re-decoration to the bógŭ 博古 [geometric pattern] at both ends and the
suspicious pattern at the centre.
(d) Repair and paint cornice below eaves at rear wall.

8.4.6

Facade

8.4.6.1

Brickwall –

(a) Block up existing window openings on façade with brickwork to match existing.
(b) Clean surfaces of all brickwork.
(c) Make good external brickwork to match existing.
(d) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of brickwork.

8.4.6.2

Granite wall base and structure frame –

(a) Clean the three courses granite wall base, the two columns, column bases, the two ornamental
figure decoration projecting perpendicularly on the front surface of the column 樑頭, the two
inverted bow shaped lintels, the four queti 雀替 [sparrow brackets] and the two lion shaped
strut pillar with bracket on top 看樑掙角獅子 (resting on top of the lintel and supporting the
eave purlin).
(b) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of above masonry work.
(c) Make good the above items if they have been damaged and displaced from their original
positions, to match original.
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8.4.6.3

Floor finishes –

(a) Clean and make good granite curb edging.
(b) Supply and lay Canton floor tile to floor in front of façade wall.

8.4.6.4

Entrance –

(a) Clean the granite door surround, threshold and plaque above entrance.
(b) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of above granite items.
(c) Make good the above items if they have been damaged to match original.
(d) Make good timber door, frame, threshold and horizontal timber bolt at the rear surface of the
door panel including replacement of pair of brass pull handles.

8.4.6.5

Decoration –

(a) Touching up wall mural on wall frieze to match original.
(b) Clean and gold gilding to the granite Chinese characters ‘植桂書室’ in the plaque above
entrance.
(c) Paint a pair of door God at entrance door.

8.4.7

Front Hall – Ming jian 明間 [Central Bay]

8.4.7.1

Brickwall

(a) Strip off existing painting from brick surfaces on both ground level and cockloft.
(b) Replacement of deteriorated bricks.
(c) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of brickwork.
(d) Make good alcove for earth God shrine 土地公神位.

8.4.7.2

Floor finishes –

(a) Supply and lay Canton floor tile (including entrance corridor on left and ground level of side
rooms).
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8.4.7.3

Dong chung 擋中 –

(a) Make good granite column base and threshold to match original.
(b) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of column base and threshold.
(c) Make good timber screen door and frame including horizontal timber bolt at the rear surface of
the door panel.
(d) Make good the timber lintel above the screen door 門額枋.
(e) Make good the timber screen on top of the timber lintel.

8.4.7.4

Door –

(a) Supply, install and paint timber door and frame including horizontal iron bolt at the front
surface of the door panel and one pair of brass pull handles.

8.4.7.5

Decoration –

(a) Mural painting to the panels of the doors of screen door.
(b) Touching up wall mural on wall frieze to match original.

8.4.8

Front Hall – Side Rooms

8.4.8.1

Brickwall

(a) Strip off existing painting from brick surfaces on both ground level and cockloft.
(b) Replacement of deteriorated bricks.
(c) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of brickwork.

8.4.8.2

Timber cockloft flooring –

(a) Supply, install and paint timber circular floor joist, the size and spacing can follow those in
other ceremonial halls built around the same period, such as Tai Fu Tai in San Tin.
(b) Supply, install and paint timber strip floor boarding.
(c) Supply, install and paint timber skirting.
(d) Supply, install and paint timber balustrade (at the edge of the cockloft overlooking the ming
jian 明間 [central bay]).
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8.4.8.3

Wall mural on wall frieze on cockloft –

(a) Touching up wall mural on wall frieze of cockloft to match original.

8.4.9

Side Chambers and Internal Courtyard

8.4.9.1

Internal elevation and roof form-

(a) The internal elevation and the roof shall follow the design in Section 4.5.

8.4.9.2

Brickwall

(a) Strip off existing painting from brick surfaces on both ground level and cockloft.
(b) Replacement of deteriorated bricks.
(c) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of brickwork.
(d) Supply and lay new brickwall at ground level.
(e) Make good the ‘baroque’ style stucco 灰塑 to both sides of the arch on the opening to rear
hall to match original.

8.4.9.3

Granite column and base, and internal courtyard paving –

(a) Clean and make good the granite column and column base.
(b) Clean, make good and level granite curb, steps, cloud shaped string to side of steps to rear hall
and paving to internal courtyard.
(c) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of masonry work.

8.4.9.4

Floor finishes to ground level –

(a) Supply and lay Canton floor tile to floor.

8.4.9.5

Timber cockloft flooring –

(a) Supply, install and paint timber floor joist.
(b) Supply, install and paint timber strip floor boarding.
(c) Supply, install and paint timber skirting.
(d) Supply, install and paint timber balustrade (to staircase opening).
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8.4.9.6

Staircase –

(a) Supply, install and paint timber staircase including balustrade.

8.4.9.7

Timber door, screen door and screen window –

(a) Supply, install and paint screen panel doors with frame to ground level.
(b) Supply, install and paint screen panel window with partition on the lower part to the cockloft
(external wall facing internal cockloft).

8.4.9.8

Wall mural on wall frieze on cockloft –

(a) Touching up wall mural on wall frieze of cockloft to match original.

8.4.10

Rear Hall – Ming jian 明間 [Central Bay]

8.4.10.1 Brickwall
(a) Strip off existing painting from brick surfaces on both ground level and cockloft.
(b) Replacement of deteriorated bricks.
(c) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of brickwork.

8.4.10.2 Floor finishes –
(a) Supply and lay Canton floor tile (including ground level of side rooms).

8.4.10.3 Lintel –
(a) Make good the carved lintel 額枋 to match original.
(b) Make good the two richly decorated with figures tu-feng 駝峰 [timber decorated block pillar]
to match original.
(c) Make good the two queti 雀替 [sparrow brackets] to match original.

8.4.10.4 Fixtures and decorations –
(a) Make good timber partition in front of the altar to match original.
(b) Touching up mural on the timber partition.
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(c) Make good timber altar to match original.
(d) Touching up mural on the altar.
(e) Make good the offering table in front of the altar.
(f) Make good the facing brick base of the altar and top surface of the altar to match existing.

8.4.11

Rear Hall – Side Rooms

8.4.11.1 Brickwall
(g) Strip off existing painting from brick surfaces on both ground level and cockloft.
(h) Replacement of deteriorated bricks.
(i) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of brickwork.

8.4.11.2 Wall mural on wall frieze –
(a) Touching up wall mural on wall frieze of cockloft to match original.

8.4.12

Fengshui Wall 風水牆 at Front Courtyard –

(a) Clean surfaces of all brickwork and pebble stone wall base.
(b) Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of brickwork and pebble stone.
(c) Make good the coping of the wall.

8.5

Scope of Restoration Work for the Stable

8.5.1

Site Clearance

3.

Cart away and dispose all debris only from interior, all artifacts shall be salvaged and not be
disposed.

4.
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Remove all vegetation on the joints of the brickwork.

8.5.2
1.

Roof

Replace all roof tiling with single layer Hakka style roof tiling on the main part with two rows
of rendered rolls tiles on each end, salvaged roof tiles shall be used as much as possible to
match existing.

2.

Replace all timber battens, purlins and supporting pillars from brickwall to match existing.

8.5.3

Brickwall and Decoration

1.

Clean surfaces of all brickwork.

2.

Make good external brickwork and the brick dwarf dividing wall at the interior to match
existing.

3.

Rake out defective pointing and re-point joints of brickwork.

4.

Make good the coping of the front gable wall (wall facing front courtyard) to match existing.

5.

Replace any broken glazed decorative grilles including pointing to edges to match existing.

8.5.4
1.

Floor Finishes

Make good floor screed

8.5.5

Fittings and Door

1.

Make good the rendering to the door surround.

2.

Replace timber door and frame (door facing front courtyard).

3.

Replace low timber gate and frame.

8.6

Outline Budget Estimate

8.6.1

Restoration Work for the Study Hall

1.0

Site Clearance
1.1

Cart away and dispose debris

HK$

20,000

1.2

Remove existing vegetation

HK$

10,000

HK$

30,000

HK$

30,000
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2.0

Demolition and Cart Away
2.1

Works to external wall

HK$

20,000

2.2

Works to front wall

HK$

20,000

2.3

Works to side chambers

HK$

50,000

2.4

Works to rear wall

HK$

20,000

2.5

Electrical installation and appliances

HK$

10,000

HK$

120,000

3.0

120,000

HK$

270,000

HK$

1,300,000

HK$

220,000

Structural Repair Work
3.1

Structural repair to cracks in brickwork

HK$

20,000

3.2

Stabilization and make good tilted and
buckled brickwork

HK$

200,000

3.3

Make good affected brickwork after taking
down of reinforced concrete structures

HK$

50,000

HK$

270,000

4.0

Roof – Main Hall, Side Chambers and
Rear Hall
4.1

Replace tile roof covering to Main Hall and
Rear Hall, and new tiling roof to Side
Chambers

HK$

300,000

4.2

Make good the ridge to the roofs of Main Hall
and Rear Hall.

HK$

40,000

4.3

Make good rainwater downpipe and rainwater
goods

HK$

10,000

4.4

Restoration of timber roof structure to Front
Hall including eave boards

HK$

400,000

4.5

Ditto to Rear Hall

HK$

400,000

4.6

New timber roof structure to Side Chambers
including eave boards

HK$

150,000

HK$

1,300,000

5.0

External Wall
5.1

Make good brickwork

HK$

100,000

5.2

Make good granite wall base and fascia to
front return of gable wall

HK$

80,000

5.3

Make good decorations to top of gable walls

HK$

40,000

HK$

220,000

6.0
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HK$

Façade
6.1

Make good brickwork

HK$

20,000

6.2

Make good granite wall base and columns
with decoration

HK$

20,000

6.3

Canton tile flooring

HK$

10,000

6.4

Touch up wall mural at wall frieze

HK$

50,000

HK$

100,000

HK$

100,000

HK$

280,000

HK$

140,000

HK$

377,000

Front Hall – mingjian 明間 [Central Bay]

7.0
7.1

Strip off painting and make good brickwork

HK$

50,000

7.2

Canton tile flooring

HK$

10,000

7.3

Make good dongchung 擋中 including
mural on door panel

HK$

100,000

7.4

Make good screen at underside of eave to rear
side

HK$

50,000

7.5

Make good entrance door

HK$

20,000

7.6

Touch up wall mural at wall frieze

HK$

50,000

HK$

280,000

8.0

Front Hall – Side Rooms
8.1

Strip off painting and make good brickwork

HK$

40,000

8.2

Timber joist and planking of cockloft

HK$

80,000

8.3

Touch up wall mural at wall frieze

HK$

20,000

HK$

140,000

9.0

Side Chambers and Internal Courtyard
9.1

Strip off painting and make good brickwork
including decorations to both sides of arch

HK$

60,000

9.2

Make good granite column and base

HK$

4,000

9.3

Make good granite internal courtyard paving

HK$

15,000

9.4

Canton tile flooring to ground level

HK$

18,000

9.5

Timber joist and planking to upper level

HK$

120,000

9.6

Timber staircases and balustrade

HK$

40,000

9.7

Timber screen doors and windows to ground
and upper level

HK$

100,000

9.8

Touch up wall mural at wall frieze

HK$

20,000

HK$

377,000

Rear Hall – Mingjian 明間 [Central Bay]

10.0
10.1

Strip off painting and make good brickwork

HK$

50,000

10.2

Canton tile flooring

HK$

16,000

10.3

Make good lintel, tufeng 駝峰 and queti 雀

HK$

100,000

替
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10.4

11.0

HK$

60,000

HK$

226,000

HK$

226,000

HK$

60,000

Rear Hall – Side Rooms
11.1

Strip off painting and make good brickwork

HK$

40,000

11.2

Touch up wall mural at wall frieze

HK$

20,000

HK$

60,000

HK$

50,000

HK$

50,000

HK$

50,000

Sub-total for Part A – Study Hall

HK$

3,173,000

HK$

10,000

HK$

180,000

Fengshui Wall 風水牆 at Front
Courtyard

12.0

12.1

8.6.2

Make good brickwork and pebble stone wall
base

Restoration Work for the Stable

1.0

Site Clearance
1.1

2.0

Cart away and dispose debris, and vegetation

HK$

10,000

HK$

10,000

Roof
2.1

Replace roof single Hakka roof tiling

HK$

60,000

2.2

Replace all timber roof structure

HK$

120,000

HK$

180,000

3.0
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Make good partition in front of altar and altar

Brickwall, Floor Finishes and Door
3.1

Make good external brickwall including
coping and decoration

HK$

42,000

3.2

Make good internal dwarf brickwall

HK$

20,000

3.3

Make good floor screed

HK$

10,000

3.4

Timber door and low gate

HK$

20,000

HK$

92,000

HK$

92,000

Sub-total for Part B – Stable

HK$

282,000

Sub-total for Part A and Part B

HK$

3,455,000

Add 15% for Preliminaries (including
scaffolding), say

HK$

520,000

HK$

3,975,000

Add 10% for Contingency, say

HK$

397,500

HK$

4,372,500

Add 15% for Consultancy Fee, say

HK$

655,000

HK$

5,027,500

Total Estimate

HK$

5,000,000
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APPENDIX I

Fig. 187. First floor plan of Yau Sin Study Hall, Ha Tsuen.
(from Wong Wah Sang and Amy Liu edited, Measured Drawings, Beijing, China
Planning Press, Beijing; Hong Kong, Pace Publishing Limited, 1999, p. 121.)

Fig. 188. Ground floor plan of Yau Sin Study Hall, Ha Tsuen.
(from Wong Wah Sang and Amy Liu edited, Measured Drawings, Beijing, China
Planning Press, Beijing; Hong Kong, Pace Publishing Limited, 1999, p. 121.)
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Fig. 189. Section C-C of Yau Sin Study Hall, Ha Tsuen.
(from Wong Wah Sang and Amy Liu edited, Measured Drawings, Beijing, China
Planning Press, Beijing; Hong Kong, Pace Publishing Limited, 1999, p. 123.)

Fig. 190. Section D-D of Yau Sin Study Hall, Ha Tsuen.
(from Wong Wah Sang and Amy Liu edited, Measured Drawings, Beijing, China
Planning Press, Beijing; Hong Kong, Pace Publishing Limited, 1999, p. 123.)
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Fig. 191. Section A-A and B-B of Yau Sin Study Hall, Ha Tsuen.
(from Wong Wah Sang and Amy Liu edited, Measured Drawings, Beijing, China
Planning Press, Beijing; Hong Kong, Pace Publishing Limited, 1999, p. 123.)
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APPENDIX III

PRINCIPLES FOR THE PRESERVATION OF HISTORIC
TIMBER STRUCTURES (1999)
Adopted by ICOMOS at the 12th General Assembly in Mexico, October 1999.

The aim of this document is to define basic and universally applicable principles and practices for
the protection and preservation of historic timber structures with due respect to their cultural
significance. Historic timber structures refer here to all types of buildings or constructions wholly
or partially in timber that have cultural significance or that are parts of a historic area.
For the purpose of the preservation of such structures, the Principles:


recognise the importance of timber structures from all periods as part of the cultural heritage of
the world;



take into account the great diversity of historic timber structures;



take into account the various species and qualities of wood used to build them;



recognise the vulnerability of structures wholly or partially in timber due to material decay and
degradation in varying environmental and climatic conditions, caused by humidity fluctuations,
light, fungal and insect attacks, wear and tear, fire and other disasters;



recognise the increasing scarcity of historic timber structures due to vulnerability, misuse and
the loss of skills and knowledge of traditional design and construction technology;



take into account the great variety of actions and treatments required for the preservation and
conservation of these heritage resources;



note the Venice Charter, the Burra Charter and related UNESCO and ICOMOS doctrine, and
seek to apply these general principles to the protection and preservation of historic timber
structures;
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And make the following recommendations:

INSPECTION, RECORDING AND DOCUMENTATION
1. The condition of the structure and its components should be carefully recorded before
any intervention, as well as all materials used in treatments, in accordance with Article
16 of the Venice Charter and the ICOMOS Principles for the Recording of
Monuments, Groups of Buildings and Sites. All pertinent documentation, including
characteristic samples of redundant materials or members removed from the structure,
and information about relevant traditional skills and technologies, should be collected,
catalogued, securely stored and made accessible as appropriate. The documentation
should also include the specific reasons given for choice of materials and methods in
the preservation work.
2. A thorough and accurate diagnosis of the condition and the causes of decay and
structural failure of the timber structure should precede any intervention. The diagnosis
should be based on documentary evidence, physical inspection and analysis, and, if
necessary, measurements of physical conditions and non-destructive testing methods.
This should not prevent necessary minor interventions and emergency measures.

MONITORING AND MAINTENANCE
3. A coherent strategy of regular monitoring and maintenance is crucial for the protection
of historic timber structures and their cultural significance.

INTERVENTIONS
4. The primary aim of preservation and conservation is to maintain the historical
authenticity and integrity of the cultural heritage. Each intervention should therefore be
based on proper studies and assessments. Problems should be solved according to
relevant conditions and needs with due respect for the aesthetic and historical values,
and the physical integrity of the historic structure or site.
5. Any proposed intervention should for preference:


follow traditional means;



be reversible, if technically possible; or



at least not prejudice or impede future preservation work whenever this may
become necessary; and



not hinder the possibility of later access to evidence incorporated in the structure.

6. The minimum intervention in the fabric of a historic timber structure is an ideal. In
certain circumstances, minimum intervention can mean that their preservation and
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conservation may require the complete or partial dismantling and subsequent
reassembly in order to allow for the repair of timber structures.
7. In the case of interventions, the historic structure should be considered as a whole; all
material, including structural members, in-fill panels, weather-boarding, roofs, floors,
doors and windows, etc., should be given equal attention. In principle, as much as
possible of the existing material should be retained. The protection should also include
surface finishes such as plaster, paint, coating, wall-paper, etc. If it is necessary to
renew or replace surface finishes, the original materials, techniques and textures should
be duplicated as far as possible.
8. The aim of restoration is to conserve the historic structure and its load-bearing function
and to reveal its cultural values by improving the legibility of its historical integrity, its
earlier state and design within the limits of existing historic material evidence, as
indicated in articles 9 - 13 of the Venice Charter. Removed members and other
components of the historic structure should be catalogued, and characteristic samples
kept in permanent storage as part of the documentation.

REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT
9. In the repair of a historic structure, replacement timber can be used with due respect to
relevant historical and aesthetical values, and where it is an appropriate response to the
need to replace decayed or damaged members or their parts, or to the requirements of
restoration.
New members or parts of members should be made of the same species of wood with
the same, or, if appropriate, with better, grading as in the members being replaced.
Where possible, this should also include similar natural characteristics. The moisture
content and other physical characteristics of the replacement timber should be
compatible with the existing structure.
Craftsmanship and construction technology, including the use of dressing tools or
machinery, should, where possible, correspond with those used originally. Nails and
other secondary materials should, where appropriate, duplicate the originals.
If a part of a member is replaced, traditional woodwork joints should, if appropriate
and compatible with structural requirements, be used to splice the new and the existing
part.
10. It should be accepted that new members or parts of members will be distinguishable
from the existing ones. To copy the natural decay or deformation of the replaced
members or parts is not desirable. Appropriate traditional or well-tested modern
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methods may be used to match the colouring of the old and the new with due regard
that this will not harm or degrade the surface of the wooden member.
11. New members or parts of members should be discretely marked, by carving, by marks
burnt into the wood or by other methods, so that they can be identified later.

HISTORIC FOREST RESERVES
12. The establishment and protection of forest or woodland reserves where appropriate
timber can be obtained for the preservation and repair of historic timber structures
should be encouraged.
Institutions responsible for the preservation and conservation of historic structures and
sites should establish or encourage the establishment of stores of timber appropriate for
such work.

CONTEMPORARY MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGIES
13. Contemporary materials, such as epoxy resins, and techniques, such as structural steel
reinforcement, should be chosen and used with the greatest caution, and only in cases
where the durability and structural behaviour of the materials and construction
techniques have been satisfactorily proven over a sufficiently long period of time.
Utilities, such as heating, and fire detection and prevention systems, should be installed
with due recognition of the historic and aesthetic significance of the structure or site.
14. The use of chemical preservatives should be carefully controlled and monitored, and
should be used only where there is an assured benefit, where public and environmental
safety will not be affected and where the likelihood of success over the long term is
significant.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
15. Regeneration of values related to the cultural significance of historic timber structures
through educational programmes is an essential requisite of a sustainable preservation
and development policy. The establishment and further development of training
programmes on the protection, preservation and conservation of historic timber
structures are encouraged. Such training should be based on a comprehensive strategy
integrated within the needs of sustainable production and consumption, and include
programmes at the local, national, regional and international levels. The programmes
should address all relevant professions and trades involved in such work, and, in
particular, architects, conservators, engineers, craftspersons and site managers.
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APPENDIX IV

ICOMOS PRINCIPLES FOR THE PRESERVATION AND
CONSERVATION / RESTORATION OF WALL
PAINTINGS (2003)
Ratified by the ICOMOS 14th General Assembly, in Vicoria Falls, Zimbabwe, October 2003

Introduction and Definition
Wall paintings have been cultural expressions of human creation throughout history, from the
earliest beginnings, such as rock art, extending up to present day murals. Their deterioration,
accidental or intentional destruction constitutes a loss affecting a significant part of the world’s
cultural heritage.
The Venice Charter (1964) has provided general principles for the conservation-restoration
of cultural heritage. The Amsterdam Declaration (1975) introducing the concept of integrated
conservation, and the Nara Document on Authenticity (1994) dealing with cultural diversity, have
expanded these principles. Taking into account these and additional relevant contributions, such as
the ICOM-CC Code of Ethics (1984), Document of Pavia (1997), and E.C.C.O. Professional
Guidelines (1997), the aim of this document is to provide more specific principles for the
protection, preservation and the conservation-restoration of wall paintings. This document,
therefore, reflects basic and universally applicable principles and practices, and does not take into
account particular problems of regions or countries, which can be supplemented at regional and
national level by providing further recommendations where necessary.
The richness of wall paintings is founded on the variety of cultural expressions, aesthetic
achievements, and the diversity of materials and techniques used from ancient until present times.
The following articles refer to paintings created on inorganic supports, such as plaster, brick, clay
and stone, and do not include paintings executed on organic supports, such as wood, paper and
canvas. Composite materials in many historic buildings need special consideration outside the
scope of this document. Architectural surfaces and their finishing layers, with their historical,
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aesthetic and technical values have to be considered as equally important components of historic
monuments.
Wall paintings are an integral part of monuments and sites and should be preserved in situ.
Many of the problems affecting wall paintings are linked to the poor condition of the building or
structure, its improper use, lack of maintenance, frequent repairs and alterations. Also frequent
restorations, unnecessary uncovering, and use of inappropriate methods and materials can result in
irreparable damage. Substandard and inadequate practices and professional qualifications have led
to unfortunate results. It is for this reason that an appropriate document covering the principles of
proper conservation-restoration of wall paintings is necessary.

Article 1: Protection Policy
A necessary approach to the protection of wall paintings of every culture and religion is to
list and make inventories of monuments and sites including wall paintings, even in cases when they
are not presently visible. Laws and regulations for the protection of cultural heritage must prohibit
the destruction, the degradation or alteration of wall paintings, including their surroundings.
Legislation should not only provide for the protection of wall paintings, but also make available
resources for research, professional treatment and monitoring, and provide for the appreciation of
their tangible and intangible values by society.
If interventions are required, these should be carried out with the full knowledge and the
consent of the authorities responsible. Legal sanctions should be provided for any violation of such
regulations. Legal provisions should also consider new discoveries and their preservation pending
formal protection. Regional, urban or architectural development projects, such as the construction
of roads, dams, conversion of buildings, etc. affecting wall paintings should not be carried out
without an initial impact assessment study and without providing appropriate remedies for their
safeguard.
Special efforts must be made through the cooperation of various authorities to accommodate
and respect the cult function of religious paintings without compromising their authenticity.

Article 2: Investigation
All conservation projects should begin with substantial scholarly investigations. The aim of such
investigations is to find out as much as possible about the fabric of the structure and its
superimposed layers with their historical, aesthetic and technical dimensions. This should
encompass all material and incorporeal values of the painting, including historic alterations,
additions and restorations. This calls for an interdisciplinary approach.
The methods of investigation should be as far as possible non-destructive. Special
consideration should be given to wall paintings that may be hidden under whitewash, paint layers,
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plaster, etc. Prerequisites for any conservation program are the scientific investigation of decay
mechanisms on macro and micro scale, the material analysis and the diagnosis of the condition.

Article 3: Documentation
In agreement with the Venice Charter, the conservation-restoration of wall paintings must be
accompanied by a precise program of documentation in the form of an analytical and critical report,
illustrated with drawings, copies, photographs, mapping, etc. The condition of the paintings, the
technical and formal features pertaining to the process of the creation and the history of the object
must be recorded. Furthermore, every stage of the conservation-restoration, materials and
methodology used should be documented. This report should be placed in the archives of a public
institution and made available to the interested public. Copies of such documentation should also
be kept in situ, or in the possession of those responsible for the monument. It is also recommended
that the results of the work should be published. This documentation should consider definable
units of area in terms of such investigations, diagnosis and treatment. Traditional methods of
written and graphic documentation can be supplemented by digital methods. However, regardless
of the technique, the permanence of the records and the future availability of the documentation is
of utmost importance.

Article 4: Preventive Conservation, Maintenance and Site Management
The aim of preventive conservation is to create favourable conditions minimising decay, and to
avoid unnecessary remedial treatments, thus prolonging the life span of wall paintings. Appropriate
monitoring and the control of the environment are both essential components of preventive
conservation. Inappropriate climatic conditions and moisture problems can cause deterioration and
biological attacks. Monitoring can detect initial processes of decay of the painting or the supporting
structure, thus preventing further damage. Deformation and structural failure leading even to
possible collapse of the supporting structure, can be recognised at an early stage. Regular
maintenance of the building or the structure is the best guarantee for the safeguard of the wall
paintings.
Inappropriate or uncontrolled public uses of monuments and sites with wall paintings can
lead to their damage. This may necessitate the limitation of visitors and, in certain cases, involve
temporary closure to public access. However, it is preferable that the public should have the
opportunity to experience and appreciate wall paintings as being part of the common cultural
heritage. It is, therefore, important to incorporate into the site management careful planning of
access and use, preserving, as far as possible, the authentic tangible and intangible values of the
monuments and sites. Due to various sociological, ideological and economical reasons many wall
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paintings, often situated in isolated locations, become the victims of vandalism and theft. In these
cases, the responsible authorities should take special preventive measures.

Article 5: Conservation-Restoration Treatments
Wall paintings are an integral part of the building or structure. Therefore, their conservation should
be considered together with the fabric of the architectural entity and surroundings. Any intervention
in the monument must take into account the specific characteristics of wall paintings and the terms
of their preservation. All interventions, such as consolidation, cleaning and reintegration, should be
kept at a necessary minimal level to avoid any reduction of material and pictorial authenticity.
Whenever possible, samples of stratigraphic layers testifying to the history of the paintings should
be preserved, preferably in situ.
Natural ageing is a testimony to the trace of time and should be respected. Irreversible
chemical and physical transformations are to be preserved if their removal is harmful. Previous
restorations, additions and over-painting are part of the history of the wall painting. These should
be regarded as witnesses of past interpretations and evaluated critically.
All methods and materials used in conservation and restoration of wall paintings should take
into account the possibility of future treatments. The use of new materials and methods must be
based on comprehensive scientific data and positive results of testing in laboratories as well as on
sites. However, it must be kept in mind that the long term effects of new materials and methods on
wall paintings are unknown and could be harmful. Therefore, the use of traditional materials, if
compatible with the components of the painting and the surrounding structure, should be
encouraged.
The aim of restoration is to improve the legibility of form and content of the wall painting,
while respecting the original creation and its history. Aesthetic reintegration contributes to
minimising the visibility of damage and should primarily be carried out on non-original material.
Retouching and reconstructions should be carried out in a way that is discernible from the original.
All additions should be easily removable. Over-painting must be avoided.
Uncovering of wall paintings requires the respect of the historic situation and the evaluation
of what might be lost. This operation should be executed only after preliminary investigations of
their condition, extent and value, and when this is possible without incurring damage. The newly
uncovered paintings should not be exposed to unfavourable conditions.
In some cases, reconstruction of decorative wall paintings or coloured architectural surfaces
can be a part of a conservation-restoration program. This entails the conservation of the authentic
fragments, and may necessitate their complete or partial covering with protective layers. A welldocumented and professionally executed reconstruction using traditional materials and techniques
can bear witness to the historic appearances of facades and interiors.
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Competent direction of conservation-restoration projects should be maintained at all stages
and have the approval of the relevant authorities. It would be desirable that independent
supervision of the project were insured by competent authorities or institutions without commercial
interest in the outcome. Those responsible for management decisions must be named, and the work
must be implemented by professionals with appropriate knowledge and skills.

Article 6: Emergency Measures
In urgent cases, immediate emergency treatment is necessary for the safeguard of wall paintings.
Materials and techniques employed must permit later treatment. Appropriate conservation
measures must follow as soon as possible with the permission of the relevant authorities.
Detachment and transfer are dangerous, drastic and irreversible operations that severely
affect the physical composition, material structure and aesthetic characteristics of wall paintings.
These operations are, therefore, only justifiable in extreme cases when all options of in situ
treatment are not viable. Should such situations occur, decisions involving detachment and transfer
should always be taken by a team of professionals, rather than by the individual who is carrying out
the conservation work. Detached paintings should be replaced in their original location whenever
possible.
Special measures should be taken for the protection and maintenance of detached paintings,
and for the prevention of their theft and dispersion.
The application of a covering layer concealing an existing decoration, carried out with the
intention of preventing damage or destruction by exposure to an inhospitable environment, should
be executed with materials compatible with the wall painting, and in a way that will permit future
uncovering.

Article 7: Research and Public Information
The establishment of research projects in the field of conservation-restoration of wall paintings is
an essential requisite of sustainable preservation policy. Investigations based on research questions,
which have potential to add to the knowledge of degradation processes should be encouraged.
Research that will expand our knowledge of the original painting techniques, as well as materials
and methods of past restoration practices are essential in the implementation of appropriate
conservation projects. This research is also relevant to related disciplines of the arts and sciences.
The disturbance of significant fabric for study, or to obtain samples, should be minimised.
Dissemination of knowledge is an important feature of research, and should be done on both
the professional and popular levels. Public information can substantially advance awareness of the
need for preservation of wall paintings, even if conservation-restoration work may cause temporary
inconveniences.
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Article 8: Professional Qualifications and Training
Conservation-restoration of wall paintings is a specialised discipline in the field of heritage
preservation. As this work requires specific knowledge, skills, experience and responsibility,
conservators-restorers of this kind of cultural property should be professionally educated and
trained, as recommended by the Code of Ethics of the ICOM-Committee of Conservation (1984)
and by associations such as E.C.C.O. (European Confederation of Conservator-Restorers’
Organisations) and ENCoRE (European Network for Conservation-Restoration Education).

Article 9: Traditions of Renewal
In many regions of the world, the authentic painting practices of artists and craftsmen are continued
by repeating historic decorative and iconographic programs using traditional materials and
techniques. These traditions, satisfying religio-cultural needs and keeping to the Nara principles,
should be sustained. However, as important as it is to preserve this special knowledge, this does not
imply that the conservation-restoration treatments of wall paintings are to be carried out by
craftsmen or artists.

Article 10: International Co-operation
Sharing the care for common heritage is nationally and internationally an accepted concept. It is
therefore necessary to encourage the exchange of knowledge and to disseminate information at
every level. In the spirit of interdisciplinary collaboration, conservators-restorers of wall paintings
need to liaise with their colleagues in other countries and with relevant institutions and specialists
around the world.

This document, in its present form, was drafted in Copenhagen from 28th October 28 to 1
November 2002. It was edited and completed in Thessaloniki from 8 to 9 May 2003. Rapporteur:
Isabelle Brajer.
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